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UK star hurt

Senior Day

Bennett injures knee,
may face surgery
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News In Brief
Vocational School schedules
class in income tax reporting
The Murray Area Vocational Center will begin a class in Income Tax Reporting on November 3 at 8 p.m. The class will be
held on Monday and Thursday evenings from 6-9 p.m. for approximately three weeks. Mr. Robert Martin, CPA, will be the instructor for the class.
Changes in tax laws and current information will be made
available to farmers, small busines owners, and individuals. All
materials such asforms, tables, etc. will be furnished. There Will_
be a $5 registration fee due and payable the first class meeting.
To register, call the school at 753-1870 between the hours of 8
a.m. and 3:30 p.m. The class will be limited to the first 20 people.
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By GENE McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
The third member of a trio
that escaped from the Calloway
County Jail lastr week has been
apprehended in Henry County,
Tenn.

Scott P. Sanderson, 21, was
captured Wednesday about 2:35
p.m. as he walked down a
remote road in the same general
area in which Michael Wofford,
23, and Mark Miller, 26, were
taken into custody last week.

"A driver with KentuckyTennessee Clay Company saw
him walking down the road and
called us," Henry County Sheriff
Tom Jenkins, who led the weeklong manhunt, said.
"When our deputies got there

By So Asseeisted Prow

Today's highlight in history: Thirty years ago, on Oct. 23, 1956,
an uprising that shook the Communist world began as
Hungarians rebelled against the Stalinist policies of their government. The revolt was crushed by Soviet troops in the coming
weeks, leaving tens of thousands of people dead and imprisoned.

World's fair attendance
-In- Minns of paid attendance
Universal class

fairs

Special category MIS

Chicago, 1933-34
48.8'
Pans, 1937
34.0
New York, 1939-40
44.9*
Brussels, 1958
41.5
New York, 1964
51.6
Montreal, 1967
Osaka, Japan, 1970

50,3
64.2

Chicago, 1992
It'lk%'t'1111.101.11.1 45.0**
Seville, Spain, 1992
L'IL II Ilkli%II 30—

Seattle, 1962
9.6
San Antonio, 1968
6.4
Spokane, 1974
MI5.2
Knoxville, 1982
10.3
New Orleans, 1984
MN 7.4
Tsukuba, Japan, 1985
23
Vancouver, Canada, 1986
21.5
'Attendance over 2 years
Projections prior to
disbanding of Chicago
fair committee

Chicago Tribune Chart; Sources Hamsoon Pnce & Assooates and Arthur D little Inc

Calloway-dainty Sheriff J.D. %%Meets (left) and deputy Dan Hassell armlet Scott 8anderson from the
Henry County, Tenn., jail to a waiting patrol car following Sanderson's capture by the Henry County
sheriff's department Wednesday. Sanderson had allegedly escaped from the Calloway County jail hist
week along with Michael Wotford and Mark Miller, who were also captured in Henry County.
Matt photo by Gabe alloCuirimaa

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ladgar
Timms by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m.Saturday
are urged to call 733-1916 bet
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Offic• Hours — a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday, ill a.m.-12
p.m. Saturday.

•

LAKE LEVELS
355.4
Kentucky Lake
355.4
Barkley Lake

(Coard on page 8)

Despite loss of his home,
Harm to keep his plans
Despite the loss of his home
and its contents by a fire one
week ago, wildlife artist and
naturalist Ray Harm will lead
the- way for Murray State
University's Homecoming
Parade scheduled at 9:30 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 25.
Donna Herndon, director of
the Office of Alumni Affairs,
said that the fire occurred Friday, Oct. 17. Harm's wife,
Cathy, had taken him to the airport (he is making several stops
on a promotional tour this week
enroute to Murray), and when
she returned, "the house was in
ashes."
The Harms' remote Arizona
home contained much of Hs
original work,including 25 years
of field sketches, the
preliminary drawings he makes
for each print.
"It's a monumental loss,"

Ilriggs

Mrs. Herndon commented.
"Most of the artwork that burned 18 irreplaceable."
Mrs. Herndon said a project to
establish a scholarship or internship in wildlife biology.
conservation, wildlife art and
related areas in Harm's honor is
in the planning stages.
"Although this is a tragedy, a
project of this nature is one way
Murray State's alumni and
friends can show Ray how much
he means to us," Mrs. Herndon
said.
Proceeds from the sale of
"Winter Feeder" prints during
Homecoming weekend will help
fund the project, the alumni
director said. Wood Hannah Sr.
of Louisville, Harm's mentor,
has indicated his support for g
project honoring the artist, she

(e•rd on page 1)
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TOURNEY TO BEGIN — Murray Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce President Loretta Jobs (left) and Murray professional angler Jeanette Storey discuss the competition at a reception for media and competitors in the Bass'N Gals World Championship at Kentucky Lake. The reception was sponsored by the
local chamber of commerce — another reception tonight is being
hosted by the Marshall County Cliamber of Commerce, with the
competition to begin tomorrow.Storey enters the two-day tournament in 12th place on the tour.
Statt abets by David Tack

Settlement reported reached
in Littlejohn-Calloway suit
By(NE McCUTCHEON
.. Stall Writer
A settlement has reportedly
been reached in the second
phase of a civil rights action filed by Linda Littlejohn against
the Calloway County board of
education and Jack Rose, school
superintendent, according to a
defense attorney involved in the

Continued cloudy tonight
with showers likely. Low in
the mid 50s. Southeast wind 5
to 10 mph. Chance of rain 80
percent. Showers continuing
Friday.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for cloudy and cool conditions
Saturday through Monday
with a chance of showers
each day. -

he was walking along the road
with his hands up," KJenkins
said.
Sanderson, Wofford and
Miller escaped from the local
jail on Wednesday of last week
when Sanderson and Miller
allegedly overpowered deputy
jailer Coffield Vance.
Sanderson told authorities
that he had not eaten since last
Thursday and the only thing he
had had to drink was Water from,
a farm pond.
Following their escape from
the jail_ the three apparently_
made their way south on CSX
railroad tracks, according to
statements made to Calloway
County Sheriff J.D. Williams.
"Sanderson told us yesterday
that they hid in some weeds near
the tracks and some grain bins
while we searched the area the
night of the escape," Williams
said."We had also received a tip
that they headed north in a red
pickup truck which later proved
to be unfounded."
Williams said the three apparently went south on the
tracks on foot and spent the
night in a barn at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Orr about
two miles north of Hazel on U.S.
641. After the Orrs left the house
Thursday morning, they
allegedly stole three guns, some
jewelry, knives and a 1972 Corvette from the Orr residence.
"Sanderson said they traveled
almostto Memphis(in the stolen

Grand Marshal to be in attendance

Today's Index
One Section — 30 Pages
Arts & Entertainment
12
Classifieds
17, 18, 19
Comics
17
Crosswords
17
Dear Abby
8
Garrott's Galley
3
Horoscope
6
Murray Today
4, 5, 6, 7
Obituaries
20
Perspective
3
Sports
14, 15
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Last of three escapees apprehended

Elsewhere...
WASHINGTON — The leadership of the Soviet spy network in
the United States is being expelled this fall in a move administration officials say will ease the FBI's job by forcing the Soviets to
promote inexperienced street agents to management jobs.
MOSCOW — The Kremlin hits back in the superpower tit-fortat by applying Washington's own limits to U.S. missions in the
Soviet Union and stripping away vital local staff who do
everything from serve cheeseburgers to wrestle with the Soviet
bureaucracy,'
WARSAW, Poland — Lech Walesa, the Solidarity leader and
Nobel Peace Prize winner who has tussled with the Polish
government throughout the 1980s, learns whether he will be
allowed to travel today to the United States to receive an integrity award.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — The attorney for Eugene Hasenfus
says he will deny some of the Sandinista government charges
that the captured Alnerieelt sinister!!tete security'and eetrilr4V
ted terrorism.
WASHINGTON — The nation's elderly are getting a mixed
blessing from the abatement of inflation over the past year: the
smallest annual increase ever in their Social Security checks.
WASHINGTON — Law enforcement officials already are rallying in support of Attorney General Edwin Meese's national
assault on hard-core pornography, but an exeeutive in one group
says it will take time to bring results.
NEW YORK — A traffic helicopter plunged into the Hudson
River as the reporter aboard frantically screamed "Hit the
water!" in a live broadcast. The accident killed the reporter and
critically injured the pilot.
WASHINGTON — From South Africa and "Star Wars" to the
Philippines and the Pentagon, Congress this year asserted new
control over President Reagan's policies on foreign affairs and
national security.

25 (1- s I s

case.

A VIP trip for Central Services Distributors for Briggs & Stratton
from Germany and Switzerland visited the Murray plant
Wednesday. The trip also includes visiting other Briggs & Stratton plants in the United Staters. Gerd Korman, Distribution
Manager and Technical Services Manager International said the
purpose of the trip was to show the distributors how the company
Is investing in the future. Kortsnan, left, Erik W: Schleif, West
Germany, and Doug Hocking, personnel manager of the Murray
Briggs & Stratton, exchange ideas at a reception at the Holiday
Inn following the tour of the local plant.
„,,„,„

A six-member federal court
jury determined in July that Litllejohn's rights had been denied
following two days of testimony
In U.S. District Court in
Paducah.
The second part of the bifurcated trial — to determine what,
if any damages Littlejohn suffered as a result of the
discrimination — was set at that
time for Friday, Oct. 24 by
Judge Thomas Salentine.
10The attorneys have agreed to
a settlement," Donald A. Jones

of Murray, who represents Rose
and the board, said today. "But
were under a gag order not to
disclose any details."
A spokesman in the federal
clerk's office said the trial has
been continued awaiting final
settlement. The settlement will
not become official until after an
order is issued by Judge Salentine, expected in the next
several days.
Littlejohn's complaint, filed in
November 1982, contended that
her constitutional rights had
been denied by Rose and the
school board.
She asserted that she had not
been considered for rehiring as
a teacher in the local system
because she was involved in a
divorce during the summer of
1982.
Rose and the school board had
(Ciat'd ,n page 2)
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Activities announced for
NISU's Senior Day Nov. 1
Campus tours, visits with co
lege faculty and special musi,--al
entertainment are on the
itinerary for area high school
seniors and their parents who attend Murray State University's
Fall Senior Day Saturday, Nov.
1.
Sponsored by the Office of
School Relations, the annual
visitation day for prospective
Murray State students will begin
with registration at 9:30 a.m. in
the Stables Lounge of the Curris
Center. Murray State President
Kale M. Stroup will greet the
seniors and their parents before
they are assigned to small
groups for tours of the campus
and residence balls.

Littlejohn...
(Cont'd from page 1)
maintained that Littlejohn, who
was a non-tenured teacher, had
been sent a non-renewal notice
near the end of the 1981-82 school
year as mandated by the state.
Rose testified during the July
trial that the system typically
sends out such letters prior to
April 30 each year and that later
in the summer, when staffing
needs for the coming school year
are determined, he makes hiring recommendations to the

Local senior citizens plan'Fall Bazaar

Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens' Fall Bazaar will
Lunch will be served in
be Saturday, Nov. I, from 9 a.m.
Winslow Cafeteria at 12:15 p.m.
to 2 p.m. at Ellis Community
Open house in each of Murray
Center on Ellis Drive.
State's six colleges — Business
Anyone not a senior citizen
and Public Affairs, Education,
who would like to have space,
please contact Verona Grogan,
Fine Arta and Communication,
Humanistic Studies, Industry
at 753-0929 or 759-4978 by Monday, Oct. 27.
and Technology, and Science —
Spaces will be assigned on Friis scheduled from 1 until 3:30
p.m. Personnel from the Office
day, Oct. 31 from 1:30 to 2:30
p.m. Please make arof Student Financial Aid will
rangements to be present. All
also be available throughout the
bazaar items are to be new and
afternoon to explain the application process and the loan, grant_ _handmade.
A table for items not suitable
and scholarship programs that
for a bazaar sale will be
are available.
featured.
Fall Senior Day is open to all
Persons should have the arhigh school seniors in Murray
ticles priced. Clothes and shoes
State's four-state service area
will not be accepted.
(Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois
Another feature will be the
and Missouri).
baked goods table. Persons can
donate homemade cookies, pies,
Rose also testified that Littlecakes, homemade bread, etc.
john's divorce had nothing to do
Each item should be wrapped,
with her not being rehired, saypriced and in a disposable coning that teachers were hired
tainer. Baked items can be sold
"who were best qualified for the
from the individuals bazaar
slots that were open at that time.
table.
In December 1983 Judge
All proceeds from the baked
Salentine had issued a directed
table and along with 10 percent
verdict in favor of Rose and the
from all sales that people donate
school board but that decision
will help buy supplies for Ellis
was overturned by the 6th U.S.
Center and help to keep the
Court of Appeals in July 1985,
green senior citizens' van
opening the door for a jury trial
operating.
of the case.
Littlejohn, currently a teacher
In the Marshall County system,
is represented by Murray attorney John A. Gregory and Jennifer Coffman of Lexington.
An oil painting from the ICON
series of the late James Meek
will be presented to Murray
State University by his mother
at a reception on the campus
Thursday, Oct. 30.
Surrounded by an exhibition of
paintings and pen-and-ink drawings from a collection of her
son's work, Mrs. Sammie Meek
of Jackson, Tenn., will present
the piece lltled "Icon 9" to MSU
President Kala M. Stroup to be
added to the university's permanent collection.
The reception will begin at 3
p.m. in the gallery an the lower
level of the Curris Center, with
the presentation scheduled at
3:30 p.m. The 21-piece exhibit
titled "James Meek in
Retrospect" will be on display in
the gallery Oct. 25-Nov. 5.
Meek, an alumnus of Murray
State who distinguished himself
as a musician as well as an artist, died inliarch 1985. His oils,
watercolors and sculptures are
Included in 212 private collections in the U.S., Great Britain,
New Zealand and Japan.
A native of Jackson, Tenn., he
earned a baccalaureate degree
In art in 1950 and in music in
1962, as well as a master's
degree in psychology and educe.-

ow Thru Sunday Only
5.00 Will Hold The Coat
Of Your Choice!

Reg. 109.00 To
135.00
Choose from assorted
WoolPant Coats in
tweeds & solids. An
array ofcolors and fabulous styles. All coats in
100% wool& wool blends.
Junior, Misses & Plus
Sizes.

Parade entries
meeting' place
is announced
All participants in the Murray
State University Homecoming
Parade should meet at 8:80 a.m.
In the Bank of Murray parking
lot off the Court Square.
For more information
telephone the Student Activities
Office at 762-6951.

Alma Cooper, Lena Bucy, Leila Boyd, Nellie Bell and Elizabeth Robertson display a few of the handmade articles to be featured for sale at the Senior Citizen's Bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 1,from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. at the Ellis Community Center on Ellis Drive. Twenty persons will be selling handmade articles
and baked goods. Also incuded will be a white elephant table, house plants and door prizes.
Staff photo by Laurbe ttrumley

tion, at Murray State. He also attended Union University in
Jackson.
He had his first one-man art
show at the age 21 and devoted
the last 24 years of his life to his
painting and his art gallery in
Taos, N.M. His works have been
shown in national, regional and
tri-state exhibitions, including
museums and art centers in Santa Fe, N.M., Colorado Springs,
Colo., Las Vegas, Nev.,

Amarillo and Fort Worth,
Texas, and Memphis and
Jackson, Term.
As a musician, Meek first appeared in recital as a child prodigy voillnist at the age of 7. He
later performed with the Murray State Symphony Orchestra,
Murray String Orchestra, West
tlentucky Symphony Orchestra,
Union University Symphony and
Georgia Symphony Orchestra.
His background also included

seven years in the Rocky Ford,
CA:51o., public school system as
art director and three years as a
Junior high school principal.

The Murray State University
Alumni Association will give
away copies of "Ray Harm's
African Sketchbook" to two
lucky persons who make advance reservations for a pair of
1986 Homecoming events.
Donna Herndon, director of
the Office of Alumni Affairs,
said persons who make advance
reservations for the Golden
Memories Dance or the
Homecoming Smorgasbord by
noon Friday, Oct. 24, will
be eligible for the giveaway. One
copy of the book will be awarded
at the dance, the other at the
smorgasbord.
The 80-page volumne is a compilation of black and white sketches and color plates drawn by
Harm on his East African safari
in the 1970's. Harm's talent as an
artist and -naturalist is
demonstrated.. throughout the
book, Mrs. Herndon noted.
She added that only about 15
editions of the sketchbook remain for sale, making it a real
collector's item.

The Golden Memories Dance
is scheduled from 9 p.m. until
midnight in the Curris Center
ballroom. Reservations are $10
per couple and proceeds will
benefit music scholarships.
The Homecoming
Smorgasbord will be served
from 11 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center ballroom.
Tables will be designated for
decade classes and Mrs. Hem -

don said those alumni will
especially want to make advance reservations. Reservations are. $8.50 per person.
Mrs.\ Herndon noted that
reservations for both events will
be accepted through 4:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 24. Reservations
may be secured by calling (502)
762-6926, 762-3737, 762-3738, or
762- 3739 between 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m

Graves Countian arrested
on a federal drug charge
From staff, AP reports
PADUCAH — A Graves County man was arrested on a
federal drug charge Wednesday
after he allegedly tried to sell
about a kilo of cocaine to an
undercover officer, state police
said.
Danny Lee Cathey, 31, of
Water Valley, was arrested by
state and federal agents at 3:45

Vote
Judge David Buckingham
Circuit Judge

Reg.60.00 To 75.00
Great styling & fine tailoring in an all-around casual
jacket. Fashion colors.
S.M.L.

Lovely assortment of Rabbit Pant Coats. All are finely tailored
in many styles & colors. S.M.L. 'Furs are labeled to show country of
on

"Due to the demands of my job
as District Judge for the 42nd
Judicial District, I will not be able
to see as many of you as I would
like. Please understand that my
responsibilities as your judge have
priority over my campaign and
consider this as a request for the
votes of those of you that I am
unable to personally contact."

BUCKINGHAM

Register NOW To WIN A $250.00 Shopping
Spree Given Away For Each Of Our 34 Stores!
•No Purchase NeCessar

Central Shopping Center

Murray, KY

The reception in his memory
and in honor of his mother on
Oct. 30 is open to the public.
Hours for the Curtis Center
gallery on the campus are 8:30
a.m. and 8 p.m. Monday through
Friday and noon to 8 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

Paid for by David Buckingham campaign fund, Tim Miller, treasurer

p.m. at a Paducah motel, and
the cocaine, a handgun and
Cathey's car were confiscated,
Trooper Chuck Robertson said.
Police allege Cathey had tried to
sell the cocaine for $45,000 to an
undercover state police narcotics agent.
Cathey was lodged Wednesday night in the jail at
Hopkinsville, which Robertson
said was the nearest facility that
would accept a federal prisoner.
Cathey appeared before U.S.
Magistrate David King in
federal court in Paducah last
night on his initial appearance.
No bond has been set and he will
remain in custody at least until
his detention hearing, which
could be as early as Friday,
Robertson said.
Cathey's federal charge was
equivalent to a state charge of
trafficking in cocaine, Robertson said.
The investigation, which was
led by KSP narcotics office Joe
Pat Cohoon, was begun when
troopers in the Mayfield post
receiVed information from local
citizens, Robertson said.
The tips led state police and
U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration officials to begin
the drug probe in western Kentucky about four months ago,
Robertson said. Robertson said
more arrests are expected.

(Coned from page 1)
added.
Additional contributions to the
project will be accepted on the
main concourse of the Curris
Center (where prints will be
sold) and at the Homecoming
Smorgasbord.
Additional information about
the project may be obtained by
calling the Office of Alumni Affairs, (502) 762-3787, or the Office of Development, 762-3001.
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Garrott's Galley

No future in
breath busters
Any drinker who puts his just as dangerous behind the
trust in a "breath buster" wheel as a drunk whose _
mouthwash to protect himself breath smells like a brewery.
from being charged with Perhaps even more dangerdrunken driving is asking for ous. If using a breath buster
trouble.
—gives a- Oerion the feeling
The idea of a super that he doesn't need to worry
mouthwash, powerful enough about being asked to blow up
to consistently fool a breath- a balloon, he might be temptanalysis test for alcohol, is no ed to have one more drink for
doubt appealing to some peo- the road. He might be inple who make a practice of clined to take fewer precaudrinking and driving. Out tions once he gets in the drivthere's not much of a future er's seat.
The tooth fairy doesn't
in it for drinking drivers.
exist. There is no pot of gold
For one thing, informal at the end of the rainbow. The
tests of one such product sold Big Rock Candy Mountain is
in some bars in the Omaha a figment of somebody's imarea have been inconclusive. agination. The same is true of
That shouldn't be surprising. the idea that it is possible to
A breath test measures the drink excessively and, using a
amount of alcohol thro5wn off wonder product,. avoid the
through the lungs when a per- consequences.
Excessive drinking causes
son exhales. At best, any effect of a mouthwash would be intoxication, and the only responsible way of avoiding the
temporary.
For another thing, a drunk consequences of that is to exwith sweet-smelling breath is ercise moderation.

Letters To The Editor

Memorial service is appreciated
Dear Editor:
The family of Bob Holland
wish to take this opportunity to
say a special thank you to Sgt.
Major Johnny Brannon and his
military personnel who
presented the moving ceremony
"A Time of Rememberence" at
6:19 a.m. Oct. 23, at Stewart
Stadium and raised the
American flag in memory of
Bob, who along with 240 other

Navy and Marine personnel died
three years ago in the Beruit
bombing. It is deeply
appreciated.
Also a special thank you to
Postmaster Jack Hopgood who
Is flying one of the family's flags
at the Post Office on Oct. 23.
Thank you very much.
Love and Peace,
Donna, James & Chad Holland
Charles & Rosemary Holland

Parent fights child abandonment
Dear Editor:
I am writing today to a group
of people who by one means or
another are having problems
with support, visitation or finding the parent of a child.
Today's society is plagued
with divorces. And our children
pay dearly in one form or
another. There are many
organizations to help our
children. And by this act of
organizing we get help for our
children, we have shown our
love for them.
However, one thing has been
left unattended and it has reached to a shocking height! It has
gone misunderstood and
mistreated. Used as a weapon
by some or thought as a punishment for others. It has inflected
an open wound to society, with
the final pain being handed to
our children. Most turn their
back on it for fear of its
closeness to their family or
friends. So it's left unattended to
worsen. What is things
unspeakable thing? It's really a
chain: 1) child support, 2) visitation, and 3) parent rights.
I believe that this is a wicked
chain reaction in some cases. I
believe that it should be listened
to by both sides — not battled out
In court to find who has the best
lawyer. When t comes to a certain point, court is the only
answer. For some men (and
women), the stress is so bad
they run, feeling trapped. They
abandon their children —
support-wise and presence-wise.
They become fugitives of the
law and the children become
abandoned. Or trapped parents
sign their rights away.
Such a cut to our society only
leaves scars on our children.
Everyone feels the pain —
mothers, fathers, grandparents.

But the real victims are the sons
and daughters of the broken
union. Mothers, fathers and
children have rights.
P.A.C.A. — Parents Against
Child Abandonment. We are a
newly formed group who cares.
We are not professionals but a
self-help group. We are your
friends. If we can't help in all
situations, we'll try to refer you
to someone who can. Children
are our responsibility. We can't
just shrug them off or use them
to get even. They are part of us
and we can't run from that.
Right now P.A.C.A. is striving
for:
1. Enforce child support in
eases where parents "can" pay.
Trying all solutions — if it is not
settled — a jail sentence. We intend to bring attention to the
problem. Together we can help
change laws.
2. Try to cease child abandonment by trying to help find alternatives to leaving your child
behind: visitation and supportwise. Child visitation is not a
weapon. Don't leave — fight
with us.
3. Help find parents who ran.
Try to work with them over No. 1
and No. 2.
Each case is unique — with
different circumstances and
answers. We aren't for just men
or just women but for justice for
both. Don't get pushed around or
caught in red tape and sit still —
work for your rights. Being
unable to afford help shouldn't
stand in the way of your rights.
Your kids are at stake.

By M.C. Garrott

MSU Homecoming weekend 50 years ago
a more simple one than it is now
The advance promotional
material for this year's
Homecoming activities at Murray State invites us all to "walk
on the wildside." That's putting
It midly when you look at the
mind-boggling array of things
they've got lined up for this,
perhaps the biggest weekend of
the year on campus.
Starting at 7:30 tomorrow
morning and running, non-stop,
right on through dusk Saturday,
there are golf and tennis tournaments, a foot race, all kinds of
alumni get-togethers and banquets, a reunion of the basketball teams of the late 19308,
some music us old-timers can
dance to — all tomorrow.
The sun will no more than be
up Saturday before they'll be
streaming to alumni and
organizational breakfasts
before the big Homecoming
parade. Then we'll stuff
ourselves at the traditional
smorgasbord — and justifiably
so at $8.50 a throw. Then
everybody will go to Stewart
Stadium for the Homecoming
queen crowning and the football
game with Tennessee Tech.
The action fl1 wind down as
far as the older folks are concerned with a cookie or piece of
cake, a cup of punch and chitchat at Oakhurst during the
traditional post-game reception
in the president's home.
That'll pretty well wind it up
for the older folks, but the
younger ones will scamper off to
change into party clothes and
head for fraternity or organizational dances scattered from
Paducah to Clarksville.
I always breathe a sigh of
relief and send up a prayer of
thanksgiving the next day when
there was no news of any of
them getting hurt going or coming home.
• • •
It's a big weekend. I've often
wondered, though, why the
Homecoming queen couldn't be
selected a couple of weeks
beforehand so her pretty face
could be used in all the promotional publicity, and so she could
make personal appearances in
the interest of Homecoming.
I can see her handing out the
trophies at the golf and tennis
tournaments, posing with the
new outstanding ag alumnus,
congratulating the race winners
and riding at the head of the
Homecoming parade among
other things.
It seems a shame that her moment of glory is so brief — her
name announced over the PA at
the game, getting a bouquet of
roses from the president and

then being escorted off into
oblivion.
Just yesterday, I noticed in
the papers that a pretty, 17-yearold high school senior already
has been named queen of the
Tournament of Roses parade in
Los Angeles for New Year's
Day.
You can bet she'll be kept busy
between now and then helping to
promote the event. She's a real
celebrity now, and she'll live it
up — every moment of it.
Being an old public relations
and public information man, I
can appreciate that kind of promotional help, but it's just a
thought as far as the Murray
State Homecoming queen is concerned. Incidentally, she's
elected by the student body.
• • •
As I read down that armlength list of events Donna Herndon and her folks in the alumni
office and the student government kiddos have planned for
this coming weekend, I couldn't
help, as I do every year, but
think about the Homecomings I
remember from my days on that
campus.
This was in the latter half of
the 1930s. We didn't have more
than six or seven hundred
students then.
I remember only seven
buildings being on the campus
that fall of 1936 when my dad
dropped me and my suitcase off
in front of what is now Wilson
Hall.
There was Wells Hall, the girls
dormitory. Just north of it was
the Training School, where all
the aspiring teachers did their
student teaching.
Just south of it was the Administration Building. It is now
Wrather Hall and houses the
West Kentucky Museum, but
then the president, Dr. James H.
Richmond, had his office there.
So was the registrar's office and
all the other business and administrative offices. All the
science classes were held in it,
too.
Just east of it was the Liberal
Arts Building. It is now Wilson
Hall and used much as it was
then — for classes. The library
with its big brass doors was
there. It's now the Pogue Special
Collections Library, but then it
also housed the bookstore, the
post office, the journalism
classroom and office. If we had
anything then resembling a student center, I supposed The Hut,
across the street, was it. It's a
child care center now.
Nearby, too, was the men's
dormitory. It's now Ordway Hall
and used as a catch-all for all

kinds of offices.
I had a campus job in there,
cleaning up the studies and
bathrooms in the six front suites
on the west side every afternoon. It took me from two to
three hours a day five days a
week to do the job, but it paid my
room and board — $20 a month.
Lovett Auditorium, as we
know it today, was there then,
but it didn't have the addition on
the back. The football practice
field was back there, but the
same, numbered seats they use
in it today were there then.
We had compulsory chapel
every Wednesday between 9:30
and 10 a.m. We each had an
assigned seat, and a faculty
member checked to see that we
were in them. We were permitted only two misses a semester,
but I never knew what happened
to you if you had more than that.
We heard many good speakers
at those chapel periods, many of
them preachers, but we didn't
realize that religion was being
"forced upon us."
A year or so later the Carr
Health Building — one of the
most utilized and functional
buildings on the campus today
— came "on line" with its big
gymnasium, swimming pool,
ping pong tables and the like.
• • •
Homecoming weekend was the
same big weekend of the year it
is today. It all started with the
cheerleaders rehearsing us in
our yells at the Wednesday
chapel session. On Friday night,
there'd be a big bonfire, cheers
for the self-conscious coach and
players, and a snake dance
through downtown Murray.
Next came the parade Saturday morning, and every
organization and club on campus had a decorated float in it,
but there were only two or three
bands — the college band, and
maybe those from Mayfield and
Paducah Tilghman.
If there was a smorgasbord
luncheon, I don't recall it. We
didn't have enough money for a
nickel hamburger at The Hut,
much less a smorgasbord
luncheon.
You were really living it up if
you were lucky enough to have a
date for the ballgame; and if you
could scrape up 50 cents, you
could get a mum for your date.
One with a little gold football
dangling from it cost 75 cents.
If you didn't have a date, that
was no big deal. Everybody
went to the dance, and all dressed up — boys in ties and jackets
and girls in their newest acquisitions from home, O.T. Hale's
department store or Gladys
Scott's dress shop.
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That night, there was the big
Homecoming dance — held on
the stage of the auditorium when
I first came to the'campus and
later in the girls' gym at the
Health Building. This was a formal dance, and
the girls were all prettied up in
their evening gowns, while we
fellows wore our very best. We
walked our dates from Wells
Hall to the dance. I remember
only two boys with cars — Paul
Jones from Kevil and Sam
Petillo from New Jersey. Admission to the dance was only 50
cents.
You didn't have to have a date
to go to the dance. If you didn't
have one, you'd simply join the
stag line and dance as much as
anyone. You could even fill out
your eight-dance, no-break card
same as everyone and dance all
the numbers if you wanted and
were lucky enough to get a girl's
name in each of the blanks.
We danced until almost midnight to the great big-band
sounds of Leroy Offerrnan and
his band, later Bill Shelton's. At
Intermission, everybody would
jam into The Hut some 200 yards
away for the 30-minute break.
Then it was all over — just
before midnight — and those
with dates hustled the girls into
Wells Hall before the doors were
locked.
Then it was back to the books
and looking ahead to the
Western game.
Homecoming at Murray State
was simple in those days, but
now those of us who were there
cherish the memories of them.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
The grand opening of Dixieland Shopping Center was
yesterday morning with Sen.
Richard Weisenberger and Murray Mayor John E. Scott cutting
the ribbons. The developer of the
new center is Edward M.
Shroat.
Anna Ruth Harris, chairman
of Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club, is pictured
presenting a check for $200 to
Keith Heim and Jean Blankenship, officers, for the Humane
Society of Calloway County.
Miss Patsy Jo Burkeen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.B.
Burkeen, and Robert Grant
Black, son -of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Dan Black, were married Oct. 2 at home of groom's
parents.
Twenty years ago
Murray State University held
its annual homecoming yesterday with a parade at 9:30 a.m.
and football game with Tennessee Tech at 1:30 p.m.
Second Lt. William P. Sturm,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul W.
Sturm, completed a nine-weeks
ordnance officer basic course at
Army Ordnance Center and
School, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Md.
Modene Grogan, John
Grogan, Beurdean Wrather,
Raymond Wrather, Rhoda Nell
Herndon, Ruth Lasater, Mellie
Hopson, Chrlie Lassiter, Eura
Crisp, Auberna Perkins, Ruby
Grogan and Newman Grogan
were installed as new officers of
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star.
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club toured
the homes of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Rose and of Mr. and Mrs.
Holmes Ellis on Oct. 20, according to Mrs. Bun Swann, program chairman.

"United We Stand"
Bonita-Britt Hopkins
President, P.A.C.A.
P.O. Box 42
Kirksey, KY 42064
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Thoughts In Season
By Ken Wolf
No matter how excited we
become about man's greatness,
we should remember his weak
and fallen nature. Na matter how
convinced we are of human frail!.
ty, we should remember that we
are made in the image of God

This was a central message of
seventeenth-century
the
mathematican and religious
thinker Blaise Pascal. His book of
"Thoughts" or Pensees contains
the following striking passage:
What a chimera then is
man! What a novelty! What

a monster, what a chaos,
what a contradiction, what
a prodigy! Judge of all
things, imbecile worm of
the earth: depository of
truth, a sink of uncertainty'
and error; the pride and
rubbish of the universe!

Thirty years ago
Pictured today is the new concrete reinforced bridge which
was built to replace the old narrow iron bridge over Clarks
River on New Concord Highway.
The four-way stop at South
12th and Poplar Streets will be
*started again by the State
Highway Department, according to City Councilman Darrell
Shoemaker. Since the stop was
eliminated, there have been
several accidents there.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Compton, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Geurin,^ a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Carroll, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Elkins and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Jeffrey.
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Couple married at Leesburg home Murrayans attend Suzuki institutes
Nancy A. (Fike)
Spencer and Robert W.
Passino were married
In a mountain setting at
the estate of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Catterton,
Leesburg, Va.
The Rev. Jesse
Parker performed the
double ring ceremony
on Saturday, Aug. 30, at
5 p.m.
Parents of the bride
are Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Fike of Murray.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Passino of Falls Church,
Va.
The bride was
escorted down the aisle
by her eight-year-old
son, Jeremy Spencer.
Attending the bride
were Ms. Tonya Pike,
c.
sister-in-law of the
bride, maid of honor,
and Miss Gail Kahla,
bridesmaid. '
T.J. Fike, nephew of
the bride, was ring
bearer.
Attending the groom
were Steven Passino,
best man, and Tom
Passino, groomsman.
Both are brothers of the
•
groom.
A champagne reception followed the
wedding.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Passino

Furniture maker displays art works
By BARBARA MAI'ER
AP N ewstestures

Garry Knox Bennett,
a self-taught furniture
maker in Oakland,
Calif., bears little
resemblance to the oldfashioned idea of a furniture craftsman.
After expending a
great deal of time, effort
and money to produce
an original piece, he's
apt to decide it's too

perfect and put in the
first blemish himself.
One of his more
famous exploits was to
hammer a large bent
nail into a meticulouslycrafted cabinet he had
just completed. The nail
substitutes for a door
pull and could hardly be
missed since it's right in
the center of the piece.
When the cabinet was
on display at a furniture

store in New York, one
customer recorded his
opinion when nobody
was looking.
"'I think this nail
business is a stupid
idea,' he scribbled on
the drawer bottom.
Then he signed the
message and dated it.
Except for the fact that
somebody stole the nail,
the message might
never have been found,"

Treat your favorite "Pumpkin"
to a Ghost of
eadive_Siut
RtTwnt
a Deal at
BOB GREEN S

PADUCAH KENTUCKY 42001

BUY TWO TICKETS TO
THE WRIGHT BROS. CONCERT...

says Bennett.
Bennett actually
started the joke himself
when he hammered the
nail. He had several
friends witness the
desecration and sign
their names on the bottom of another drawer.
If this sounds
suspiciously like the action of an artist, don't
count on Bennett to go
along with the description. "Everyone wants
to be called an artist.
I'm satisfied with the title of furniture maker,"
he says.
However, Bennett,
who is 52, has been a
painter and sculptor. He
Is one of a growing
number of individuals
making what is being
called art furniture.
The expensive, usually one-of-a-kind pieces
(Cont'd on page 8)

Friday, Oct. 31, 1986 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 1, 1986 8:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m.

AND GET TWO NIGHTS LODGING
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!!
Friday & Saturday — Oct. 31, 1986-Nov. 1, 1986
Saturday & Sunday — Nov. 1, 1986-Nov. 2, 1986
Double $39.00
Single $35.00
reserva*There are only a limited number of rooms available, so call now for advanced
tions. 1-800-826-3398
'You must have coupon to qualify.

HOOVER
SALE!
HOOVER.
SPIRIT'

Each summer,
thousands of children,
parents and teachers
who are involved in the
Suzuki method of music
instruction attend one or
more of the many
Suzuki Institutes which
are offered on college
campuses throughout
the United States and
Canada.
Several Murrayans
participted in the
"Suzuki Experience"
during the summer. _
In June. Makin
Hughes and his mother,
Dr. Joyce Hughes, and
Scott Conklin and his
mother, Liz Conklin, attended institutes at the
University of Louisville
for a week of concentrated piano and violin
study.
In August, the Ray
Conklin family were at
the largest of the summer institutes held annually on the campus of
University of Wisconsin
at Stevens Point.
During the week they
attended, there were 750
young students of violin,
cello, piano and harp,
ages 3 through 16.
Scott Conklin studied
violin Mt-performed on
the prestigious Honors
Recitals at both
Louisville and Stevens
Point. Sarah Conklin
had lessons and group
activities in piano and
appeared in a Piano
Recital at the end of the
week at Stevens Point.
At the institutes, the
children become deeply
involved in a week of
"private" lessons,
group lessons, theory
and Kodaly "classes,"
recitals and practice
with Moms and Dads in
close pursuit, taking
notes, recording lessons
and participating in
parent/teacher discus-

Thursday,Oct. 23
Murray Shrine Club
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Hong Kong Restaurant.
---Square dance will be
at 7:30 p.m. at Kenlake
Music Barn, Aurora.
---Poet Lynda Hull of
Bloomington, Ind., will
read from her work at 7
p.m. in Jesse Stuart
Reading Room, Pogue
Library, Murray State
University.
---Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
club house.
---Dr. Kristen Juul will
speak at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 240, Special
Education Building,
Murray State
University.

N1.11:1
MOVIES

Accompanying her to
Stevens Point was her
husband, cellist Neale
Mason who observed
work being done with
young students of cello,
string bass and
chamber music. Mason
taught in the Murray
State University Music
Department for 33 years
before retirement and
now is an adjunct
member of the faculty.
In October several
Murray students and
their mothers and their
teacher, Dot Mason, attended a one -day
workshop in Cincinnati,
Ohio. There they had
lessons with American
teachers and had group

Thursday,Oct. 23
Murray Women of the
Moose will have ritual
pracrice at 7:30 p.m.
---Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. in Educational
Building, First United
Methodist Church.
AA and Al-Anonwill
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
Compa- ssionate
Parent Support Group
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway Health
Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets.
---Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at
American Legion Hall.
Front Porch Swing
will rehearse at 7:30
p.m. at First Christian
Church.
- Ringers will
Rainbow
meet at 5:30 p.m. at
First United Methodist
Church.
---Xi Alpha Phi Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi
sorority will meet at 7
p.m. at home of June
Vanover.

canister
wheels

• 24000 RPM • Handy
Dual/Stage topside
Motor/Fan switch
system
• Dual-edge
cleaning

Sugg. Retail
$99.95

ed teacher training,
lessons and other activities at all levels for
both piano and harp.

sions about educating
children.
Suzuki teachers find
at the institutes the opportunity to advance
their own skills in instrumental teaching
and have an interchange of experiences
and ideas with others in
the same field. Suzuki
music study now can be
found not only for violin,
viola, .cello and piano,
but also for flute and
harp.
Also attending institutes during the summer was Dot Mason,
piano teacher. She went
to Kansas State University at Emporia for a
week in June where she
continued "teaching
training" in the method.
In August she attended
the institute at Stevens
Point where she observ-

TOP GUN

l M.
k
Li

Friday,Oct.24
Kentucky Lake
Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
---Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
---Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
---Mothers' Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
---Homecoming events
at Murray State University will include: Golf
Tournament at Miller
Memorial Golf Course
at 7:30 a.m.; Tennis
Tournament at University Courts at 9 a.m.;
Biology Alumni at Hancock Biological Station
at 2 p.m.; "Run for the
Racers" at 5 p.m. at
Carr Health Building;
College of Business and
Public Affairs banquet
at 5:30 p.m., Basketball
team reunion at 6 p.m.,
Home Economics Alumni banquet at 6 p.m.,
Agriculture Alumni

-alErr-

$6995
_
lands Tonitise,:n.••••
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20%
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off storewide

excluding Lilli Ann
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activities with Japanese
Suzuki students, ages 4
to 15, who were there on
one leg of their annual
American tour.
__Murray students going to the workshop
were Molly Melson,
Erica Rowlett, Liza
Griffin and Sarah and
Scott Conklin.
The Suzuki system
strives to provide young
childr-as with a
favorable environment
for learning music and
such an environment
can be readily found at a
Suzuki summer
institute.
Teachers of the
Suzuki approach in the
Murray area are Dot
Mason, piano, Liz Condlin, violin, and Karen
Greer and Margaret
Wilkins, both piano.

Community events listed

Portable-Canister
Vacuum
• 7Y2 qt.
• Big 4-inch
disposable
bag

Attending a Suzuki Summer Institute at University of Wisconsin at Stevens
Point were members of the Conklin family who are, from left, Sarah, Ray,
Liz and Scott.

Friday,Oct. 24
banquet at 8:30 p.m. and
"Golden Memories"
Dance at 9 p.m., all at
Curris Center; Nursing
Alumni banquet at 7
p.m. at Holiday Inn.
---Murray High School
will have a homecoming
reception for all alumni
at 3 p.m. at the school. A
pep rally will be at 2:25
p.m. at school. MHS will
play Caldwell County at
8 p.m. at Ty Holland
Stadium.
---Bethel Chapel
Pentecostal Church will
have a special gospel
service at 7 p.m.
---Games will be at 8
p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge. This is for
members only.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and Star Gazing at 8
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:80 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.
---Saturday, Oct.25
Halloween Festival,
sponsored by United
Methodist Men of Independence United
Methodist Church, will
start at 5 p.m. at
church.
---Clifton B. Cates
Detachment of Marine
Corps League will meet
at 9 a.m. in Mississippi
Room, Executive Inn,
Paducah.
Youth Halloween Party of First Baptist
Church will be from 7 to
10 p.m. at Bethel
Richardson's barn.

4:
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1/2 price
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All participants in
Murray State University Homecoming Parade
should meet at 8:30 a.m.
In Bank of Murray parking lot off court square
For information call
7624961.
(CoorIl as page

Chestnut Street 753-3314
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DATEBOOK
Events on Saturday

Quilting event Oct. 30

Murray State University Alumni Association
will entertain with a coffee for all returning
alumni and guests on Saturday, OCt. 25,from 8 to
9:30 a.m. This will be in the Curris Center.
Decade classes are especially encouraged to attend. The Homecoming Smorgasbord will be
served from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Curris
Center Ballroom. The cost %will be $8.50 per person. "Hotdogger/Cartoon Fed" for kids will be
$2 each. Reunion classes will have special tables.
A reception, hosted by President Kala Stroup
and her husband, Joe Stroup, will be at Oakhurt,
1510 West Main St., following the crowning of the
homecoming queen at 1:45 p.m. and MurrayTennessee Tech football game at 2 p.m. in
Stewart Stadium.

Sue Buchart, National Quilt Association judge,
will present a program entitled "It's Not A Quilt
Until It's Quilted" on Thursday, Oct. 30, at 6:45
p.m. at Calloway Public Library. Mrs. Buchart
Is a certified judge for the National Quilt
Association, a charter member of the Kentucky
Heritage Quilt Society and an artistic qullter for
many years. The program will show persons how
to design a quilting pattern on patchwork, applique and white work that will create a valuable
heirloom for the quilter. Everyone is asked to bring a quilt to show. Antique quilts will be
especially welcome. The program is offered to
everyone interested in quilts. A $1 donation will
be accepted.

Events at Independence

Siebold gets degree

United Methodist Men of Independence United
Bert Allen Siebold of Rt. 3, Box 414, Murray,
Methodist Church will sponsor a Halloween
received his Ph.D., Doctor of Philosophy, in
Festival on Saturday, Oct. 25. The festivities will
summer quarter commencement exercises at
begin at 5 p.m. with a costume cotest for both
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. Siebold
young and old. A chili and hot dog supper will be
was one of1;89/ students receiving-degrees, acserved at 6 p.m. At 7:30 p.m. The Decisionseit—
cording.folhe release from thi in2veridty.
Symsonia will be the featured group at the
---- regular gospel singing. The church is located two
miles east of Alrno off Highway 464. The public is
invited to attend.
Dr. George Redding, chairman of the Department of Bible at Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College, Mayfield, will teach the book of James in
the Fall Bible Conference at the college. The first
All participants in the Murray State University
will be at 2 p.m. on Monday, Oct. 27,
session
Homecoming Parade should meet at 8:30 a.m.on
followed by a night session at 7 p.m. The last sesSaturday, Oct. 25, in the parking lot of Bank of
sion will be at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 28. All
Murray off of the court square in downtown Wrmeetings will be in the auditorium of the Ann
ray. The parade will be formed there and go
Markham Library at the college.
Parrish
down Main Street to the university. For more information call the Student Activities office,
762-8951.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Flack, 1107 Olive St.,
Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Chelsea
Ella, weighing seven pounds nine ounces,
measuring 21% inches, born on Wednesday, Oct.
The WMU of Blood River Baptist Association
8, at 12:59 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
will have its quarterly meeting on Monday, Oct.
Paducah. The father is a junior majoring in
27, at 7 p.m. at Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
radio and television at Murray State University.
All Baptist Women and Baptist Young Women
The mother, the former Nancy Noffsinger, atare urged to attend. All women of churches not
tended Murray State and worked as a nursing
having a WMU are invited to attend. Dr. Bill
assistant at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Whittaker, 'former pastor of First Baptist
and as medical assistant to Dr. Robert Bacsik
Church, Murray, will be the guest speaker. They
prior to her marriage. Grandparents are Dr. and
were appointed by the Foreign Mission Board
Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger, Murray, and Mrs.
unand served as missionaries in the Philippines
Virginia Braymer, Morioko, Japan. Chelsea has
til this year. Dr. Whittaker has accepted the
two brothers, Christopher, 12, and Jeffery, 10.
pastorate of Downtown Baptist Church, Orlando,
Fla., where he will begin his ministry on Nov. 1.

Bible study on Monday

Participants to,meet

Chelsea Ella Flack born

WMU meeting Monday

Scouts plan party

Concert at St. John's
The Voices of Praise will present a concert on
Sunday, Oct. 26, at 3 p.m. at St. John's Missionary Baptist Church,located at corner of L.P.
Miller and Spruce Streets, Murray.

Murray-Calloway County Neighborhood Girl
Scout Core will sponsor a skating party at Roller
Skating of Murray on Thursday, Oct. 30, from 4
to 6 p.m. All Girl Scuts and their families are invited. The cost will be $2 per child and 25 cents
per adult.

Laura Lynn Higbee born

Event at Murray High
College Night will be tonight (ThursdaiTYftm
7 to 8:30 p.m. at Murray High School. Representatives from the various colleges and departments at Murray State University will be present
along with those from Western Kentucky University, University of Kentucky, Institute of Electronic Technology and West Kentucky Vocational Technical School, Paducah, and U.S. Air
Force, Navy, Army and Marines. All juniors and
seniors from Murray High School and Calloway
County High School and their parents are invited
to attend. This evening provides an opportunity
for students to receive individual attention from
representatives of the various places.

Breakfast on Saturday
College of Education of Murray State University will have a breakfast on Satrrlay, Oct. 25, at
8:30 a.m. in cafeteria of Murray Middle School,
Eighth and Main Streets. The cost will be $3.50
per person and $1 for children under 12. For information call 762-3817.

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Higbee of Rt. 1, Box 55,
Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Laura
Lynn, weighing nine pounds, measuring 20% inches, born on Tuesday, Oct. 14, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have another
daughter, Amanda, 3. The mother, the former
Carql Watkins, is on leave from the office of Dr.
H.C. Denham. The father is lab technician at the
local hospital. Grandparents are Mrs. Effie
Watkins and the late Royce Watkins of Hazel and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Higbee of Cadiz. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Lois Higbee of
eft.rnpbellsville.
(Cont'd on page 7)
President Nixon
broke with tradition in
1969 and, for the first
time, the message was
not given from the
White House, but from
Nixon's "Western White
House" in San
Clemente, Calif.

Going Out
of Business
Sale...Continues!
Furches
Jewlery
$13.50
*Diamond Solitare Rings starting at$100.00
*Diamond Earrings

*Ladies' 1 ct.
Diamond Cluster
•Men's and Ladies'
Seiko Watches
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clothes, cars, boats, trips, all the
things associated with wealth.
Sallie replied with another question, "How much can you
spend9" Then she was asked
whether she would rather have
money or not have money, and
Sallie quickly replied, "Money is
power."
Sallie is working hard with her
new Foundation, which is in its
Infancy. The Foundation will
consider proposals from nonprofit exempt organizations and
individuals within a region
defined as the entire Commonwealth of Kentucky and
those sections of states contiguous with Kentucky.
In addition to her work with
the Foundation. Sallie is writing
another book, "Passion and Prejudica," to be published in 1987.
The Jackson Purchase gave
.
'
Sallie Bingham a warn
welcome, and we even explained
to her in a nutshell how we came
to be called the Jackson Purchase. She is a delightful,
dedicated, articulate woman
with a heart of gold. Her goal is
to promote a sense of renewed
purpose and determination
resulting in greater opportunities for women.
In Sallie's words, "We are
committed to erasing the barriers between all classes and
conditions of women who suffer
from a common oppression:
White women and women of color, poor women and rich women,
heterosexual and lesbian
women, disabled and non disabled women."

Rainey's
Day
By Rainey Apperson
Murray State University has
Its usual amount of "visiting
firemen," and so often many of
us miss their visits, but this
week Dr. Kala Stroup and her
staff had a lovely party at
Oakhurst for their guest of
honor, Sallie Bingham of
Louisville.
In case some of you don't
know Sallie, let me give yosialittie background. She-is a
member of the Bingham family
of Louisville, who just recently
sold "The Courier-Journal,"
after a long family feud which
brought them national attention,
including a segment on "Sixty
Minutes."
A mother of five sons, ages 10
to 25, Salle and her husband,
Tim Peters, a contractor, have
Lived in Louisville for the past 10
years. Sallie describes herself
as a feminist, so I asked her to
define that and she stated, "a
feminist is one who is interested
in equality for everyone."
Sallie has literally put her

money where her mouth is and
has articulated a woman's
perspective with her newly
established Kentucky Foundation for Women. She's not your
typical "poor-little rich girl."
This Foundation is a private,
not-for-profit, grant-making
foundation organized by Sallie
Bingham for the purpose of illuminating -tho-plight of women
and serving- RS a catalyst for
change on their behalf. Sallie
has the final say on who gets
what, and one of her stipulations
Is that the woman would promote social change.. through
the arts. In other words, this
woman would have a "political
connection," along with her
writing, musical talent, or
theater, film, dance, or crafts.
While I was chatting with
Sallie, MSU faculty member
Karen Boyd asked her a couple
of "to the point" questions.
She asked her why she didn't
want to spend her money on

COME TO THE

Vikki Baker
electrocuted
at her home
CEDAR RAPIDS,
Iowa (AP) — A 2-yearold girl was electrocuted when she apparently put a light bulb
attached to a plugged-in
electrical cord into her
mouth.
Police said the girl,
Vikki Lynn Baker, the
daughter of Debra and
Donald Kent, had been
napping on the living
room floor of her home
Tuesday when a baby
sitter noticed she had
not moved.
The sitter, Margaret
Stacey, and other
children at the home
then noticed a small
bulb, attached to a
socket on an electrical
cord, inside the girl's
mouth.
The girl was dead on
arrival at a hospital.

10.4444
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WEEKEND SPECIAL
Rent 3 Movies Get 1 FREE
Members Get 2 FREE
Pickup Friday, Bring Back Monday
Remember Our Video Camera Rentals
Great for Homecoming

VCR Rentals
$995
$1250
Weekend

Per Week

RENTAL SALES

Choose from over 2100
Movies and more arriving daily

CENTER

Open Till 8 Fri. & 6 Sat.

gRAIITS
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Elegant Dresses From
A Jacquard Loom
Interest in patterned fabrics has caught hold in a big way. One
area ofspecial attention this season is in jacquard weaves.
Bright's dress department has a charming selection ofstyles in
rich damasks and georgettes. You will love the delicate beauty
of woven-in patterns in the best of this year's colors. You can
rely on Bright's to have the fashions you love to wear; it's
a tradition seventy five years young and still growing.

0 Winner — Marsha Lewis, Paducah
'
75th Anniversary Sweepstakes• 750
Jean Hamlin
7500 Winner
75°3 Winner —Jane H. Rogers
Mayfield
Murray

Starting at

Starting at

$650.00

25 to 50% off

Wallace Sterling Silver Flatware

Shenandoah Pattern

21RIelTS
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

The Shirt For All Reasons
Oxford Cloth Button-Down

Service for 6

$794.00
Many More Bargains!
25-50% off SOrewide
All Sales Cash & Final
Sizing of Rings Extra
Use Our Christmas Layaway
753-2835
U3 S. 4th St.

- -•

Cream • Aqua • Peach • Blue • Pink • Kelly
Royal• Bright Yellow • Maize • Emerald
Black • Grey • Khaki• Navy • White • Red
If you are wearing sportswear, you should be wearing one of these
beautiful oxford cloth shirts. Whether you are in jeans for a walk
through the leaves or in a fine wool skirt and blazer chairing a
board meeting, you can look your best in a top quality button-down
oxford cloth shirt. You can see that we have a color for every
possible combination and the price is right too at only 22'

4
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and babies
are named
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Your Individual Horoscope Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY ix'TOBER 24, 1986
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Though you have mixed feelings
Of course you should go. This
about out-of-town guests, you're
looks like a really special time for
you. What to wear and how much
quite comfortable with today's entertainment plans. Make home the
money to bring are needless quescenter of activities.
tions. Just be there!
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Your judgment is better in matters
Your first decision is the right one.
of personal relationships than in
Don't belabor the point. Luck is with
business. On the social front, you'll
you regarding domestic interests and
find today quite special.
matters of joint finance.
fik
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll have no trouble making
Worrying about what might go
wrong is pointless. you're getting.
money now, but expect some differa
------ences of opinion from those close to —.hat-you want, so enjoy it. Socially
., you on what you should do with it.
and romantically, the world is your
Career is a plus!
oyster.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
_
1
your m4P.4.
PelMps it's-bec
- No-matter-what afriend-has -tirsay
on matters of pleasure, that it's hard
about the subject, you're on target
to muster what it takes to get into a
with your career. Doors are opening
Work assignment. Romance is fine.
for you. Things are beginning to jell.
LEO
PISCES
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
maw
Second thoughts and second guesWhen it comes to entertainment
ses make romance or a social outing
plans, looking for a career advantage
an iffy situation. Once more, you're
is the last thing that should be on
more comfortable on your own turf.
your mind. Fun is yours for the
VIRGO
asking.
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
IF BORN TODAY,you need to keep
The answer is "your place, not
busy to be happy. Both the arts and
mine" when it comes to social
sciences are likely to appeal to you.
matters right now. Then for sure
Though versatile, you should specialeverything is copacetic. Accept inviize for your greatest success. You
times.
tations. Expect nice
have good powers of observation, but
LIBRA
are
inclined to worry too much. You
Oct22)
to
23
(Sept.
are usually dedicated to your work
Good falls into your lap today, so
and put your heart in what you do. In
don't waste time stewing over the
business, you have executive talents,
strings that may be attached. There
but are at your best when your work
are none. You will shine in your
reflects your ideals.
career.
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Murrayan honored
at state convention
Pearl Ann Rutherford, current recorder for Murray Chapter of the Women of the Moose, was
awarded "Queen of Sponsors" at the Kentucky.
Arkansas state convention held in Owensboro.
Mrs. Rutherford currently holds her Academy of
Friendship, Star Recorder and College of
Regents degrees. In the upper left picture, Mrs.
Rutherford is being presented an orchid and
pearl corsage by Past Deputy Grand Regent Ora
Lee Farris on behalf of the Murray Chapter. In
the lower left picture, Craig Hargrove, governor
of Murray Lodge Loyal Order of Moose, presents
a bouquet of pink roses to Mrs. Rutherford. He
also spoke to the convention of her achievements
within the chapter, lodge and community. As a
finale to Mrs. Rutherford's evening, Robert J.
Rutherford, administrator of Murray Lodge
Loyal Order of Moose, in top right picture,
presented his wife with a gold nugget ring as a
memento of the special occasion.

F

tLire• •.
Uraj

on ALL our fabulous fashions!
Rush in for your Cinderella Secret Discount.
After you make your selections, we'll rub-off
the secret area to reveal your Secret
Discount. It's worth 10 to 50% off. And if
100% appears, your purchase, up to $100,
will be absolutely FREE!

they produce are usually shown in galleries,
not furniture stores, and
customers tend to ask
themselves, "Is it art?"
not "Is it comfortable?"
Bennett makes about 50
pieces a year, working
alone or with the help of
one assistant.
_ Although artIst-made
furniture is not new —
Pablo Picasso made a
few pieces of furniture
— it does appear to be
enjoying a new
popularity.
One indication of this
is the recent formation
of the Society of Furniture Artists (SOFA).
According to Rosanne
Somerson, a member of
the steering committee
for the group and editor
of its first newsletter,
one of the goals is to get

(Coat'd from page 4)

art critics and publications to treat the furniture as art, while at
the same time providing
a forum so that other artists, collectors and the
public will be able to
learn more about art
furniture.
"A number of significant national exhibitions have gone by
without any reviews or
documentation. We
would like to correct
this and also expand
people's ideas about
furniture:Somerson says that
the establishment of a
national group is only
one indication of the
development of the field
of art furniture. She said
that galleries and
museums have begun
taking an interest in this

work, which is leading
to a greater visibility.
For example, the
Boston Mtiseum of Fine
Arts now purchases art
furniture th,at is placed
within the irnuseum so
that visitors can sit
down on it.
The motivation . Of
those who 'buy handmade art ftirniture for
their own home remains
the same as if has been
over hundred* of years,
according to , Kristina
Madsen, a furniture
maker in thi, Boston
area. "Many of the
finest pieces were strictly ceremonial and
displayed the wealth
and taste of the owner,"
she says.

Six newborn admissions and djsmissals at
Murray-CaIloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Oct. 22, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Sweatman baby girl,
parents, Patti and
James, Rt. 2, Box 202A,
Murray;
Nanney baby boy,
mother, Tina, 208 South
Ninth St., Murray;
Burke baby girl,
parents, Linda and Jeff,
Rt. 5, Twin Lake Trailer
Court, Paris, Tenn._
Coleman baby boy,
parents, Barbara and
Wildie, Rt. 1, Murray;
Lyell baby girl,
parents, Karen and
....R-t. I,
Timothy,
Arlington;
Cleaver baby boy,
parents, Roxanne and
John , Box 3091, Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Clarissa
Galloway and baby boV;.•
402 East Water St.,
Mayfield; Mrs. Donna
Swatzell and baby boy,
1618 Loch Lomond Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Pamela Paschall
and baby boy, 1136
North Market, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Wanda
Muse and baby girl, 311
Cedar St., Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Cheryl
Raspberry and baby
boy, Rt. 2, Box 41,
Hazel; Mrs. Carolyn
Jones and baby girl,
Cadiz;
Mrs. Linda Kline and
baby girl, 803 Sycamore
St., Murray; Larry
Black, B4 Fox
Meadows, Murray;
Larry McKinney, at.
1, Box 113, Farmington;
Mrs. Frances Hendrickson, Rt. 1, Box 104,
Benton;
Mrs. Malinda Betty
Dunning, Rt. 1, Box
205A,Vnion Qty, Tenn.;
Howard Thomas, at. 4,
Cadiz;
L.D. Cook Jr., Rt. 1,
Box 118, Hazel; Alan
Mach, Rt. 1, Box 270A,
Murray;
Brett Harris, Rt. 3,
Box 287, Murray; Mrs.
Elaine Etherton, Box
871, Murray;
Charles Jones, 806
North 18th St., Murray;
Mrs. Gultine Dill, at. 6,
Box 294A, Murray.

FAMILY
FAVORITES

Boy's Tennis Shoestt
ag.
By NANCY BYAL
Better Brom mil("Meet
Feed War

One Group
One Group
(Incl. High-Tops)

$9.99

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
*New Shipment Boy's Winter Jackets
and Women's Skirts, Tops & Dresses

eTo-An's Varieties
Court Square

Weekend Special
Good Friday & Saturday

Ramsey's Discount Shoes
Ladies

Leather Chow Boots

'2495
20% off all other
Shoes and Boots

4th and Maple

•No purchase necessary Void where prohib4ed by law Details in store

JUNIOR• MISSES•PLUS SIZES
GIRLS SIZES
Now in most stores

CiSil Use your Fashion Bug Charge.
VISA, MasterCard and American Express also accepted

FASHION BUD
FASHION BUG PLUS
Styles to fit every you.
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER, MURRAY
OPEN DAILY 10-9, SUN 1-5

753-3120

Like hot air balloons,
popovers rise high from
the puff of steam that
forms in the batter as
they bake. They need no
baking powder or other
leavening to get them
off the ground.
Popovers are a breeze
to make. Beat the thin
batter with a rotary
beater or electric mixer
or use a blender. But
don't give in to the
temptation to peek at
them as they bake; a
blast of cool air through
the open oven door may
cause them to collapse.
Serve popovers as a
bread with butter and
jam,or cut open the tops
and fill them with
creamy scrambled
eggs, chicken a la king
or seafood salad.
High-Rising
Popovers
11,4 teaspoons
shortening
2 beaten eggs

SATURDAY SALE ONLY
OCTOBER 25

MEN'S SLACKS
10.00
Choose from our entire collection of over 250
pairs of top quality slacks in stock.
Layaway Is Now Available

WHOLESALE STORES, INC.
At New Location — East South and 5th St. (Dillon Manufacturing Building)
Mayfield, Kentucky — Phone 247-2757
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.4 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Visa & Mastercard Accepted

1 cup milk
1 tablespoon cooking
oil
1 cup all-purpose flour
1,4 teaspoon salt
Grease bottom and
sides of each cup of a
6-unit popover pan
thoroughly with
shortening. (Or use six
6-ounce custard cups.
Place cups in a shallow
baking pan.) Place pan
in oven; preheat oven to
450 degrees.
Hand method: In a
mixing bowl combine
eggs, milk and oil. Add
flour and salt. Beat with
rotary beater or electric
mixer until smooth.
Blender method:
Place milk, eggs, oil and
salt in blender container. Blend at high
speed until well mixed.
Add flour; blend just until batter is smooth.
Remove pan from
oven. Fill hot cups half
full. Return to oven.
Bake in 450 degree oven
20 minutes. Reduce heat
to MO degrees; bake 15
to 20 minutes more or
until very firm. Serve
hot. Makes 6.
Pumpernickel
Popovers: Prepare and
bake Popovers as
directed above except
use only 2-3rds cup allpurpose flour and stir
1-3rd cup rye flour and 1
teaspoon caraway seed
into dry ingredients.
Spicy Pecan
Popover'Prepare and
bake Popovers as
directed except stir 14
cup chopped pecans into
the batter. Combine 1
tablespoon sugar and 1
teaspoon ground cinnamon; sprinkle over
batter in cups.
Nutrition information
per serving: 157 cal., 8g
pro.. 18 g carbo., 7 g fat.
97 mg chol., 221 mg
sodium. U.S. RDA: 11
percent thiamine. 12
percent riboflavin.
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Stanwyck to
win award
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Actress Barbara
Stanwyck, whose career
in movies and television
spans six decades, has
been named a recipient
of the American Film
Institute's Lifetime
Achievement Award.
Miss Stanwyck will
receive the award at a
dinner on April 9, the
third woman to receive
it in the award's 14-year
history. Bette Davis
earned it in 1977 and
Lillian Gish in 1984.
The inctitute's
trustees award the
honor to an individual
"whose talent has in a
fundamental way advanced the film-making
art." The award was announced FrIdtly.
Stanwyck, 79, has
starred in such movie
classics as "Stella
Dallas" and "Double Indemnity." On television, she starred as the
matriarch in "The Big
Valley" from 1965 to
1968, "The Colbys" last
year, and "The Thorn
Birds" miniseries in
1983.

Murray High Class of 1966 has reunion
-Cunningham,Diane Shuffett. Villanova, Patricia Doran Weatherly, Jerry Caldwell,_
Linda Story Hastings, Pamela Ross Hoke, Sandra Garland Michael, Carol Champion
Hayes, Gail Morris Wright, Teddy Cahoon, Phyllis Poole Carlon, Craig Carman, Yield
Spiceland Celusta, Tony Thomas, Tonda Parker Thomas, Sue Ann Hutson, Steve
Doran, Sherry McCuiston Edwards, Mary Jo Oakley Hinton, Shirley Cochran Martin,
Ginger Pierce Nall, Ann Titsworth Bennett,Rita Hurd Winslow,Pam Clark Mavity and
Joey Wilson.

'The 1960 graduating class of Murray-High Selma held Its-SO-year-reunion.The resent
special event was held at the Murray Country Club. Those.in attendance were, left to
right, seated, William Metzger, Robert Hornsby, David Fitts, James Weatherly, Mike
Holton, Allen Ctmningham, Gary Turner, Thomas Lassiter, Ronnie Fox,Dan McKeel,
Ronnie Hutson, Michael McDaniel, John Robertson, David Primal; standing, Rita
Ryan Dykstra,Judith Hargis Wilson, Dorothy Swann Fry,Mary Robbins Duncan,Ronnie Owen, Stephen Douglass, Suzzette Steele Chapman, Linda Brownfield Bryan,
Shirley Lyons Blackburn,Lanette Underwood Hunt,Max Rumen,Carolyn Butterworth

DATEBOOK

MURRAY TODAY

(Coat'd from page 5)

Patients are listed
Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals include the following: James
Hutchens of Farmington, Laveda Brandon of
Hazel and Peggy Cotterman and William
Holbrook, Murray,from Lourdes; Carol Solmon,
Leslie Kemp, Cassandra Leeper, Elmer Sholar
and William Williams, all of Murray, Steven
Vance of Hardin and Mary Wyatt of Almo,from
Western Baptist.

SEE THE HOMECOMING
PARADE LIVE
ON T.V.
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QUALITY
FILM DEVELOPING

I

"2 Prints for
The Price of 1"

Kendra LeeAnn Kear of Rt. 1, Murray, was crowned Most Beautiful Baby at
a pageant on Oct. 4 at Clarksville, Tenn. She was crowned during
preliminary competition for America's Most Beautiful Girl. She also placed
third for overall competition and second place in sportswear. Kendra's wardrobe was from the Lilo collection at For Baby and Me, Murray. Kendra is
the 16-months-old daughter of Carl and Brenda Kear and granddaughter of
Robert and Rosales Kelso of Lynn Grove and Vernie Kear of Mt. Juliet,
Tenn. She has one brother, Clint E. Kear, S.

NEW YORK (AP) —
Here are the prime-time
television ratings as
compiled by the A.C.
Nielsen Co. for the week
of October 13-19.
The listings include
the week's ranking, with
full season-to-date ranking in parentheses,
rating for the week, and
total homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes one-time-

only presentation.
A rating measures the
percentage of the nation's 87.4 million TV
homes.
1. (1) "The Cosby
Show," NBC, 36.7
rating, 32.1 million
homes.
2. (2) "Family Ties,"
NBC, 34.9, 30.5 million
homes.
3. (3)"Cheers," NBC,
29.8, 26.0 million homes.

Fajitas' recipe listed
By NAPieli B II
Hefter Homes and Garden.
Food Editor

Tex-Mex Supper
Fast Fajitas
Eight 6-inch flour
tortillas
14-ounce package
frozen very thinly sliced
beef
1,i cup sour cream dip
with chives
% cup salsa
Wrap tortillas in foil;
warm in a 350 degree
oven for 5 minutes.
Meanwhile, prepare
beef according to

package directions. Cut
beef into bite-size strips.
For each fajita, arrange some of the beef
strips down the center of
each tortilla to within 1
inch of the edge. Spoon
about 1 tablespoon of dip
and 1 tablespoon of
salsa onto each tortillS.
Keep warm while
preparing remaining fajitas. Makes 4 servings.
Add tossed salad with
tangy dressing, iced tea,
and orange sherbet and
have supper ready in
less than 30 minutes.

804 Coldwater Rd.
(formerly Seafood Express)

759-1319
Hrs. 9:304:00 Mon.-Sat.
Announces the arrival of the"BIG" COOKIE
*Chocolate Chip *White Chocolate Chip *Peanut Butter
Available with Balloon Delivery
Stop in for FREE sample and
ass our unique gift selection.

4. (6) "Night Court,"
NBC, 25.5, 22.3 million
homes.
4. (X) "World Series
Game 2: Boston vs. New
York," NBC, 25.5, 22.3
million homes.
6. (5) "Murder She
Wrote," CBS, 24.3, 21.2
million homes.
7. (X) "World Series
Game 1: Boston vs. New
York," NBC, 24.2, 21.2
million homes.
8. (8) "Dallas," CBS,
22.1,019.3 million homes.
8. (11) "60 Minutes,"
CBS, 22.1, 19.8 million
homes.
10. (13) "Newhart,"
CBS, 21.5, 18.8 million
homes.

Happy Birthday
from
OA;
,
weewelif
with 30% off
on 14 Kt. Gold
jewelry and
a special
birthday gift
Rules to qualify:
I. Must show prf)of of
birthday.
2. 3 days before or 3
days after.
3. Can't be used with
any other promotion.
4. Under 18 m(ists be
accompanied
hy
guardian..
Downtown Murray
above English Sole
759-4573

all the festivities.
That's right...Murray Cablevision will have live
coverage of the Homecoming Parade on Cable
Channel 34. So kick back and enjoy the parade
live on Murray Cablevision.

*Limit one coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.
Ixpoire• Oct. 31, Mil

Kear wins honors

The Cosby Show'still at top

If you can't make the parade you can still enjoy

I

..171.111.1

4

Snap Shot
1Phot9

I

1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING 1

L

Olympic Plaza, Murray
759-9347
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

MURRAY

CABLE
leer
Bel-Air Center VLS111..."16

753-5005

LIQUIDATION SALE
— Sale Starts Wednesday, Oct. 15th —
Buckingham Ray has completed their new store
in the Northside Shopping Center on Chestnut Street
•
and is closing their downtown store after 80 years in that location.
This sale applies only to the downtown store's inventory of fine men's clothing

TOR'll ONLY

DM\ NTO\\
20%-50%

Suits & Coats by:
STOREWIDE

Sweaters by:
*Puritan
•Pendleton
*Saturday's
and Generra

•Kingsridge
•Christian Brooks
and Oakmont

•

Young Men's
Sportswear by:
•Generra
•i7nion Bay
*Mustache
and Saturday'.s

Outerwear by:
•London Fog
and Pendleton

Shoes by:
*Bostonian
*Bass
and Dexter

Slacks by:
fia. mar

•Thomson
and Haggar

Sale Includes All
Furnishings & Accessoric
•

'All Sales
Cash & Final
*Alteranerns .Extv

%15A-MasterCird
Dictwer Welt-gime

•

•

•
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MSU advisory group proposes summer intern program
Public Affairs at Murray State
president of Towing Company of Paducah;
— That the support and are: Greg Abel, vice
in
on
has one of the two programs in
Corporati
Richard
manager
plant
Manilla,
Fidelity
Citizens
assistance of council members be
,
and is among only 200
Alexander
Kentucky
of
Cabot
on
Aluminum
David
Corporati
;
used to greater effect in college Louisville
U.S. and Canada acin
the
in
Whinney
of
&
Master
Alloys
Tom
Ftobards;
Ernst
in
partner
including
fund-raising activities,
Carlene
Mathues of Gilbertsville Route 1,
credited at both undergraduate
the Partners Fund Phonothon Cleveland, Ohio;
treasurer of retired vice president of General
graduate levels by the
and
secretary
Belcher,
s
Associate
and the Corporate
American Assembly of Collegiate
Company in Murray; Motors; Mary Ray Oaken, presiOil
Belcher
Program.
in the
dent of the National Federation of
Schools of Business (AACSBT.
—That student and faculty con- Bob D. Cornman, partner
and
and
The college did a self-study in
nal
Bryan
Business
Professio
Cornman,
of
firm
tact with business and govern1985-88 as part of the reaccredltaMayfield; Ralph
Women's Clubs and deputy
in
CPAs
Watts
by
be
increased
leaders
mental
don review process. An AASCB
manager of Mar- associate superintendent for
expanding the distinguished lec- Donnelly, plant
visitation team will be on the
Systems in
vocational rehabilitation in the
ture and guest speaker programs tin Marietta Energy
in November.
of
nt
campus
Departme
Kentucky
Paducah.
and by developing awards proof
ts — Accoun.
president
departmen
Six
Education
vice
Doran,
Harold
grams to recognize business
Studies,
Pat
partMurray;
Page,
Computer
managing
Harice
ting,
of
Bank
Peoples
greater
and providing
Finance,
and
slid
.
it
&
s
in
Gingles
,ena*Levi's*Lee*Bonjour*Union Bay*Zena*LeviI leaders
ner
Ernst
Whinneyj
of
Economic
president
visibility through publication of Gingles,
-Engineers in
Nashville; Howard Shaw, presiManagement and Marketing, Ofgraduates' success stories Milli-14arms Architects
CD
presiof
Bank
of
Administration and Business
Liberty
Savings
Haase,
dent
fice
Jerry
Nashville;
CD
college newsletter.
_mo
Education, and Political Science
dent of Canteen Service Company Mayfield; John Warren, plant
nal
and Legal Studies — make up the
Extending welcome to council of Owensboro; Mike Hamilton, manager of York Internatio
CO
Mit- Corporation of Madisonville;
College of Business and Public
members, in addition to Thomp- partner in Peat, Marwick,
vice
,
Affairs. Seventy-one percent of
senior
Carol
Whitworth
Paulette
Nashville;
of
Co.
and
chell
M.
son, were President Kala
American
in
59 full-time faculty members
of
First
the
assistant
president
personnel
0 Stroup and Robert Burton, presi- Hubbard,
John
;
the college have doctoral
Division
in
Nashville
of
y
Bank
Technolog
Applied
the
New
in
g
Publishin
dent of ABC
s
Computer
of
Corporapresident
degrees.
Williams,
Sciences
York City, who is council of Computer
Among other units in the colServices Inc. of Paducah; Robert
tion in Falls Church, Va.
chairman.
presivice
Igert
lege
are the Waterfteld Center for
of
Jr.,
executive
Green
president
Igert,
Louis
Others serving on the council
Business and Governmental
dent of Executive Inn Riverfront
Research, the Small Business
in Paducah; and Carroll Ladt,
Development Center and the
president of PEBCO of Paducah.
Center for Economic Education.
The College of Business and
utilised private aircraft as well
as a Tennessee Highway Patrol
helicopter in their search of the
northwest area of the county. A
of deputies search the
number
(Oont'd from page 1)
area on foot with the aid of
Corvette) but then turned bloodhounds throughout the
around and came back to Paris night Thursday and Friday
03
Reg. 39.00
because they decided they need- morning.
ed more money," Williams said.
Before they ditched the car
"He told us they had talked last Thursday, the three allegedChoose from ourbest as▪
about going to Texas."
ly sold two of the three guns
sortmentofnoveltyjeans
Henry County authorities said taken from the Orr home. In adBy Abigail
atone low price ofonly
the Corvette had been spotted in dition to the car, the guns and all
0 19.99. Alljeansars 100%
Paris during the day last Thurs- but one of the knives have been
Van Buren
▪ stone-washedcotton daday but a city police car that recovered.
gave chase was unable to overp nim in thegreatestfashion
The three have been charged
take the fast-moving sports car.
styles. Junior& Misses
The car was again spotted by with first degree escape,
sizes.
a • Henry County deputy Thurs- burglary and theft of property
day night in a remote area near valued at more than $100. A
the Paris-Henry County airport. preliminary hearing on the
.54
When triat'd6puty turned to pm - charges for Miller and Wofford,
the message that this blatant DEAR ABBY: By nattrii, Pm a
sue them, Wofford, Miller and who were returned" to the
infidelity doesn't bother you.
far
how
but
person,
very courteous
e•
So, forget courtesy, and let off
Sanderson reportedly ditched Calloway jail last Friday, was should a person go in observing the
set for Oct. 27 by District Judge
steam. And the next time
some
the car-- 1 fled on foot.
rules of courtesy? My husband is
your husband goes fishing, pray
David Buckingham earlier this retired but does part-time work.
About two hours later, Wof- week, following their court aphe doesn't catch anything he
a.)
When he's not working, he leaves
can give to you.
ford was captured after deputies pearance Monday.
day
the
spend
to
anyway
house
the
ir>1
heard two shots fired. They went
with one of his young girlfriends.
See
Wofford, who had begun serv- (Saturdays and Sundays, too.) He's
to the area where they thought
imposed
sentence
found
and
-year
from
ing a 20
the shots came
sometimes gone for two or three
DEAR ABBY: He the 14-year-old
after his conviction here earlier days "fishing."
Wofford, "who told us he was
whose parents gave her permisgirl
Howard
of
death
fired
he
the
in
that
deeply,
year
and
me
this
tired of running
Although this hurts
sion to invite two boys and another
Neal Allen, had been returned to I've come to realize that this is the
the shots into the air so we could
girl to their house for an evening —
Calloway County to face charges lot of many older women, so I take
find him," Jenkins said.
unsupervised — only to come home
stemming from another alleged it in my stride.
find the boys in their liquor
and
I become enraged when a female
Sanderson told authorities
escape from the local jail, which
cabinet:
says,
and
home
our
calls
heard
voice
he
this
when
of
yesterday that
occurred in late June
Abby, curiosity and experimenthusband?" I
the shots he thought the other
year. At that time, he was "May I speak to your
with drugs, alcohol and sex are
ing
phone out of the
two had been killed. "He was
awating transfer to the Ken- feel like ripping the
at an all-time high between 14 and
and
h--,
to
go
to
her
telling
or
wall,
scared," Williams said, adding
tucky Department of Correc16, and parents who leave children
slamming down the receiver! But
that he told them he decided to
young alone, unsupervised, are
tions facility at LaGrange.
this
instead, I politely say, "One mohide out in the woods at that
asking for trouble. It's only natural
ment, please. I'll get him." Then I
for kids to take advantage of an
time.
Miller and Sanderson were be- dutifully call my husband to the
unguarded situation. I'm not saying
robbery
degree
first
ing held on
phone.
Miller was recaptured about 8
that children this age do not know
days I'll probably
unlawful transaction with a
these
of
One
and
the difference between right and
a.m. Friday morning when he minor charges. Those charges blow my stack.
wrong. They do. But they are still
was spotted leaving an abandon- resulted from an alleged inciBREAKING
immature and will often make
and walking across
house
ed
Jerry's
of
lot
CD
dent in the parking
childish choices. The 14-year-old
Tenn. Highway 69.
DEAR BREAKING: Go ahead
restaurant last month in which
left the boys alone for a few
Sanderson
girl
that
It would
Jenkins said
they reportedly attempted to and blow your stack.
while she was visiting with
minutes
more
far
and
healthier,
told them that any time the
much
be
sell a gun to an employee of the
in another room, and
girlfriend
her
gifty
or
practicall
deputies
than
Henry County
restaurant but when he produc- honest
CD
the thought of the boys getting into
his
for
husband
your
wrapping
bloodhounds used in the search
ed the cash they turned the gun
her parents' liquor probably never
girlfriends.
got close, he hid behind a log.
him, took the money,and left.
on
her mind.
crossed
treatment
tolerate
To calmly
"We must have gotten within
0
Sanderson was returned to the that hurts you deeply instead of
Instead of telling the girl she
fifty
hundred
one
to
one hundred
Calloway County jail late yester- expressing appropriate anger, shouldn't blame her parents for not
c
r
;
yards of him," Jenkins said.
vnitying extradition.
d&y_afIer_
hurt and frustration, conveys trusting her, you should have told
Head! County authorities
ZBonjour*Union Bay*Zena*LevreLee*Bonjour*41
her that her poor judgment wan
honest mistake based on inexperience, and her parents used poor
judgment in leaving her in a
situation that she was not prepared
to handle. Set it straight, Abby.
KATHY P. IN N.Y.
An extensive summer intern
program for students in the College of Business and Public Affairs at Murray State University
has been proposed by a new advisory group at its first meeting.
The Dean's Advisory Council
recommended that available experiential opportunities for
students in the college be
broadened by establishing the

summer program for both
undergraduate and graduate
interns.
Dr. John Thompson, dean of
the college, said the 22-member
council made up of business and
industry representatives from a
wide geographic area made other
recommendations for the college
at its recent get-together on the
campus. Among them are:
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DEAR KATHY: I think you
did, and very well. Read on:
DEAR ABBY:I am the mother of
three, ages 15, 23 and 26, so I speak
from experience. It is inappropriate
for parents to leave four teen-agers
home alone for several hours, with
or without a liquor cabinet. I am
also a volunteer at a crisis pregnancy center and I know that the
majority of teen-age pregnancies
occur in the home — not in the back
seat of a car.
CONCERNED IN
RICHMOND, VA.
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Shaker Kn'it Sweaters
Shaker Knit Vest

8..99

Reg. 16.99

Shaker Knit Vest in all your
favorite colorsfir Fall.SML.

10.99
Great looking Shaker Knit Sweaters in
Reg..18.99

a variety of colors- V or Crew neck
s les. SML.
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Ariii
Plus Size Sweaters.

Hand Knit Vest

Take An Additional

Reg. 23.99
9
.9
4
1
Hand
detailed
finely
,
--- Beautiful
Knit Vest. A large collection
ofdesigns & colors. SML.
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t:

2567o00
"Plus Size"

Great selection
, , a,

Murray, Ky.
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DEAR ABBY: I had to laugh
when I read the letter from "Caught
in the Middle," the young man
whose fiancee (Betty) smokes at
least a pack a day, but has never
smoked in the presence of his
parents because she knows they
disapprove of smoking.
Abby, how naive can Betty and
her man be? His parents already
know she smokes! If not, there must
be something wrong with their
sense of smell! Cigarette smokers
smell like cigarette smoke. It's in
their hair, their clothes, their books,
their automobiles, and if you go into
their homes, the scent of cigarette
smoke is everywhere!
I agree it's childish for Betty to
try to hide it. It's also impossible!
THE NOSE KNOWS
•••

(For Abby's booklet, "What Every
Teen-Ager Ought to Know," send •
check or money order for $2.50 and •
long, stamped (39 cents), self-addressed envelope Us: Dear Abby, Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90035.)

_

Community...
Saturday,Oct. 26
Homecoming events
at Murray State University will include: College of Education
breakfast at Murray
Middle School; Coffee
from 8 to 9:30 a.m. and
Smorgasbord from 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at
Currie Center; parade
at 9:30 a.m. from
downtown on Main
Street to the campus;
baseball alumni game
at 10 a.m. at Reagan
Field; crowning of
queen at 1:45 p.m. and
football game with Tennessee Tech at 2 p.m. at
Stewart Stadium;
reception at Oakhurst
following game.
————
Benefit supper will
start at 4:30 p.m. followed by gospel singing at 7
p.m. at Dexter Community Center. This is
sponsored by Dexter
Homemakers with proceeds to go to
W.A.T.C.H. in Murray

(Cont'd from page 4)
Saturday, Oct. 25

Saturday, Oct. 25

and to Crippled
Children's Telethon.
————
Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will be
Halloween party for
children at 1 p.m. and
Halloween Dance with
music by KT Express
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
This is for members
only.
————
Murray Single Connection will meet at 2
p.m. at Overby Honda to
go bicycle riding.
————
Art works by Murray
State University alumnus James Meek will be
on display through Nov.
5 111 Curris Center
Gallery, MSU.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
Events in Land Bet.

ween the Lakes will include Potato Basket
Workshop from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Empire Farm;
Introduction to Bowhunting from 10 a.m. and 1
p.m., Recipes for Birds
at 2 p.m. and Night
Visual at 7:30 p.m. at
Woodlands NAture
Center; Skywalk at 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. and Our
Mr. Sun at 3 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m., Weaving
Demonstration at 2 p.m.
and Corn:Husking Bee
at
Prtn. at The
Homeplace-1850.
q

Sunday, Oct. 23
will meet at noon at
Ellis Community
Center.
————
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

Sunday,Oct. 26
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Cooper will be honored
at a reception in
celebration of 50th wedding anniversary from 2
to 4 p.m. in Community
Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank. The
family requests that
guests not bring gifts.

Blue Bonnet

Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
--

-SPECIAL
4 Piece Broested Chicken Dinner

,/

Off Hwy. 121

Owners Louie and Sue Williams
Located approximately
South 15 miles south of Murra .

OZ.

99

Shortening

CRISCO

Prices Good
10-23-86 thru
10-29-86

Rowe & Vermi

SPAGHETTI

Lb.

Prairie Farms Whole

½

Gal. $169 MILK

Gal

59'
99

$11

KETCHUP
')

n Jeep

753-4682

Heinz 32 oz.

JOY

RENAULT

753-6448

Hwy 641 N.

We Accept
Food Stamps

Flair-041dt

Dishwashing Liquid

436-549

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quanitites

F•L

•1,600 miles
•Stock #1050

CAIN'S AMC JEEP
RENAULT, INC.

Nom Hours
Tues Wed Thurs 4 pm 9 pm
Fri Sat Sun 8 am 8 Pm
Closed Monday

39' SALMON
59' LO-FAT MILK

CHILI w,'beans

with
air conditioner
•5 speed

Tuesday-Sunday $2
99 Reg. $3.95
Includes 'A Chicken Broasted, Potatoes, Cole Slaw, Rolls and Honey

Lb.

7 2 oz
Bryan 15/

1987-Jeep Wrangler
•Hardtop

Sea Life Pink 1 5 ;/,- oz

OLEO

1 1,995

Mr. and Mrs. Glen

3E""cocoet Maorilic.gt, 1407 Main St.
II D

ONLY

Cypress Springs Restaurant

Sunday,Oct.34
Voices of Praise will
present a concert at 3
p.m. at St. John's Missionary Baptist Church.
————
Relatives and friends
of families of Alexander, James and Andrew Allen Scarbrough

—FR

Sunday, Oct. 28
Reeder will be honored
at a reception in
celebration of 50th wedding anniversary from 2
to 4 p.m. in Hospitality
Room of University
Branch of Bank of Murray. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.

-e

CP111730.1\1-9
Keielallejs
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Domino Powdered

COLA &
COKE PRODUCTS.

L, 49'

SUGAR

orCA
6
2 -g

Peter Pan 18 oz.

$159

PEANUT BUTTER...

9
$19
3 Lb. Can
Martha White

Musselman's 64 oz

APPLE JUICE

$ 139 Self
M

5 LB

E
RA
Ising
l

99

Betty Crocker 18

oz

59'

CAKE MIX

8 Pk 16 oz

2189' COCA COLA &

nirPEAS
thi
De ia

$479
COKE PRODUCTS

Kraft Velveeta & Shells 12 oz

I

Paramount Polish Kosher

7Dep

32 oz.

CHEESE DINNER
Pillsbury Plain or Self Rising

FLOUR

89
59'

CHUCK
ROAST
$ 1 19

5 Lb.

Merit Saltine

CRACKERS

U.S.D.A. Choice
Western Grain
Fed Boneless

Ii,

Hox

Frying Quarters

CHICKEN
LEG

b
Oleilahf
Fresh Crisp

BROCCOLI

Bunch

Baking

POTATOES
10 Lb Russet
POTATOES

Lb

IVotv Crop Floridd Rea

GRAPEFRUIT
Fresh Crisp

LETTUCE

U SDA Choice Western Grain Fed
Boneless

89° CHUCK STEAK
49°
$ 149 SHOULDER ROAST

Lb

U SDA Choice Western Grain Fed
Boneless
Lb

Owen's Best Family Pack

$ 1 00

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

49°
obikciaLi

t,

GROUND BEEF
US.Choice Extra Lean

4/s 100 GROUND CHUCK
U.S.CHoice
Head 39° STEW MEAT
Extra Lean

•

4

3 4 lh

79'

Bob Evans Farms
Hot & Reg Extra Sage

Owens Best
Sliced Slab

SAUSAGE

BACON

$ 1 89
12 oz Links

$ 99

Owens Best

BBQ BEEF
Owens Best Deli

CORNED BEEF

$ I 39
Lb

+aide
$329
$429
Lt,

Lb

Owens Best Del,

PEPPERED BEEF

Lt

$429

Owen's Best Deli

ROAST BEEF

$429

Lb

$369

Baby

SWISS CHEESE
Owen s Best Deli Made
Hot or Reg

pliviFNTo CHEESE

lb

$269

.
--.rt-ntraersiarielitgyasmeallts

,
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Israel. Jeroboam was a they might be attracted
man with great ex- to his rival, and be
ecutive ability and with weaned away from him,
considerable experience Jeroboam decided to
EVANSVILLE, Ind. pretense that these two
in management, who prevent any possible
had enjoyed God's defection by taking (AP) — The sale of papers will be any
favor. He had a wonder- things in his own hands, Evansville's longer competitive,"
ful opportunity to lead and change their newspapers will close the union wrote the
his people aright. In- religious practices for today following a deci- Justice Department
answer. Instead of con- stead of doing so, he his own political advan- sion by the U.S. Justice after the sale was ansulting with God about became the king whose tage. He made two Department not to take nounced. "What is The
the matter, he sought name stood for calves of gold and plac- legal action to block the Press's intended future
the opinions of men, wickedness. The Bible ed them at Dan and transaction.
under the stewardship
whereupon the older, tells us that he was "the Bethel, located on the
The department on of an owner beholden to
wiser and experienced man who made Israel to northern and southern Wednesday cleared the his former employer .
advised him to concur in sin." What a reputation! borders of his kingdom way for Scripps
the request, and the How inexcusable! respectively. That was Howard, a CincinnatiThe department conyoung and inexperienc- Jeroboam is a type of all the worst thing that he based newspaper and ducted an investigation
ed advised him to deny those who want to think could have done, for it broadcast company, into the sale, which
their request. He that they are doing the led the Israelites away from selling the after- delayed the deal more
foolishly decided to take will of God when they from the worship of the noon Evansville Press than one month.
the advice of _lb, ars--rinre.17.
and purchasing the mor"We're obviously
;rue God.
younger counselOrr.
w1th—iheir personal
To his peopl e ning Evansville pleased," said William
When he announced his wishes.
Jeroboam said: "It is Courier.
R. Burleigh, Scripps
decision against the — I Kings 12:SaID---loo much for you to go
The new ownership Howard senior vice
delegation, the leaders
One of God's basic up to Jerusalem." Thus, will go into effect president of
rebelled and gave a commandments was it is to be seen that to Monday.
newspapers. "They (the
signal for a revolt.
that His people should him religion was merely
The ewspaper Guild department) had asked
The ten tribes seced- make a pilgrimage to an accommodation or a had protested the tranus several sets of quesed, formed the Northern Jerusalem at least three convenience. But, in saction, saying that
tions. We responded as
Kingdom, and set up a times annually for the reality, it is never too Scripps would end up
fully as we knew how.
government of their own specific purpose of wor- much for any man to do with a newspaper
We had nothing to hide
in Shechem and elected shipping Jehovah. Fear- what God tells him to
monopoly in Indiana's and that was it."
Jeroboam as the king of ful that if he permitted do. He insisted that his
fourth-largest city.
The Courier, with
the ten-tribe nation his people to continue to people make it easy on
The Press is being 64,000 circulation, is
commonly known as worship in Jerusalem themselves by going to
bought by Robert H. now owned by the Enlow
nearby Dan and Bethel Hartmann, 59, a retired
family of Evansville.
to worship. The calves
Scripps has owned The
Scripps executive.
of gold, which were
Press, which has 40,000
declared to be symbols
"There is little subscribers, since it was
of God, actually became
substitutes for Him. The
fundamental law of God
had been violated in the
making of these images,
so judgement upon the
COVINGTON, Ky. in federal court at Covperpetrator of this sin
(AP)
— A non-binding ington can cost $3,000 a
was inevitable. Due to
-trial
jury.
form that day for court personnel
of
increase
rapid
the
idolatry in Israel, God's might avert lengthy, ex- salaries and jury exblessings were withheld pensive courtroom bat- penses, he said.
Sometimes civil cases
from the nation. Sin tles is being tried out by
go to trial because the
often promises great a federal judge.
U.S. District Judge attorneys involved are
things, but it never
William
Bertelsman unsure how a jury might
pays.
hopes that summary evaluate a big issue
Patriot Paul Revere jury trials, which con- within the case. That
made his famous ride dense arguments and factor is one guideline
from Charlestown to evidence, might speed that Bertelsman uses in
Lexington, Mass., April civil settlements in determining whether to
18, 1775, to warn the col- cases that would require order a summary jury
onists that the British three weeks of a tradi- trial.
He also considers
tional trial. Civil trials
were coming.
whether a traditional
trial in the case would
be lengthy, whether
most facts in the case
are undisputed and
whether issues are simple enough to be
presented briefly but
109 S 4th St
clearly.

Sale of Evansville newspapers to close

Sunday
School Lesson
•

By H.C. Chiles
Unforiunately
Solomon did not leave
his son, Rehoboam, the
goodly heritage which
he had received from
his father, David. From
Solomon Rehoboam inherited a legacy of
trouble.
I Kings 12:13-17,20
Returning from exile
in Egypt soon after the
death lit -Solomon,
Jeroboam led a delegation which approached
Rehoboam and requested relief from the
heavy tax burdens
which had been imposed
upon them by Solomon,
along with other oppressive measures of
which they were victims. Rehoboam requested three days in
which to make his deci. and give his
sion

11

•

•

•

started in 1908 by E.W.
Scripps, the founder of
the chain.
Since 1938 the two
papers had jointly owned production, advertising and circulation
facilities. Because of
that arrangement, a
separately staffed Sunday paper, The Sunday
Courier and Times was
published.
Under the sale,
Scripps Howard will buy
all the business operations of the papers as
well as The Courier. The
Sunday Courier and
Press will fold after
next week, to be replaced Nov. 2 by a Sunday
edition of The Courier.
Burleigh said the
Guild, which has no
representation in
Evansville, had never
discussed its objections
with the company.
"If that (a monopoly)
was their concern, it
was not supported by
the facts," he said.
"Personally, I think it's
a preposterous
conclusion."

Top Guild officials
could not be reached for
comment. "Our earlier
protest can speak for
itself," said Jim Cesnik,
a union spokesman.
At the papers, executives said they were
glad the wait was over.
"We're pretty much
ready to go," said
Thomas W. Tuley,
editor of The Press. He
will stay with Scripps
Howard and become
editor of the new,sevenday Evansville Courier.'
Because of the planned ownership changes,
there was considable
shifts of staff members
between the two papers.
For example, 20 Press
editorial staffers are
shifting to The Courier.
"Everybody here is
happy at getting on with
the new operation," said
Bill D. Jackson, editor
of The Courier who will
assume the same post at
the Hartmann-owned
Press. "We're just glad
Ito get out of this limbo
we've been in for some
time." -

Federal judge trying out jury trial form

HOLLAND DRUGS
CARDS & GIFTS
753-1462

•

Terra Cotta
Picture Frames
Model T8X113Km
• 5.01 Cu. ft. freezer.
• Equipped for optional icemaker.
• Adjustable tempered glass shelves
• Two vegetable, fruit pans, one
sealed
• Energy Saver Switch helps cut
operating cost.
• Spacemaker door holds 6-packs. $
has "Snugger" to keep small items
from tipping over.
• Textured doors, won't show
fingerprints.

Many Gifts To Choose From
Halloween
Items
NOW

20%

OFF

15% Cash Discounts
On All Prescriptions
"A good reason to shop Downtown Murray.'

FLORENCE, Ky.
(AP) — A nursing home
will not have to accept
Medicaid patients to
comply with county req u r em ants until
February 10118, under a
recent fiscal court
decision.
Boone County officials
had considered suing
Florence Park Care
Center because it had
failed to live up to a
bond issue agreement.
However, County Attorney Larry Crigler
recommended a waiver

to fiscal court Tuesday
night, and the fiscal
court voted 3-0 to delay
a decision on the bond
agreement for 16 months. Conunissioner John
Weaver, whose
employer underwrote
the bonds, abstained.
The nursing home
could lose $200,000 to
$300,000 annually if it
were forced to accept
patients whose fees are
paid through Medicaid.
Medicaid reimburses
nursing homes for
medical care provided

A Special Invitation
Model TA2SG
• 1.9 Cu. ft. capacity.
• Ice compartment with mini-cube ice tray
• Extra deep door shelves holds six-packs or 3-liter bottles
• Removable cabinet shelf.
• Vinyl teak woodgrain door.
• 18%" wide.

Corn-Austin would like to extend a special
invitation to you,and your date to join us for

Homecoming '86

GE. We bring good things to life.
EASY TERMS—FINANCING AVAILABLE-- LAYAWAYS
Long Monthly Payments
Free Warranty'
Low Interest Rates'
Large Inventory
Owned
Home
Fast, Efficient Service'

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
753 1586
212 lust Main Stit•ct
Howard Coy 4S John Simmons Ownnrs

nretWitterw•r7q7.- •

"Judges who use it
say it results in 95 percent settlement," said
Bertelsman. "I'm experimenting to see if it
will work for me. I've
done two of them. I want
to see if they get
settlements."
The summary jury
trial form is advocated
by U.S. District Judge
Thomas Lambrose in
Cleve land, who
Bertelsman said came
up with the idea five
years ago. Bertelsman
said the concept has
been endorsed by the
U.S. Judicial Conference, which sets up
procedure for federal
judges.
The immediate past
president of the Kentucky Bar Association,
William Robinson of
Covington, favors the
concept of summary
juries.
"Its suitability here in
Kentucky remains a
question mark until the
procedure has been applied to a larger number
of cases," Robinson
said.

Officials agree to delay decisiori
over dispute with nursing home

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

COMPACT
REFRIGERATORS

However, he said the
summary jury trial
worked because it gave
a good idea of what the
potential verdict might
be, should the case go on
to a traditional trial.
Taliaferro said he did
not know if the case will
be settled before trial
but called the summaryjury concept "a good
settlement tool."
Leslie Rosenbaum, a
Lexington attorney who
represented the defendant, said he had some
questions about the
method.
Lawyers summarize
what the witnesses
would say instead of
allowing witnesses to
testify, Rosenbaum
said. However, the attorney said that summary trials might be
Philip Taliaferro, who successful if they are usrepresented the plaintiff ed for average cases.
In Bertelsman's
summary-jury trial that
The judge limited
ended this week, said he lawyers on both sides to
initially opposed the 15 minutes for opening
concept because he did statements, 90 minutes
not think evidence could to summarize evidence
be adequately presented and 45 minutes for closin a limited time.
ing arguments.

Let us help you coordinate that very
speciardeitfit for that very speciarhight.

Corn-Austin Co.

low-income and disabled people, but the reimbursal is generally at a
cost..below that which
patiente would pay
privately.
* "Based on that, I
would say that if it were
my business, I would
consider it an economic
hardship," Crigler said.
Boone County issued
$3 million in revenue
bonds last year to help
Florence Park Care
Center refinance construction costs. One of
the bond agreement
conditions was the
Medicaid patient
requirement.
Nursing home officials allege the agreement was coerced and
arranged in private, in
violation of the state
Open Meetings Law.
Senior Citizens of Northern Kentucky contends the agreement is
binding and should be
enforced.
Florence Park should
be forced to accept a
share of the people on
Medicaid who are
waiting for an empty
nursing home bed,
group members
contend.

Buying?
Selling?
You'll find
everything
you
need
in the
Classifieds!
Call
753-1916
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Marketing professor wins video contract
Dr. Phillip Niffenegger, associate professor
of marketing at Murray
State University, has
been awarded a contract with a publisher to
provide video-support
materials for a college
text titled "Basic
Marketing: A
Managerial Approach."
He will develop video
supplements that can be
used to reinforce and
clarify written material
in the ninth edition of
the text by E. Jerome
McCarthy and William

D. Perreault and Marketing of Services,"
published by Richard D. "Market SegmentaIrwin Inc.
tion," "The Product
"Basic Marketing: A Life Cycle," "PackagManagerial Approach" ing" and "Marketing
is the most widely Research".
Niffenegger said he
adopted marketing principles text used by became interested in
undergraduate video-support material
because of his frustrainstitutions.
Niffenegger's video- tion with the inability of
support material, of- existing text material to
fered on a 60-minute explain "real world" excassette accompanied amples of successful
by a 30-page user's marketing strategy.
Upon finding that
manual, consists of six
segments. They are: videos shown in the
"The Cola Wars," "The classroom encourage

class discussions among
students, he learned to
use videotaping and
editing equipment for
the purpose of developing experimental videos
for the classroom.
The video productions
are a result of his own
camera work, editing
and production techniques, using the equipment and facilities of
the Faculty Resource
Center on the campus,
as well as his own personal equipment and
studio.

Expulsions could foil Soviet sp
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The leadership of the
Soviet spy network in
the United States is being expelled this fall in a
move administration officials say will ease the
FBI's job by forcing the
Soviets to. promote inexperienced street agents
to management jobs.
These officials anticipate that the ouster
by Nov. 1 of 55 spies
from the Soviet Embassy here and the
Soviet consulate in San
Francisco, coupled with
the recent expulsion of
25 spies at the Soviet
United Nations mission
in New York, will set off
a fight between the
Soviet Foreign Ministry
and the KGB spy
agency.
The two Soviet agencies are expected to vie
over how many of the
251 posts remaining in
the embassy and the
consulate will go to
legitimate diplomats
and how many to spies.
Because the United
States specifically named the 80 who must
leave, there are no
legitimate diplomats in

the group, the officials
said.
In Moscow, Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev denounced the
latest U.S. expulsion as
a "wild" action that led
him to question
Washington's reliability
as a partner in arms
control efforts.
But U.S. officials saw
positive paybacks for
American intelligence
from the move.
"This is the end of an
era," said one of three
Reagan administration
officials who briefed
reporters Wednesday on
condition they not be
identified.
"The Soviets operated
the largest spy network
in the world in the
United States, but no
longer will they have a
massive, unchallenged,
bloated number of intelligence officers
here," one official said.
"They will have to
take case officers,
operations officers,
from the street to be
managers," he said.
Another official added,
"This use of inexperienced managers

should make the FBI's
job a lot easier."
The officials said that
in Washington, San
Francisco and New
York, the resident, or
station chief, for the
GRU,Soviet military intelligence, and his
deputies for administration and operations have
been expelled.
They said all three
KGB residents are being ousted, as are the
KGB Line X, Line PR
and Line KR chiefs in
each city. Line X is the
KGB term for the squad
that gathers scientific
and technical data. Line
PR is the political and
economic intelligence
squad, and Line KR is
the unit assigned to
penetrate the CIA and
the FBI.
Before the explusions,
the Soviets had about
300 spies under
diplomatic cover in this
country, they said.
"It has to be a
crushing blow to their
intelligence operations," one official said.
"But it will not end
Soviet espionage."
They said the Soviets

would find it hard to
replace the managers
because: it takes years
of training and experience to learn to
operate in the West; a
year of special training
in Moscow is required to
become a line chief; and
another half year of
special training is
necessary to become a
resident.
The United States can
deny visas to spies sent
here posing as
diplomats. Experienced
Soviet spies identified
by U.S. intelligence in
other regions have occasionally been rejected
when transferred here,
they said.
The officials
acknowledged the
Soviet response will
pose new problems for
counterintelligence.
They predicted the
Soviets will mount
greater efforts against
U.S. facilities abroad,
seek more help from
Warsaw Pact spies
here, and add some socalled illegal agents —
spies who do not operate
under the cover of
phony diplomatic jobs.

Areas of marketing in
which he plans to produce future video supplements include the
aspects of retailing,
advertising, consu1Ter
behavior and 1nteratonal marketing.
He is currently in the
process of marketing a
video titled "Political
Marketing: The Selling
of America's Presidential Candidates," which
he produced during a
summer sabbatical at
Kentucky Educational
Television.
Niffenegger said he is
optimistic about the..
possibility of producing
follow-up . videos for
or
other publishere.
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Journalists: NASA success made media complacent
CINCINNATI (AP..1.4.-e... Are_ Among the first to
The successes of the spot problems, they
space program caused said.
Bales directed the
the news media to
become less vigilant in Sentinel's coverage of
searching for the types the Challenger exploof problems that con- sion and its aftermath.
tributed to the Ms. Talley covered it for
Challenger explosion, the Houston newspaper
say journalists who before joining The
helped cover the Dallas Morning News.
With them on the APME
disaster.
Olive Talley, a panel Wednesday were
reporter who covered Michael Pride, editor of
the story for The the Concord (N.H.)
Houston Post, said Monitor, and Shirley
NASA's 24 successful Green, NASA's director
shuttle missions before of public affairs in
the fatal Jan. 28 explo- Washington.
The media's postsion lulled the media into forgetting their wat- explosion coverage of
chdog role.
...... the hometown grief
"As the shuttle flights following the Challenger
became more routine, death of teacherwe became tired," Ms. passenger Chrlita
Talley said Wednesday. McAuliffe of Concord
"As the successes alienated Concord
mounted, we became residents, Pride said. A
swarm of reporters and
complacent."
"We failed to see the photographers invaded
big picture, and the big a community church
picture was, NASA was memorial service for
no better than any other Mrs. McAuliffe and
big federal agency ... disrupted it.
"Some reporters even
and that mismanagement of the agency was tried to interview people
causing problems," she who were praying in the
told a panel discussion pews ... Some
at the 52nd annual con- photographers even
vention of the stood and shot back at
Associated Press the mourners in the
pews," Pride said. "The
Managing Editors.
News organizations people of Concord felt
must work to ferret out violated by the media in
problems that the Na- a time of grief."
Seniors at Concord
tional Aeronautics and
Space Administration High School, where Mrs.
won't admit, said Ms. McAuliffe taught, later
Talley and Michael voted to bar reporters
Bales, metro editor of and photographers from
The Orlando Sentinel. the school's graduation
That includes vigorous ceremony, he said.
Pride said the exexamination of NASA
reports and regular con- perience taught him
tacts with middle-level that reporters should be
agency personnel who instructed not to ask of-

Homeplace Family Restaurant
8 Oz. Ribeye
Includes choice of potato,
tossed salad & Franck Broad.
. Fri & Sat
Thur,

NI
$450

8450

Oct 23rd 25th

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks

•Every Thurs. Fri & Sat
Evening

1906 Coldwater Rd

759 1864

fensive questions in interviewing grieving
people.
Ms. Green said the
Challenger explosion
that killed seven

astronauts caused her.
agenii-to—be. besieged
with unprecedented
demands by reporters
for information that
NASA did not always
have to ve out.
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Torn T. Hall
Oct. 24-1 Show at 9 p.m.
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Show &
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Poly-Pane Window Kit contains
two 36" x 72" plastic. 36' mould
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•Hey Cutting
0Paint
Tinting
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The Wrights
Oct. 31-1 Show at 8 p.m.
Nov. 1-8 & 10 p.m.
Show
Only

Show &
Dinner
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High style equalite design
adds a nice touch to
homes of every type.
Includes convenient selfstoring glass and screen
inserts

Alta Vista

Full-length safety glass panel
creates a decorative p.c.
ture frame of prime entry
door. Interchanges easily
with fiberglass screen panel

CLOSEOUT
On Chamberlain
Storm Doors

MaZDa
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NEW MAZDA

00$
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY,
A SPORTY TRUCK VALUE
NOW GETS $650 WORTH
OF EXTRAS AT
NO EXTRA CHARGE!
SE-5 is loaded to start with:5-Speed • Step Bumper
•Spoker Wheels• White-Letter Steel-Belted Rathals •
And more. NOW ADD: Bed Liner • Mud Guards
• Sliding Rear Window • Floor
Mats• AM/FM Stereo• ALL AT
NO EXTRA CHARGE 10 YOU!
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90 DAY INTEREST FREE FINANCING AVAILABLE

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
Prices Good
759-1390
Through Oct. 1.9

CARROLL MAZDA
800 Chestnut
Murray. Ky.
753-8850

Open 7 Days A Week
Your Complete Horne Building Supply Center
*Other Locations — Bentcui & Lake City, KY*

Prices Good at Murray Store Only
a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Murray Hours: Mon-Fri 7:30 a.m.-7 p.m., Sat. 8

imimmemommis.
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Slovak State Folk Ensemble set for MCMA show

A leap for the audience from the Slovak State
Folk Ensemble.

FRONT END ALIGNMENTS
Using

Bishman Infrared Alignment Equipment
and Computer Tire Balancer

SAVE NOM
$

00
mar
OFF

Combination
Front End
Alignment
and Tie Balance

Are you Tired of
Splitting Logs?
We rent chain saws

Expires 10/31/86
'Limit one coupon per customer 8. one coupon per job.
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER, INC.

APY<NOW 1ECl/M9lOOYFR
70494r..9 ADOIACTO Al/TOMOIR-Ce
S. 12th St.

Chip 'N Dale

and log splitters
11321rnill

514

A cast of 90 dancers,singers and orchestra will fill the Lovett Auditorium
stage when the Slovak State Folk Ensemble performs in the second Murray Civic Music Association concert of the season.

The second concert of
the Murray Civic Music
Association's 1988-87
season will be the
Slovak State Folk
Ensemble which will be
presented Wednesday,
Oct. 29 at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium on
the Murray State
University campus. The dynamic troupe
of 80 dancers, singers
and orchestra is charg_8s1.3y1th vitality and excitment. The Ensemble
has preserved the colorful folklore of
Czechoslovakia from
centuries past.
The performers are
augmented by a virtuoso pit orchestra
which performs showstopping selections on
stage as well.
This professional
company, on its first
American tour, is one of
the most acclaimed and
respected of its kind
throughout Europe.
The concert is provided by the MCMA and
Murray State University with assistance from
the Kentucky Arts Council, Southern Arts
Federation and the National Endowment of the
Arts.

RENT/WS/US
CENTER

753-1750

200E. Moin

753.8201

(11 ENDALE AT WHITNELL 753-4175

Compare Our
Prescription Prices...
Their prices unbelievable,
Our prices UNBEATABLE!

hail ween specials

"Chip 'N Dale Evans," a highboy designed
and constructed by Paul Sasso, assistant
professor in the Department of Art at Murray State University, is part of the invitational exhibit titled "American Furniture:
Past and Present" the Society of arts and
Furniture in Boston. Sasso is one of 17 artists from around the country whose works
were selected for the exhibit, which continues through Saturday. A nationallyrecognized artist and furniture maker, Sasso
Is head of the functional design program at
Murray State where he has been a member
of the faculty since 1980. A native of Windsor, Ontario, Canada, be earned the B.F.A.
degree at the University of Windsor and the,
M.F.A. degree at the University of
Tennessee-Knoxville.

A TRUCK
YOU CAN LIVE WITH

1983 Chevrolet Blazer
4x4, V-6, Automatic Transmission, Air
Conditioning

$7,000.00
AMERICAN GREE11NCS

TRUCK&TRAILERS-BUSES, INC.
Creepy Creatures

I Your Favorite Film
'Good thru Oct
•Limit On. Coupon Per Roll

Costumes &
Masks

31st

with coupon

Byron's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy

Ages
3 & Up

PAAS Halloween
Make-Up Kits
Hypo Allergenic Make-Up Kits.
Choose from: Vampire, Clown,
Ghost, Soldier, Werewolf &
Witch. $

99

U.S. 641 South
753-1372
Mello by Psal basso

VOID theRUM
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Halloween
Felt Design
Decorations
•

•

Place Your Order By
Nov. 15th For
"Xmas Photo
Greeting Cards"
And Receive

HALLOWEEN
CANDY
(LARGE BAGS)
Bubble Gum
and Smartees
Sugar Daddy
Nuggets
Tootsie RoN-Pops

Any Quantity
7'
77-7
'
7
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\

1.39
1.99
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Kelvinator dishwashers leave dishes
throughly clean and spotfree. It allows
you to wash dishes more economically,
with a full load.

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd St.

753-5341

Allman, Betts
show canned
CARBONDALE, Ill.
— The planned twin-bill
concert of the Gregg
Allman and Dickey
Betts bands, scheduled
for October 29 in
Southern Illinois
University's Shryock
Auditorium, has been
canceled.
A Variety Artists
representative told SIU
officials that Allman is
canceling this tour due
to hospitalization. Plans
to reschedule have not
been announced.
Refunds from
Shryock Auditorium
will be available
through Nov. 14.

]ESA
Offers
Accounting
and
Bookkeeping
Services
For less than you're
spending now

753-8941
108 N. 4th St.
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Come See Us For All
Your Insurance Needs!
*Commercial
*Form

*Auto
*Home

Ross Insurance
Agency
600 Main

Murray

753-0489

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
753-0045
Chestnut St.

Murray

Murray High vs. Caldwell-county
Friday Night, 7:30 p.m.

-V4=11
11.47,5(44 44h,

HOMECOMING 1986

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1-6

Ty Holland Stadium
I.

GOOD LUCK
TIGERS!
-Conte by and enter
WSJP's

KICK FOR
CASH CONTEST
at each
Murray State Game
Prize grows by $300
each week
Total Potential $2500

Parker
Ford — Lincoln — Mercury
Murray. Ky. 42071

701 Main Street

MURRAY HIGH "TIGERS"
1986 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

August
29 Calloway County..
5
12
19
26

Reidland
Mayfield
Edmonson Co.
FultorrCbunty

A
H
H
H

7:30 p.m.

A
H
A
H

7:30 p.m.
7:300.M.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

October
Murray High's James Payne blocks in front of Rodney Skinner.

Murray High faces
Caldwell County in its
Homecoming game Friday night.
Caldwell County is led
by running back-safety
Junior McGowan, who
is its leading rusher and
tackler.
"Junior has been an
exceptional player for
us," Tiger head coach
Pat Gates said."The only trouble we have had
with him 18 that he gets
awfully tired, because
he has to do so much on
offense and defense."
Gates is in his first
year at Caldwell County. Last year, he guided
Crittenden County to the
Class A championship.

Caldwell County
defeated Crittenden
County 32-7 earlier this
year.
The Tigers (5-3) also
have beaten Trigg County 8-0, Webster County
40-0, Graves County
32-21 and ReidLsuid 55-14.
They have lost to Marshall County 2814,
Calloway County MB
and Heath 28-6.
Against Heath last
Friday in Princeton,
Caldwell County trailed
Just 7-6 at halftime.
"Heath is the best
ballclub we have seen
thus far," Gates said.
"They are very strong
up front. They just wore
us down in the second
half."

Hickey, a freshman,
Tiger quarterback
David Stephens threw 31 played linebacker and
passes against Heath, fullback for the Tigers.
Gates has switched
completing 12 and having four intercepted. his defense to a wide
Three of those intercep- tackle six.
"We have been better
tions came in the second
on defense with the wide
half.
"We are averaging tackle six," he said,
20-25 passes a game," "though you know you
Gates said. "David has have problems when
a good arm. Our trouble your safety is your
has been giving him leading tackler."
Gates said he is imenough time to throw."
Byron Copeland and pressed with the way
Dexter Lander are Murray "moves the
Caldwell County's top football. They have an
outstanding quartefreceivers.
Caldwell County suf- back in West and a fine
fered a blow last week, running back in Skinlosing Anthony Hickey, ner. We are going to
. have to apply some
its second leading
rusher and tackler, for pressure on defense or
the season with a knee we're in real trouble."
in ury.

0

Om -

Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac &
Buick

GO TIGERS!

401 Olive

753-5312

-53-8809

Nlurrav High
Photographer 1980-1987-

753-5315

"All The Way Tigers"

ith

Good Luck
Tigers!

"Satisfied Customers
are our main concern"

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

A 7:30 p.m.

GOOD
LUCK
TIGERS!

Purdom
Motors
INC.

121 Bypass

Trigg County
Ballard Memorial
Lone Oak
Caldwell County .
Homecoming's
31 Heath
3
10
17
24

CARROLL

West' Kentucky's Economy Car Center
800 Chestnut
S 12th St

GOLF-JETTA

Autos Home
Commercials Farm
Life.Bonds
HOLTON, MELUGIN & HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY

Michael A. Holton
753-8756

Van Haverstock
753-7123

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY IS
A GOOD AGENT
We'd like to have the opportunity to show you
what we mean.. with quality izstate Auto
Insurance
protection and service. Cali
Companies
us today.

PURDOMI THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Mapie
Southside of fhp CI Squaie

753-4451
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Carter homers twice;
Mets even series 2-2

•

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
BOSTON (AP) — One
team is getting good pitching, timely hitting
and lucky bounces. The
other is making
excuses.
-

That's how the first
two gaMes of the World
Series went. That's how
....thalasiLbaro have gone.
The Meta go cold at
Shea Stadium, and
Boston wins; the Red
Sox go cold at Fonway,
and New York wins.
The Mets flip their
bad luck and the Red
Sox flop.
"It's just another sign
that baseball makes no
sense," said Ron Darling, who pitched seven
shutout Innings while
Gary Carter hit two
home runs as the Meth
won -Game 4, 6-2,
Wednesday night, evening the Series at two-all.
"The Red Sox seemed
to feel pretty comfortable in our park. They
won two in our place and
we -won two in their
place," Darling said.
By the time Carter's
second homer cleared
the left-field screen and
landedi on Landsdowne
Street — after Lenny
Dykstra's second homer
In two days for the Meta
— both teams were looking toward tonight's
pivotal fifth game.
The Meta seem deter-

mined to fulfill what
they see as their
destiny, winning the
world championship.
The Red Sox seem
determined to cast off
what has been their
destiny,losing the world
•
championship.
"It's a best-of-three
now and, obviously,
tomorrow is the key
game," Meta first
baseman Keith Hernandez said.
New York ace Dwight
Gooden, hit hard in losing Game 2, will pitch on
three days' rest for the
first time this season.
Bruce Hurst, who won
the opener with eight
shutout innings, goes for
Boston.
"I didn't really want
to," Mets Manager
Davey Johnson said of
bringing back Gooden
sooner than usual. "But
It's OK once."
Hurst will be working
on four days' rest,
courtesy of Boston
Manager John
McNamara and Al
Nipper.
McNamara, wanting
to give Hurst some extra rest, used Nipper for
the first time in 17 days
In Game 4.
Nipper, a career .500
pitcher, had a 5.38 earned run average this
season — the highest for
a World Series starter
since Brooklyn's Hal

Gregg lost Game 7 to the
New York Yankees in
1947.
Nipper was adequate
for six innings, giving
up three runs. But Darling was better.
Darling escaping a
bases-loaded
jam in the first inning
and retired 10 straight
batters. He was not
overly sharp, tying a
season-high with six
walks, yet he kept the
Red Sox away from the
left-field wall and off the
scoreboard.
"We just are not getting the hits when we
need them,"
McNamara said:
Boston stranded 11
runners, hitting just
1-for-10 with men in
scoring position. Wade
Boggs, who led the majors with a .357 average
but who is 3-for-17 in the
Series, left five of them
while going 0-for-5.
"I'm a leadoff hitter.
I'm supposed to get
things going," Boggs
said. "I haven't done
anything."
Part of that is Darling's fault.
Darling, pitching for
the first time in the
ballpark he often visited
as a youngster, now has
gone 14 innings in the
Series without allowing
an earned run — the
(Cont'd on page 15)

Staff photo by Brat Brown

Laker quarterback
Calloway County quarterback Carey Alexander eludes a
tackler during the Lakers' practice Wednesday. Coach Jack

Haskins said OCR/is going to ibravillie ball against Paducah
Tilghman:-

Murray State rifle team sets school record
The Murray State
University rifle team
has compiled a 5-0
record in its first three
matches of the 1986-87
seasons.
Highlighting the three

aidl‘iiiltitall4 MIA

matches in as many
weeks was a schoolrecord performance by
the MSU Gold team at
the Golden Eagle Invitational in Cookeville,
Tenn., on Oct. 11. The
team's 6215 score (4659
amallbor, and MN air
rifle) set the school
standard and easily outdistanced the Tennessee
Tech Gold team by 93
points.

Leading the charge the course. A tiebreaker
for the Racers were (number of inner tens
United States Interna- shot) gave Spurgin the
._
tional Team members victory.
The pair exchanged
Pat Spurgin (Billings,
Mont.West) and Deena places in air rifle, with
Wigger (Ft. Benning, Wigger annexing first
with a 395, matching the
Ga.Spencer).
A senior, Spurgin won national junior women's
the smallbore competi- record. Spurgin followtion at the Golden Eagle ed with a 392.
Last weekend, the
Invitational with an 1175
score, which was equal Racers traveled to Marto Wigger's result over tin, Tenn., for a 60-shot
air rifle match with
Tennessee-Martin.
Again bolstered by

For all your Travel Reservations

SAVE 245 on this Extra Capacity Kenmore
Laundry Pair
washer • 2 Speed, 10 cycles

•Dual Cassette
*Dolby Noise Reduction
•5-band graphic equalizer
speakers

#.
—

- --

NOW $39999

•3-way

-

representing

Was 529"

dryer

American and International Travelfitne

:

NOW $36999

• 5 Temperatures
• Wrinkle Guard I
• Solid State Termination
• Drum light

06€821

NOW $29999
SAVE '75 to '150 on these Microwave Ovens
.
toll__

Murray State's men's
and women's cross

country teams travel

1•••••••

Was •1499

VHS VCR's Reduced '100 to '120

adimip lin
;

'
ta

v87214

1038762
•1.4 cuff
..
*3 stage Memory
•Probe Cooking
'Hold/Warm Feature

•5 Cu ft.
•100 minute countdown
•Variable Power Settings

NOW $134"

•119-channel quartz tuner
•14 day/4-event timer
•15-function remote

NOW $22999

13-in. Remote

.

NOW $214"

SAVE $195
Built-in
i Dishwasher

-

.42451

-#•

•

'.." r(.
•mr
-:

.

•
,--.-- --,. - --r, / NOW
$174"
VALUE

•PowerMiser Switch
•Spacemaster Shelves

*74091

NOW $69999

H.P.

Garage
Door Opener

with ice maker

-

$29999

O 'Self Winding
Cord

16

—1

1

/

Refrigerator

Vir..1liCT—
7
• ....,
AI

NOW

Iv

024971

SAVE '200
19.6 CU. tt.

i

•powerMiSer
, 'Deluxe Rack

416565

Power-Mate
Canister Vac

NOW
$35999

-#40551

SAVE '160

*30 Key Remote
'Digital Stereo

Color TV

05345
•119-channel quartz tuner
•1-year/4 event timer
•25-function wireless remote
•Dolby Stero

NOW $374"

NOW $34499
SAVE s90
19-in. Remote
Color TV

SAVE s35
_ log

05336

•, Transmitters
*53605 ONLY '139"

.t

TREAT YOURSELF TO SPECIAL SAVINGS — QUANTITIES LIMITED
Catalog #
22-88861
26-23808
26-23748
26-65738

tor--1

Description

WAS

Microwave

Washer Heavy Duty
Washer Heavy Duty
Dryer Full Size
• Dryer Full Size
23.1 Chest Freezer
14 cubic Refrigerator
19" Stereo T.V.
19" T.V.
Cordless Remote
VCR-VHS 14 doy-3 program

26-65821

46-16231
46-66431

57-42511
57-41412
57-5334

NOW

SAVE

'419"
'512"
'502"
6364"
'394"
'409"
'339"
'299"

'190"
'110"
*120"
'60"
*70"
'20"
'10"
'180"
'60"

'229"
'402"
'302"
'304"
'324"
'309"
'479"
'369"
'239"

'494"

'185"

'309"

'549"

Other items in the store are specially priced for this sale Look for the Halloween Sale tags
Prices shown include shipping. Home delivery and installation extra Ask about Sears Credit Plans

• -t. .4-#6,-

• -••.,,...„.„
.,. . . 4.,...,.
Wald

Phone
753-2310

1

Most merchandise available
for pick-up within a few days

SEARS
Bel-Air Center
Mon-Sat. 9-5:30

'Fireplace inserts
'Free Standing Wood Stoves
'Coal & Wood Circulators
*Wood & Coal Furnaces

NOW ON SALE
RENTAVSALES

CENTER

Air

l
iftgar--)11EA,
I

Satisfaction guarant•od or your money back

Celebrating Our New Century

©Soars, Ro•buck and Co., 1986

Spurgin, Wigger, Gary
Stephens (Columbus,
Ga.Spencer),and Alison
Schultz
Arbor,
Mich.Pioneer), the
Racers surpassed the
Pacers by a 2324 to 2241
score.

MSU runners
travel to Ole Miss
this weekend (Oct. 24)

a

#9294

,.,..1

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

•5 Temperatures
• Infihite water levels

•261321

Racers took five of the
top six individual spots
on the way to the victory. In team competition, which grouped

Call

SPECIAL PRICES NOW THRU OCTOBER 31 ONLY
SAVE '120 on this 100-watt Stereo System

strong performances
from VVigger (first with
a 588) and Spurgin (Second with a 585), the

200E Main

753-8201

to Oxford, Miss., for the
Ole Miss Invitational.
The meet is the final
tune-up for both squads
prior to the Ohio Valley
Conference championships Nov. 1. Among the
teams competing at Oxford are Mississippi
State, Mississippi
Valley, and nearb rivals
Southern Illinois Carbondale, and Memphis State.
The men finished
seventh in the tough
Carthage Invitational
last weekend (Oct. 18).
Senior Mike Leveronne
(LouisvilleBishop
David) finished fourth
In the meet, continuing
his string of fine performances. Senior Lance
Winders (Mansfield,
Tenn.Henry Co.) also
ran well, placing 29th
among 299 runners.
The women rode into
Nashville for the
Vanderbilt Invitational
with two consecutive
team victories under
their belts and made it
three by outpointing
Western Kentucky
University, 40-42.
Leading the way were
sophomores Jackie
Murzynowski (Lake
View, N.Y.Frontier)
who finished third individually, with Nina
Ftinderburk (Tonawanda, N.Y.Sweet Home)
right behind.
Leveronne and
Winders have been the
leaders for coach Jay
Flanagan all year, and
last Saturday was no
exception.
"Mike ran very well,

finishing fourth in a
very strong field, and he
was in the hunt all the
way," said Flanagan.
Winders finished only 26
seconds behind
Leveronne.
"Lance finished the
race in good time and I
have no doubt he'll be in
the hunt for the OVC
crown," said Flanagan.
Murzynowski continues to be a picture of
(Coned on page 15)
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UK's Bennett injures knee
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — KerItucky senior
forward Winston Bennett, expected to assume
the star role this season with the departure of
All-American Kenny Walker, injured his right
knee in practice Wednesday and will probably
need surgery, school officials said.
Dr. Michael Ray, a team physician, said
Wednesday night, "I'll think he'll need surgery."
When asked about the extent of the injury, Ray
said, "I don't know. We'll have to look again"
Thursday.
Brad Davis, assistant sports information
director, said only that, "he was examined by
team physicians today and will be exambred
again" Thursday.
Bennett
Depending on the extent of the injury,
ir ciirgerv,
arthroavon
undergo
to
able
be
might

which would have him back in action within
weeks. If he has to undergo regular surgery, he
would most likely be lost for the season.
Ray said the injury occurred when Bennett
came down with a rebound, planted his right
foot, and was hit on the outside of the knee by
another player.
Bennett, a 6-foot-7, 215-pounder from
Louisville, was the second-leading scorer and rebounder for Kentucky last season, averaging 12.7
points and seven rebounds per game.
Bennett had been recovering from an ankle injury suffered in a pickup game during the
summer.
Two years ago, Bennett underwent arthroscopic surgery on his left knee.

Hurst, Gooden pitching tonight
Staff ladleliyiteset Brown

Tip from Haskins

7Vew York defeats Boston 6-2

since leaving Heath and coming
Calloway Count/ head coach Jack Haskins has compiled a 13-5 record
year.
last
7-4
were
They
year.
this
6-1
to OCHS. His Lakers are

Seer picks 'Barna over Penn St.
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) —
The current list of
challengers for college
football's national
championship will be
shortened by one Saturday when Alabama and
Penn State, a pair of
unbeatens, collide in
Tuscaloosa.
Both teams are corning off impressive offensive performances,
Alabama having crushed Tennessee 56-28 and
Penn State having rolled over Syracuse 42-3.
History indicates this
should be a close battle.
Of the eight previous
meetings, only two were
decided by more than
seven points —
Alabama's 42-21
triumph in 1982 and its
31-18 conquest the
previous year.
The Crimson Tide
owns a 5-3 leads in the
series, having never lost
to the Nittany Lions outside Pennsylvania.

Southeastern Seer
Smith, possibly the top
athlete on any SEC football team. Auburn 24-17.
Georgia at Kentucky
— Vince Dooley has 179
victories during his 23
seasons at Georgia, and
the Cats have made a
strong contribution to
that figure. Dooley's
Slowing the sweep will record against Kenopen up other avenues, tucky is 19-3, with the
the Mike Shula-to-Al last loss coming 33-0 in
Bell passing combo in 1977 with the Crown
particular. The odd- Prince of Great Britain
smakers rate Alabama in the audience. There's
as only a five-point been no word whether
favorite. It won't be that royalty will attend this
close. Alabama 28-10.
one ,sogo
with...Georgia 21-17.
tern
The Southeas
Seer posted an 11-0
North Carolina at
record last week, in- Louisiana State — The
cluding hitting Auburn's Heels will be itching to
81-10 victory over get back on the winning
Georgia Tech on the track after N.C. State
nose. The season record knocked them out of the
is 63-13-3, an .829 unbeaten ranks last
percentage.
week. They'll discover
that a Tiger Stadium
Elsewhere around the Saturday night isn't an
easy spot to start a new
Southeast this week:
Auburn at Mississippi winning streak. LSU
State — The War 20-7.
Mississippi at VanderEagles' status as an
unbeaten, untested bilt — The biggest propower will end at blem facing Billy
Starkville. Auburn will Brewer and his staff is
remain unbeaten, but preventing the Rebels
the Tigers will definitely from looking ahead to
get a test from Don next week's battle with

Joe Paterno undoubtedly saw enough of
Bobby Humphrey ripping off yard. en the
power sweep to the right
side against Tennessee
to devise a sound defensive plan to at least slow
it down.

The Lions downed the
Tide 7-0 in the 1959
Liberty Bowl, which
was played at
Philadelphia, and—also
won at home In Masud
1985.
Alabama's other four
victories include two in
the Sugar Bowl and one
each in Birmingham
and Tuscaloosa.

LSU. Mississippi 24-10.
Tennessee at Georgia
Tech — Tennessee has
never scored more than
45 points in its 41-game
series with the Yellow
Jackets...until now.
Tech has never scored
more than 42 points
against the Vols...until
now. In the two-team
shootout of the
year...Georgia Tech
55-52.
Florida State at
Louisville — 'The
Seminoles may have
top-ranked Miami on
their minds, but it won't
matter. FSU 35-7.
Southern Mississippi
at Tulane — Jones, Zeno
& Co. can move the ball
for the Green Wave, but
the defense can't stop
anyone. Southern
Mississippi 28-21.
Stephen F. Austin at
Southwestern Louisiana
— The Ragin' Cajuns
have dominated this
series 17-1-1, but under
normal conditions
would be ripe for an
upset — right between a
heart-breaking loss to
Ole Miss and a game
next week with Tulane.
The Lumberjacks are
playing well enough so
that Nelson Stokley
should have no trouble
getting his team's attention. USL 21-10.

Tway assured of$500,000 bonus
f1tto,).-

SAN ANTONIO,
Texas (AP) — PGA
champion Bob Tway,
already assured of a
8500,000 bonus, could
wrap up two other
season-long races this
week in the Vantage
Championship.
Tway, the only fourtime winner on the
American tour this
year, has an insurmoun-

table lead in the Vantage Cup points race
and thus is assured of
the $500,000 that goes to
the winner.
"I guess that's kind of
comfortable, knowing
you've won $500,000, but
that's a season-long
thing.
"I still have things I
want to do," the low-key
Tway said. And both
those major goals — the

season's money-winning
title and Player of the
Year honors — could be

secured this week. Both
of those races end next
week at Tucson.

"Jackie has finished
No. 1 on the team in six
of our seven meets,"
said coach Margaret
Simmons. "She 113 having a great year."
Funderburk also has
been near the top in

Chief Instructors - Fifth Degree
Larry G. Carson &
Kenneth N. Carson
Classes
Adult - Thursday-7.00-9.00
Children - Saturday-1:00-3 00

SCOREBOARD
LAG a good oeghbo,

For Universal
Life Insurance,
check with
State Farm.

State Farm ,s the,e

4
1
/
WORLD SERIES
World Serbs Glance
By The Aseaciskol Press
AS These EDT
Saturday. Oct. 111
Boston 1, Now York 0
Sande..Oet.19
Boston 9, New York
012.21
New York 7. Boston 1
Wednesday.Oct 22
New York 6, Boston 2, series tied 2-2
Thursday. Oct_ 23
New York (Goodan 174)at Boston (Burnt 154), 6:W

GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS—Waived Gary
Plummer, forward.
HOUSTON ROCKETS—Slimed Jim Petersen, forward, to a three-year contract.
MILWAUKEE BUCKS—Signed Jim Larnpley, forward. to•one-year contract.
PHOENIX SUNS—Waived Joe Ward. guard, and
Genre Glouchkov, forward.

FOOTBALL
Pesband Rodbell Lewes
CHICAGO BEARS—Waived Ken Margerum, wide
receiver.
DENVER BRONCOS—Placed Mark Cooper. guard.
on injured reserve. Activated Milford Hood, guard.
HOUSTON OILERS—Waived Larry Griffin. defenSabarday, Oct.25
lineman
Boston (Clemens 242) at New York (Ojeda 18-5), sive back. Signed Brian Sicilia, defensive
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Sighed Stan Davis.
8:211 p.m.
linebacker.
Sunday,Oa 26
LOS ANGELES RAMS—Agreed to terms with
Boston (Boyd 1640) at New York (Darling 1541. if
Henry =lard, wide receiver.
necessary, 8:21 p.m. EST

TRANSACTIONS
BASF-BALL
Masud Lanus
MONTREAL EXPOS—Named Eddie Haas scout
contract of
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Renewed the
Jim Morrison, third baseman, for one year
BASKETBALL
Assedabon
National
contract of
DENVER NUGGETS—Extended the

STEW TORS JETS—Placed Reggie McElroy, offensive teak.on Injured reserve. Signed Bill Bain. oftendye lineman.
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS—Waived Robert Stallings,
tied end.
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS — Placed Sean Salisbury.
quarterback, and Blair Bush, center, on Injured
reserve. Added Will Grant. center. and Jim Laughton,
tight end, to the raster.
TAMPA BAY BIX:CANEERS—Clalmed Joe Carter.
running back, on waivers from the Miami Doaphina

Blair RaMMUZIPM, center

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888

524 Main

Murray State
• 0. 0
.
° • ° • o ••

•

1,fellit
SPECTACULAR
Oapower weiver

make the catch. I feel
bad."

CCHS bus going to game

111711"-

each of the Lady Racer
meets and will be someone to watch when
the OVC meet rolls
around.
"Nina was a big
reason for our success
In the conference meet
last year and we'll be
counting on her to come
through this year," Simmons said.

CHA-3 KENPO KARATE
SELF DEFENSE

The Red Sox, perhaps
feeling the pressure of
collapses by Boston
teams in the past,
countered with their
own excuse.
"We've got to check
that kid's bat," Dwight
Evans said, meaning
Len Dykstra. "We've
got to check a few other
bats. I'm dead serious.
We're going to check
some bats tomorrow."
Dykstra, the littlest
Met at 5-foot-8, homered
for the second straight
game, and made the
sure-handed Evans look
bad in doing it.
With the score 3-0 and
two out in the seventh,
Dykstra faced Crawford
with a runner on second.
Dykstra lifted a long fly
to right that chased
back Evans, who had
reached above the 5-foot
wall in the sixth to rob

crowd of 33,920. The only sound as Dykstra
circled the bases came
The deflected home from the cheering Mets'
This time, Evans was
put the game out of wives in the third-base
off balance as he run
and silenced the grandstand.
reach,
jumped at the fence,
off
glanced
ball
the
and
the tip of his mitt and
fell for a home run.
Evans hung his head
Adults and children accompanied by adults
over the railing in dejeccan ride a bus to Calloway County's game with
tion while Mets'
Paducah Tilghman Friday night.
relievers scooped up the
Bus tickets are $2 per person.
home-run ball.
The bus leaves at 5:45 p.m. from behind the
high school.
"I hit my ribs on the
For more information call OCHS at 753-5479 or
fence," Evans said. "I
753-8141.
had enough room to

Darryl Strawberry of a
home run.

ECH4thePowerfulProllualityNternative

Lady Racers coming off
win at Vanderbilt meet
(Cont'd from page 14)
consistency for the Lady
Racers.

(Cont'd from page 14)
longest string since St.
Louis' Bob Gibson shut
out Boston for 19 innings
In 1967.
Carter, meanwhile,
drove in three runs for
the second straight
night. He hit a two-run
homer in the fourth inning that put New York
ahead, doubled in the
sixth and added a solo
home run in the eighth
against Steve Crawford.
"It would be interesting to see what it
would be like playing
-dna year in Fenway,"
said Carter, 5-for-9 for
the two games in
Boston. Overall, he's
7-for-17 and leading the
series with seven RBI.
"I think we all got our
second breath and wind
after the playoff series
with the Astros. I don't
mean to harp on it, but I
think it was significant," said Carter, readdressing what had
sounded like an excuse
for the Meta' first two
losses.

0 9 0
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TICKETS
Will Be Available At Gate 6
at 10 a.m. Sat. Oct. 25

Tie-saving ECHO blowers
male outdoor clean-up a breeze!
• America's tavorrte gas-powered alternative
to rakes and brooms
• Clear leaves clippings, din, light snow
• lightweight well balanced no cord
• Exclusive Pro-Fire " electronic ignition
Is easy starts
• Cluiet. precision 2 stroke engine

PS 210E

$169.95
Dollar savings -20.00

Regular list

prg $149.95

Be Prepared For Falling Leaves

Locatod on Bch Rd.
skit Ky.

All gates open at 12:30 a.m.
Reserved and General Admission
Tickets will be available.
Advance Ticket purchases may be
made from 9-4 Mon.-Fri. in Room 211
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Call 762-4895 for more information.
_ Reserved Basketball Bleacher &
Chair Seats Are Now Available On A
First Come First Serve Basis.
HURRY! Only a few available.

27
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MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

Amos McCarty
of the

Home Team
See Amos For All
Your Real Estate
Needs

You just won't find a better value for your insurance premium dollar than a Homeowners
policy from the State Auto Companies. As an independent agency representing State Auto, we
offer truly outstanding prostate Auto
instatance
tection packages for houses,
• Companies
apartments and condominiuM units.

PURDOM THURMAN
Agents
& MCNUTT
Dan McNutt
407 Maple
Southside of the Ct. Square

753-4451

Bill Thurman
Pete Purdom

"We're
Tackling
High Prices"

D & W Auto
Supply Inc.

sin

GOOD LUCK LAKERS!
•Automotive Parts & Paint
'Complete Automotive

Glass Shop
512 S. 12th

753-4563

Specie

*2 gallons Phillips 66 Antifreeze,
Check Belts and Hoses.
—Good Thru Oct. 31st—

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC. "61
Established 1956
753-1750

514 S. 12th

Calloway County vs. Paducah Tilghman
Friday Night, 7:30 p.m.
Paducah, Kentucky

Good
Luck
Lakers

PAM'S CAKE HUT
Good Old Fashion Homemade
Cakes For All_Occasions
Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries
Club Parties. Church Events,
Novelty Cakes made to Order
We Put Pride and That Little Extra
Into Our Cakes Because
We Make Our Cakes To Be Remembered

410 Main St.
759-4492

437-4455

GOOD LUcK
LAKERS!
Come by and enter
WSJP's

KICK FOR
CASH CONTEST
at each
Murray State Game
Prise grows by $500
each week
Total Potential $2500

Parker
Ford — Lincoln — Mercury
701 Main Street

Murray. Ky. 42071

Calloway County's Mike Garland leaps and tips a pass against Webster County last week.

The Calloway County
Lakers are one hurdle
away from winning the
race for the district
tile.
That hurdle, however,
is the tallest one on the
track: Paducah
Tilglunan, last year's
Class AAA champion
and the No. 2 ranked
team in AAA this year.
"As always, Paducah
Tilghman has an excellent football team,"
OCHS head coach Jack
Haskins said. "They
aren't as big as they
were last year, but they
have the same tremendous speed and
uickness. They put a
ot of pressure on you
th defensively and
ensively.

"I feel, however, that
we can play with them.
We have to control the
line of scrimmage,
though. We can't let
their backs break free
Into our secondary,
because we don't have
the speed to catch
them."
The Lakers could
have won the district
last year, but they lost
to the Blue Tornado 14-0.
"I thought we did a
real fine job last year,"
Haskins said. "We did a
good job of getting people to the football, which
you have to 40 against
Tilghman. What hurt us
was our inability to
move the football. Their
speed was quite
evident."

THE
HOKE
COMPANY
Best
Wishes

?RR/GAS
_

401 Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

"Calloway County
played us tough last
year, and we certainly
expect the same kind of
game this year,"
Tilghman head coach
Allan Cox said.
"Calloway County had a
good team last year,
and they have a good
team this year. They're
6-1 and beat a good team
in Hopkinsville. This
game is for all the
marbles, and we're
ready to go...We certainly don't feel
overmatched."
Haskins said the Blue
Tornado's speed makes
it extremely tough to
run "east to west. You
have to run right at
them, control the line of
scrimmage and throw

the football. We are going to throw the ball. We
have to."
Paducah Tilghman
goes into Friday night's
contest with a 5-2
record, owning wins
over Owensboro, Lone
Oak, Madisonville,
Sikeston, Mo., and
Union County. The Blue
Tornado lost to Forrest
City, Ark., and
Mayfield.
Last week, Tilghman
trailed Union County 7-3
at halftime, then
outscored the Braves
20-0 in the second half.
"I feel we played real
well against Union
County," Cox said. "We
had some problems with
penalties in the first
half, but once we got

Good Luck
Lakers!
ECONOMY
TIRES &
SERVICE

Steele-Allbritten

Paducah Tilghman
accumalated 380 yards
of total offense and held
Union County to 164.
UCHS's BW Price, who
gained over 200 yards
agaist Calloway County,
was held to seven yards
in seven carries.

Swanson, a
linebacker, is also
Tilghman's leading
tackler.
"In Swanson and Kurt
Barber, we feel we have
one of the best
linebacker tandem in
the state," Cox said.
"Both these kids are
outstanding players."
The Blue Tornado
uses three quarterbacks. It is Kevin Peck,
though, who does most
of the passing. Peck hit
4-7 for 82 yards against
the Braves last week.
"We are much better
than we were at the
beginning of the
season," Haskins said.
"We'll find out how
much better Friday
night."

\fiwrit,i's, I

d\

Sfi )f t'

4:=0 sr-

111

Pt

203 E. MAIN ST.
753-8500

Sout ern

Good
Luck!

that straightened out,
we were alright."
Billy Swanson was the
Blue Tornado's leading
rusher against the
Braves, gaining 127
yards in carries and
scoring on a 48-yard
run. Swanson is filling
Eugene Sanders' shoes.
Sanders, one of the top
running backs in
western Kentucky, is
sidelined with a deep
thigh bruise.

tate

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
'Feed & Seed
'Fertilizer, Bag or Bulk
'Farm & Garden Supplies
'Horse Car Products

Industrial Rd. - Murray 753-1423

753-5312

a
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Sessions scheduled on four Tuesdays

Word processing course offered at MSU
A course titled "Word
Processing with
Microcomputers Using
Multimate Software"
will be offered at Murray State University on
four Tuesday evenings

Dr. Patsy Nichols,
In November.
(Room 201). The course
Sessions are schedul- is sponsored by the associate professor of
ed from 6 to 9 p.m. on Waterfield Center for office administration,
Nov. 4, 11, 18 and 25 in Business and Govern-will be the instructor for
the Microcomputer mental Research in the the course, which proTeaching Center of the College of Business and vides the basic concepts
Business Building Public Affairs.
of word processing for

MAR-KEL LIGHTING
FACTORY OUTLET STORE
Highway 79 East

Lakeway Village Shopping Center
Paris, Tenn.

25% OFF

ON ALL

MARKEL LAMPS

20% OFF

ni\ ALL

SHADES
(Please bring lamp for proper fitting
when purchasing shades.)

Come in and see our nice selection of
Brass Lamps, Metal Desk Lamps and
Children's Lamps - all at affordable
low wholesale prices.
Open 10 A.M. til 5 P.M. Monday thru Saturday

both personal and
business uses.
A faculy member at
Murray State since 1976
she developed the Ken-1
L e gal
tucky Model Word ProNOTICE TO
cessing EducationSerCREDITORS
vice Center where
The following estate
students receive "real
appointfiduciary
life" experiences in a
been
working environment. ments have
Calloway
the
made
in
She has conducted
Court. All
numerous seminars and District
against these
claims
worked in promoting
estates should be filed
word processing studies
with the fiduciary
nationwide.
within six months of
Designed for persons
date of qualification.
with little or no previous
experience, the course Edward Lee, Route
includes an introduction #1, Box 92, Dexter,
County,
to the concept of word Calloway
processing and a ICY., Deceased, Ova
description of common Jewell Lee, Route #1,
features of word pro- Box 92, Dexter, KY.
Executrix,
42036,
cessing programs.
Sanders,
C.
Stephen
Several hours of
hands-on experience us- Main at Seventh
ing the Zenith Street, Murray, KY.
microcomputer will be 42071, Attorney.
included in the course, CecWe Marr, Route
which is particularly #3, Box 399, Mur42071,
suitable for small ray,KY.
business owners and Deceased, Aubrena
local area managers Perkins, Route #3,
who are implementing Box 399, Murray, KY.
Executrix,
word processing ap- 42071,
plications in their Robert 0. Miller,
Courthouse Bldg.,
organizations.
The fee for the course Murray, KY. 42071,
is $96 per person and Attorney.
covers all materials.
Virginia A. Grogan,
Anyone who wishes to 1609 Magnolia, Murregister or to obtain ad- ray,
KY. 42071,
ditional information Deceased, Joe I.
may visit or call:
1609
Grogan,
Dr. Jules Harcourt, Magnolia, Murray,
Director, Waterfield KY.
42071,
Center for Businese and
Administrator.
Governmental
Ann P. Wilson,
Research, Business
Circuit Court Clerk
Building, Murray State
University, Murray,
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settleKy., 42071, (502)
ment of accounts has
762-3124.
been filed in the
Calloway District
Becky
Court
by
Smith, guardian for
Pritchett,
Allison
minor child. Exceptions to this settle-

1

(

THE FAR SIDE

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by John
Thomas Phelps, Executor, of the estate of
Clyde Phelps, deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before November 3,
1986, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Eleanor
Kendall-Holmes,
guardian for Ketha
Enid Kendall-Holmes,
minor child. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before
November 3, 1986, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

By GARY LARSON

441-.I L.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Lyda Sue Collins, Administratrix, of the
estate of Jim H. Hart,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
November 3, 1986, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

NANCY

NANCY 16 PASSING
ME A NOTE!

IF I. GET CAUGATWITI-1 -DAIS,' C001-0
GET SENT TO ME
PRINCIPAL:6 OFFICE
FOR TIAIRTY YEARr- !

AP.

GARFIELD
JUST WHAT WOULD I HAVE TO

PO TO GET YOU TO GO OUT

WITH ME,DOC?

/STAND ON YOUR
HEAD AND SCREAM
LIKE A CHICKEN,
FOR STARTERS

DIGNITY
15 NOT IN
THIS MAN'S
VOCABULARY

I
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LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Calvin J. Murdock,
Administrator, of the
estate of William M.
MurdoCk, deeeaged.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
District Court on or
before November 3,
1986, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

want ads daily

ITI5 GRATIFYING TO
HAVE A DO6 GREET
YOU W)-IEN YOU GET
HOME FROM SCHOOL..

eg

ment must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before
November 3, 1986, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Read the

PEANUTS

L

701
'

111111 •1111

,Nunv-ior,
.11111!z-

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Voris Parker, Ex-

A

..4111

"Randy! Just sit down, eat your cereal,
and look for that thing later!"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

BEETLE BAILEY

WORKS OVER. LET'S
GO TOSS A FEW?

GREAT
PEA

10-23
BLONDIE
AND MR.WOODLEY WILL
STAY WITH THE
BUMSTE ADS

I CAN'T REMEMBER
WHETHER THAT'S
TODAY OR TOMORROW

1 Sodium
chloride
4 Pellets
9 To coat with
tar
12 Time gone by
13 "The Field''
14 Guido's high
note
15 Footlike part
16 To fret
17 Speech
18 Haste
20 Note of scale
21 Near
23 Misjudge
24 Sagest
28 Decade
30 Garden
implement
32 Milk in Paris
34 Informer
35 Father
36 Casualties
3
1
2

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

39 St. relation
40 Hebrew
month
41 Possessive
pronoun
43 Revised:
abbr
44 Negative
prefix
45 Deep shovel
47 Site of Tal
Mahal
50 Inheritor
51 Night bird
54 Song
55 Inventor of
telegraph
56 Ocean
57 Organ of
sight
58 Stalks
59 Spread for
drying

000 DMUO M000
0O0 0E00 IMO0
0000OO OPU 0
00111 000 0
=DO OMO DO
000 000 00000
U0 U000000 DB
SMOOU U00 DOO
DU 000 0000
DUO DM ODD
00 DMO DOMOUU
MOO ODUP DUB
MOM MEMO O0121

DOWN

4

1 Weaken
5 6
7

8

2 Put on years
3 Defeat
4 Puzzles
5 Translate
6 Told
falsehoods
7 Base
11
10
9

13UUUU
16
17

12UU
15UU

M

5EE 7'5 H4RMLE55„
UNTIL DETONATED elY
A 54GsL4L FROM This
RADIO DEVICE.

NUUU
24
23UU
EMI
30.31
28
ill
35
34
32
1111
36
ill
1111
40

UUUUU

14
UU

UUU

Mill
39

U.
43

41U42

44

j•
NM

49

111

•

11UUIU
U•57

46

51

56
59

8 Tin symbol
9 Split - soup
10 - Saints'
Day
11 Asiatic ox
TT-Chores
19 Hebrew letter
20 Fish limb
21 Book of maps
22 Instruct
24 Wisecrack
25 Lamb's pen
name
26 Wait on
27 Cornered
29 Keen
31 Hurried
33 Leg bone
37 Obstruct
38 Accumulates
42 Therefore
45 Withered
46 Station
47 Porter
48 Merry
49 Type of bread
50 Torrid
52 Tiny
53 Young boy
55 Manuscript
abbr.

52

iii
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Legal

1

ecutor, of the estate of
Parker,
Tamson
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
District
Calloway
Court on or before
November 3, 1986, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Carl
J. Speegle, Jr., Executor, of the estate of
Speegle,
Pauline
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
District
Calloway
Court on or before
November 3, 1986, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
William Eugene Stiles
and George Edward
Co.
Overbey,
Executors, of the
estate of Cordie
Matheney, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
District Court on or
before November 3,
1986, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Public
Notice
This is to give
public notice:

Wanda Jane Boyd
has filed an action
against Buddy Mack
Boyd for alimony
(maintenance) in the

Calloway
Court.
2

Circuit

Notice

CITRUS FRUIT
Support C.C.H.S.

Speech Team
Annual fruit sale
in progress
To place orders,
call
Angie Herndon
753-2532
141cT. gold & sterling
silver jewelry- every
day discount 60-65% off.
Call for appointment
Mon.-Thurs. 753-6555
Hazel Brandon.
8' TREATED landscape
timbers $2.75. Mid South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
BALLOONS at Faye's
for all occassions.
Phone orders taken,
deliveries. We deliver
753-7743.

"Understanding
God"
Bible Study
Mondays
7 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.
READINGS and advise
on all problems by Mrs.
Theresa. 502-554-7904.
rMrd"-Frugie -tves
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

Medicare
Supplement
Insurance
Are you paying
over $360 a year?
Do you really have
the best plan?
Are prescription
drugs covered?
Don't pay more
than necessary!!
Call

Bennett &
Associates
753-7273

305 N. 4th
Murray

ar
•

ii
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CLASSIFIEDS
1 .Legal

fer

•

2 .Notice

Legal

1

INVITATION TO LEASE SPACE FOR
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FACILITY
The Finance and Administration Cabinet
of Kentucky desires to lease a house with
approximately 3,000 net square feet of
space to be located in one of.the following
Kentucky counties: Fulton, Graves,
Daviess, Christian, McCracken, or
Calloway, to be used as a residential treatment facility. Space should include four
bedrooms, living room, dining room, kitchen, two and one-half baths, recreation
room, washer/dryer hookups, and adequate
storage space. Space must be available for
occupancy on or before February 2, 1987.
Persons hAving property of this nature
should submit a written proposal to include
your name, address, phone number, address of property, and date of availability
of property for lease to the Division of Real
Properties, Room 171, New Capitol Annex,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601, no later than
10:00 a.m. Friday, November 7, 1986. At this
time all proposals received will be publicly opened and read. Lease requisition
number PR-3288 should be clearly marked
on the outside envelope of each proposal
submitted. For any additional information
concerning this request, please contact Jim
Butler of the Leasing Branch by phoning
(502) 564-2416.
Property must be approved by the State
Fire Marshal's office, meet existing applicable building codes, meet applicable
planning and zoning regulations, and meet
any applicable subdivision restrictions.
PLEASE SUBMIT A LETTER FROM THE
PLANNING AND ZONING AUTHORITY
STATING THAT YOUR HOUSE IS PROPERLY ZONED FOR '1J§E AS A GROUP
HOME.

2

Notice

Costume
Rental

Mr Tutted].
304 Main,
Murray
759-4073-

Metal Roofing &
Siding-Factory Direct
First Quality painted 142.00
per square. Galvanized
$32.00 per square. Full 36'
coverage. Pay only for what
you get. 5 V Metal in standard lengths of $26.95 per
square
Toll Free in Ky.
S0O-633-3245.
Free delivery 25
squares and up.

BLUEGRASS AG
DISTRIBUTORS
Henderson, Ky.

ELECT

Circuit Judge
42nd Judicial Circuit
Qualified & Experienced
November 4, 1986
(Paid for by campaign fund of Don Overbey; Ed Overbey, Treasurer)
"A Learning
Experience"

TIJTOR SERVICES

Cyndi S. Cohoon,
B.S., M.A.
753-2351 After 5 p.m

AN Subjects
Grades 1-12

Jean S. Hurt
B.S., M.A.
753-2356
'1

LITERACY TRAINING
1. Learn to read
2. Get a GED
3. Improve basic skills.
4. Instruction FREE
Call 762-3027
762-6971

JTPA

FARINERSHIF

MSU Adult Learning Center
Room 206
Stadium
Stewart
Roy

Articles for Sale

24

Miscellaneous

FISH DAY
s Time Fa;
Stocking

K 054

Don Overbe

T-AXS rri

15

3000 GOVERNMENT PANELING! Paneling! N2 3/4" PLYWOOD
jobsIlts. Paneling! $5.95 and up. $ 9 . 9 5 . Mid -South
$16,040-$59,2301 yr. Mid South Wholesale Wholesale Bullding; 342
Now hiring. Call 806-687- Building; 342 East East Washington;
CHANNEL
CATFISH
6000 Ext. R-10706.
Washington; Paris, 901 Paris; 901-642-2562.
HYBRID
BLUE
GILL
I/2 SHINGLES 115.96 sq.
COMPANION to stay 642 2552.
Fatheed minnows, Large
with elderly lady 4 to 5 REFRIGERATOR, Mid•South Wholesale
Mouth Sass Neck Crappie
end, Tripioid IGra.. Carpi
hours a day, ap- washer & dryer Call Building; 342 East
The Hybrid Besse GIN will
Washington; Paris; 901,proximately 3 days a 753-4684.
reach • weight of 214 to 3
642-2552.
iveek. Call 753-4575 after WHIRLPOOL re
pounds
m.
Delivery Will Be;
frigerator, only $8 per WO PR. Levi's, Lee's,
Monday, NOVIDeriber 3
UENTAL assistant, full week. Rudolph Zena's for entire family
At The Following
time. Experience Goodyear Whirlpool, mens size through 54,
shirt through size 4XL
Location.
preferred. Send resume 753-0595.
Southern States Co-op
tall men, women's size
to:
P.O.
Box
1040-H,
Murray. KY
through size 52. Large
Murray, Ky.
16. Home Furnishings
(302) 733-1423
EAST money! Be a ANTIQUE day bed, has Inventory of Levi BenTime: 4:00.3:00 p.m.
Call your local store to
remail agent. Earn upholstered cushions. dovers, blouses and
place your order or call
hundreds weekly. Send May be used as couch. sweaters at big savings.
Ladies diamond solitToll Free
self
addressed envelope Call 753-8378.
1 800-643-8439
aire rings at about half
to: Cook Associate, P.O. ANTIQUE table,
Fish Wagon Inc.
Box 280, Mayfield. Icy. -theirs, buffet, 4676-g what you would pay
.---ei-sewhere. Flowers
42066.
Route 3 Boit 337 C
Dinette table, 3 chairs, Clothing, 120 8.
NEED extra money for $40. New 5" b/w
Harrisburg Arkansas
Washington, Paris,
Christmas? Call today $60. Singer Zig Zag Tennessee.
72432
about Avon's new earn- sewing machine, $70.
3 ALADDIN kerosene
CHINA painting classes ing opportunity. For Call 753-8226.
starting 1st week of only $5 you can be your COUCH & chair, excel- heaters, $40 ea.; oak
own boss. Earn $200- lent condition, earth kitchen table, $125,
Nov. Phone 436-5833.
stoneware Fishscale &
RAVE you ever gotten a $300 weekly. Call 753- colors, $200. Call 753- Rose small pitcher,
0171
between
12:30
&
cake and when you took
7824.
$125; Hickory Hill
a bite it tasted like 2:30.
OVER bought at the wingback chair, $75;
firTE375
aide.
Part
Tifcardboard? Then you
furniture market! Our primitive quilt box, $46.
need to order your full-time. Experience loss is your gain. 489-2440.
preferred.
Please
apply
cakes from Pams Cake
Savings on all home
ASHLEY wood furnace,
Hut. All cakes are in person- Fern Terrace furnishings & bedding. excellent
condition, used
baked fresh, not ahead Lodge. No phone calls Check with us before two
seasons. All ducts go
A then frozen. Our accepted.
buy. Carraway with furnace. Call 436you
butter cream icing is RN or LPN for 3-11 or Furniture, 106 N. 3rd, 2289 after 6
pm.
smooth as silk. We take 11-7 shift. Excellent
BED mats for all makes
that extra effort in our benefits with every 753-1502.
decorating to make weekend off. Apply at WHIRLPOOL heavy & models of pick-up
them something to re- Care Inn, Mayfield or duty washer, only $6 per trucks! Tool boxes for
week. Rudolph compact trucks. Stokes
member. ?Isms Cake call 247-0200. EOE.
Goodyear- Whirlpool, Tractor 753-1319.
Hut 759-4492 or 437-4455.
SYSTEMS Operator/ 753-0595.
BLAZE King... For
Programmer for IBM
your wood heating
A-1 Fireplace and
System 34. Must have
needs. Stoves, fireplace
two years experience in 19. Farm Equipment
Gas Repak, Chimney
inserts and the new
computer operation and
Cleaning, Masonary
RPG II. We offer an ALLIS Chalmers trac- Royal Heir. Morgan's
Work, Damper, Hood
excellent compensation tor D-14, plow, cultiva- Furniture, 503 E.
and Firebox Repair.
package including tor, rotary cutter. Call Wallington, Paris, Tn.
901-642-4179.
fringe benefits. Send 489-2761 after 5p.m.
753-0953
resume to Paschall VS 300 combine, 2 FTREWOOD for sale.
Truck Lines, Inc., heads, pickup reel, cab, red oak, $25 rick deTOBAZCO stripping for Route 4, Murray, KY. chopper; squeeze livered. Call 436-5430.
the Public. Taking work 42071.
shute, grass seeder; JO-AN's Varieties has
now. Call 492-8229.
4000 Ford tractor; designer fashions at
bushhog, 10' pull type; discount prices every9. Situation Wanted
neck over flat bed 20'; day with specials run
NURSING HOME
every weekend.
I will keep & care for a cattle equipment;
Call 489- ROMER Hot Tub with
INSURANCE
lady in my home in sickle mower.
5p.m.
after
2153
cover. Has four seats. _
Hazel, experienced,
No age limit to appgood reference. Call TIMBER wanted. A Excellent condition.
ly. Our most comnational furniture mfg. $1500. 753-7687.
4924510.
to purchase LADIES wedding setprehensive policy
NURSING assistant wishes better
quality engagement ring &
pays for Skilled, Inwith 18 yrs. experience locally,
red oak and band, 1/2 karat total
seeking employment to white oak,
termediate
or
Buying weight. Also, 14 kt.
help with care of elderly walnut timber.
Custodial Care.
and small tracts. yellow mans wedding
patient. Salary large
& band. 753-4078.
With Medicare's
negotiable. Also, seek- Atlantic Timber
518, LARGE, large, large
new guidelines for
ing a sitting position at Vanier, Box502-443selection of storage
the hospital. 759-1041 Paducah, Ky.
hospital confine7365 Ext. 422
buildings in stock for
anrtirne.
,
ment,
Nursing
immediate delivery.
QL
ALITY
childcare
for
Sports
Equipment
20.
Home Insurance is
Acree Portable
18 month olds & up.
more important
Reasonable rates, ex- RALEIGH Free Style Buildings, Mayfield,
2-2r_731.
than ever. For free
cellent references, 507 bicycle, chrome with
Chestnut, call Linda white tires & wheels. NW quilts, $160 each,
information call:
Call 753-3387.
Dutch girl, Ohio rose,
753-8083.
Jerry McConnell
TROPHIES and maple leayes, Star of
WILL
do
babysitting
in
Insurance
until
plaques.
Don't
buy
David. Call 753-1733.
my home, in town. Call
753-4199
you've checked at
753-2849 or 753-4782.
"tree lead clisam service"
WILL do sewing for Faye's, next to
general public. Also, Pagliai's, 753-7743.
babysitting in my home. WOMENS golf clubs,
Reasonable
prices on Wilson, with golf bag,
Will sell or will ac5. Lost and Found
both. Call 753-5219 after $125. Call 489-2706 after
cept
nice 14' wide
FOUND long haired caf 2p.m. M-F, anytime 611.m.
home as
mobile
near College Courts. after la.m. on
2 2 .Musical
Call 753-1966 after 4p.m.
weekends.
trade-in on remodelFOUND ring in Murray WILL take care of sick 4 MANNEL reel to
ed 3 BR. house with
City Park. Call and or elderly person, live- reel, $350. Teac model 2,
siding, stock barn,
identify, will return. in. $800 a month. Ex- 4 channel mixer, $160.
Call 753-1687.
perienced. Phone 527- AKAI reel to reel, $50
other out building on
Call 753-8226.
3474.
4.6 acres in Lynn
6. Help Wanted
24. Miscellaneous
Grove area.
3000 GOVERNMENT
10. Business Opportunity
jobslits
OAK firewood. Also,
435-4289
$16,040-$59,230/ yr. tILKSCREENING at have slab wood. Phone
or
435-4165
Now hiring Call 806-687- Faye's, T-shirts, sweats, 758-5476.
6000 Ext. R-8166.
caps, polos, uniforms,
Jackets. Next to Pagliai's.
SALE STARTS OCT. 23RD
INSTRUCTION
758-7743.
CARPET
PASCHALL
LEARN TO DRIVE WEED extra money?
AFTER INVENTORY SALE
TRACTOR-TRAILER Like a second Income
that you can make at
WHILE IT LASTS
home? Send $1 an a
CARPET CHEAP, NOW'S THE TIME
NEED
FINE
IF
YOU
LSASE for my Home
12 Ft. Commercial Carpet . '279 to 8495 sq. yd.
Opportunity Catalog.
Jerry M. McCurdy,
12 Ft. Kangs Back Hilo
NO EXPIEWMIDE NEEDED we Iran IlEw
Dept. L, Rt. 2 Box 116,
Ne MOO lc quo mews wo
snir
299 to *395 sq. yd.
Carpet..
Shag
PuryiTi
ea
t
4:i511a_
38251.
Tri
FA a.Poreelm trorev DOT Cerraelm
*395 to '65° sq. yd.
Moamar!.OM
12 Ft. Plush Carpet
an figure
ALLIANCE
shaping tables. Open
"sq. yd.
12 Ft. Hi-Low Shag Carpet. *395 to 15
, •
`FIA...o••• ,
•
your own salon. Excel6895 sq. yd.
Berber
Carpet
Heavy
12
Ft.
lent business opportun12 Ft. Heavy Kanga Back Printed Carpet $349 sq. yd
ity. Factory direct
Calf Toll Free Anytime
prices. Call 312-284-9647.
12 Ft. Heavy Printed
$395 to $595 sq. yd.
Commercial
12 Ft. Heavy Tracer
12 .Insurance
Patterns Shag......$799 to '895 sq. yd.
LOW cost Life & Health
12 Ft. Heavy Twist Carpet-Trackless Type
Insurance. Top companies. IRA's at 8%.
'655 to 8945 sq. yd.
Compare. David
12 Ft Our Finest Plush and Heavy Twist Carpet
Murphy & Associates.
19" to '125° sq. yd.
753-8083.
THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS OF YARDS
13. For Sale or Trade
IN STOCK - MANY COLORS AND STYLES
35 FT. Crest Pontoon
COMPARE TO CARPET SELLING AT TWICE THE PRICE
house boat. Purchased
PASCHALL CARPET
new 1984. Immaculate,
8 Miles From Murray, Ky. on 641 South
low hours. Sleeps 6.
Between Hazel, KY and Puryear, TN
Long equipment list.
901-498-8963
Open 6 Days -- 8 to 5
Including air, heat,
refrigerator, range,
oven, microwave, electronics, head, shower,
color T.V., etc. Located
at Paris Landing. Consider N.E. Henry
County Land in trade,
cash, or ? Phone
001-232-8398 Buchanan.
It

2.Notice

6. Help Wanted

For Sale
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NOTICE

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1986, IS
THE LAST DAY TO PAY CITY
OF MURRAY PROPERTY TAX
WITHOUT INCURRING A 10%
PENALTY.
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK

Marshall County Hospital
is pleased to announce that

Stephen Jackson, M.D.
has established a practice of
General Orthopedics in
Suite A of the
Stilley Professional Building
Office Hours:
Tuesday Mornings 9:00 A.M.-Noon
Appointments And Referrals May Be
Made By Calling 527-1798

•

FOR sale or trade for
home with acreage in
this area a good business in Santa Barbara,
California with a newly
decorated double wide
mobile home in Oxnard,
California Call 806-4853042
14 Want to Buy
RMAT.I. frostfree refrigerator for shop. Call
768-9400 after 6p.m.
WANT to buy used 14x715
trailer, electric range &
refrigerator needed.
Prefer dishwasher &
central air. No furniture
required. Prefer 3 BR's.
Call 768-9960.
15. Articles for Sale
lattice
4'x8'
panels $9.96. Mid-South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington,
Paris. 901-642-2582

TREAtrrs

HOME HEALTH AIDE classes
for persons 55 years of age
and older. "Hands On" training and job referrals provided
to eligible applicants. Call
Calloway County Senior
Citizen Center, 753-0929.
Funded by Job Trommg Partnersh4p Act, Deportment for Employment
Servo's, West Kentucky Pnvote Industry Counul ond Purchase Area
Development porno

SECURITY GUARD classes
for persons 55 years of age
and older. "Hands-On" training and job referrals provided
,jo eligible applicants. Call
Calloway County Senior
Citizen Center, 753-0929.
Funded by Job Training Portnershrp Act, Deportment for Employment
Servom, West Kentucky Pnvate Industry Council ond Purchase Ara,
Development Dotr•ct

24

Miscellaneous

CRYTES Used Office
Furniture, 1016 Jefferson St., Paducah, KY.
442-4302. Desks, chairs.
files and much moreGood quality used
furniture.
OREGON saw chain
3/8" pitch for 16" bar$7 99, 20"- $8.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
QUEEN size hide-abed, matching couch,
reduced to $150. 12'x18'
camping tent, $85. 19'
Glaspar day cruiser, 66
h.p. Chrysler motor,
trailer. 753-8109 or 4928861.
SEASONED firewood,
$25 a rick delivered.
Call 435-4114.
STIOTGUN Rem. 1100.
3" mag. Also, copy
machine with cabinet.
Call 489-2761 after 5p.m.
SODA pop machine for
sale, bottles- capacity
approx. 120 bottles. In
working condition. $50.
Call 247-6900.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven, only
$4 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0695.

Hanging wicker chair
$35.00; 10 speed
bike
JCPenney
$50.00; Mamasun
swivel chair $25.00;
2 lamps, ginger jar
$15.00; children
shoes, clothes, toys,
ect.
Call 753-6298
After 6 p.m.
2 6 . TV -Radio
MAGNAVOX console
color TV., only $7 per
week'. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0696.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
FOR sale or rent- 12x40
Wheeler, 2 BR furnished, good condition.
Small down, owner
financing if necessary
to right party. Call
527-3862, 527-0921 after
5p.m.
14)(70 TRAILER, 5 lots,
septic tank, water,
electric, near lake.
$20,000 or best offer.
Roberts Realty 753-1651,
753-3939.
1977 CARROUSEL,
14x70, 11-- BR, 2 bath,
deck, central heat & air.
Call 759-4754.
1978 FLEETWOOD, g
BR, 2 full baths, central
heat & air. Call 759-1674.
1982 CLAYTON 14x66
trailer, 2 Bdrm„ 2 full
bath, partially furnished & a/c, $11,000.
Call 527-3677 after 5p.m.
1984 WILLOW Creek,
14x60, central heat,
wood underpinning, like
new, $10,000. Call 4892868 after 5:30p.m.
2- 12x65 trailer for sale.
See Brandon Dill at Dill
Electric 759-1577.
NICE 1985 FLEETWOOD, 14x70, 2 BR, all
electric, central air,
furnished, ceiling fans,
cedar underpinning,
10x20, treated deck,
storage building. Call
753-7291.
PARIS, Tn.- furnished,
air cond., 10x50 mobile
home on 50x150' lot. City
water, cable TV. $7500
or $500 down $92
monthly. 901-642-3332.
TRAILER and lot near
Coldwater. Call
49-2611.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
12x60 MOBILE home,
funished, natural gas
heat, near University.
Nice. Call 753-3895 after
5p.m.
1 BEDROOM trailer
apt., furnished. $80
month. Water furnished. No pets. Phone
753-3139.
2 BR furnished mobile
home, central air, gas
heat, washer & dryer,
on private lot. No
children or pets. Call
753-5209.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas.
electric, air conditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2611.
TRAILER for rent or
sale. 3 room apt for
rent, free for elder
woman. East Almo.
Call 759-9660.
29. Heating and Cooling
2 WOOD stoves with
jackets, 1- ,$.125, 1- $100.
Call 753-9429.
KODIAK woodburning
stove, pedestal type.
Will heat 1600 sq. ft. 2
years old, $275. Call
759-4960.
Business Rentals
2400 sq ft
Near Tucker TV Sales
& Home Place Restaurant. Call Artell Tucker
753-4624.
30

nITILDING-

Office space for rent
on Court Square.
$150 a month
Month-to-month
Call 753-1916
ext. 41

32

Apt: for Rent

1 BEDROOM apt. with
kitchen & den, 1628
Miller, apt. "B", 1 block
from campus. Call 7533415 after 5p.m
753-7123.
1 BR apt. Stove, refrigerator, water furnished. 5 Miles N. of
Murray. Phone after
4p.m. 763-5410 or 7536468.

RETAIL SPACE
FOR RENT
A Lot of Little Shops
(Under One Roof) in
SHOPPER'S MALL
IFormerty Wiggins
Furniture Bldg.)
2 MNes North of
Murray on Hwy. 841
Rt 2 Murray. KY 42071

OPEN
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sun. 12 to 5 p.m.

32. Apts for Rent
1 & 2 BEDROOM apts
near downtown Murray
Call 753-4109, 762-6650,
or 436-2844.
BRAND new 2 BR apts.
No pets please. $286 per
month. 753-9475, if no
answer 753-0621.
EllinciENcir apt. $12g
month. Call 759-1961
after 6p.m.
NOW
TAKING
APPLICATIONS
Essex Downs Apartments
Duiguid Drive
One & Two Bedroom,
Carpets, Drapes,
Modern Appliances
Base Rent $195 & $220
Equal housing opportunity
Apply at
Calloway Gardens
Duiguid Dr., Murray, KY
Janice Graham, Mgr.
753-8350
753-8556

Absolute Real
Estate Auction
Sat., Oct. 25th, 1986 at 10 a.m.
at the farm of the late Mr. Clifford
& Mrs. Lottie Parker home. From
Murray,Ky.take Highway 94 East,
first road to right past Elm Grove
Church. See auction signs on Hale
Joad.,
This property has a total of 67.0 acres
-with house and 2 tobacco barns on good
hard surface road. This property will be
sold in 3 tracts and then combined! The
seller reserves the right to combine any &
all tracts.
Terms & Conditions: 20% down selling
price day of auction. Balance in 30 days
with passing of deed. Announcements made
day of auction will take precedence over all
printed matter. This property has been
surveyed and a copy of survey or plat can
be obtained by contacting Mr. Max
Parker's law office at 104 North 4th St. in
Murray, Ky. 753-3153.

Max Parker-Executor
Dan Miller-Auctioneer

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday,Oct. 25, 1986 at 10 a.m. at the Dan
Miller Auction Barn in Lynn Grove, Ky.
From Murray, Ky. take Highway 94 West
to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield, Ky. take
121 toward Murray. Turn south on 1836 at
Coldwater, Ky. Watch for auction signs.
Will sell antiques•collector items•good
used furniture 8r appliances • some glass
& china •15 or 20 Big little books • Shirley
Temple in the little colonel • old pocket
knives • old money • also some proof sets
• good old stone jugs from Sexton Bros. in
Murray, Ky.• will sell a very large lot of
carpenter tools from an estate in Murray,
Ky. • also 132 naugahyde swivel chairs
from Holiday Inn to sell.
2 nice bedroom suites • other odd chest
8z vanity • nice couch & chairs • hid-a-bed
couches•nice coffee & end tables • vanity
lamps • gun cabinet • bookcase • electric
sewing machine • wringer washer & tubs
• nice stack frigidaire washer 8z dryer •
Ashley wood heater • exercise bicycle •
table & chairs • flatware • pots 8z pans •
roll-a-way bed •nice 16 ga. pump shotgun
• like new Kirby vacuum cleaner with attachments • office desk 8z chair • Craftsman ban saw •Delta table saw with dust
bag • new scrall saw • Craftsman wood
lathe •Craftsman drill press•10" DeWalt
radial arm saw • large belt sander with
disc•6" jointer•bench grinder•table vise
• 4"
/ drill motor • nice router 8z table, extra bits•small Craftsman air compressor
with paint gun • large 8z small tap & die
sets • 20' extension ladder • step ladder •
furniture clamps • saws • Plains Haiti
fastening systems • power hammer • 2
wheel trailer with sides • small 2 wheel
trailer • 3 gas grills • pony gear • skeet
thrower • Craftsman shop vac • air conditioner • old shoe cobbler bench • used
carpet• like new commercial ice maker •
ice-a-matic •8 h.p. Snapper electric start
riding mower • Snapper push mower • 5
h.p. edger line trimmer.
This is only a partial listing. Come and
plan to spend the day. Auction held rain or
shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available.
Carpenter tools will sell in the afternoon.
For more information & your auction needs
phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281
Terry Paschall-Darrel Beane Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Real Estate &
Personal Property
Sat., Nov. 1st at 12 o'clock at the late W.S.
Grogan home. From Murray, Ky. take 841
south to Tom Taylor Rd. Follow Tom
Taylor Road to sale site.
Real Estate consists of 2 bedroom house
with kitchen, den-living room, 1 bath,
garage, utility room, tobacco barn and
other out buildings, mature shade, on 22
acres ± of farm land on paved road Selling by deed
Terms on Real Estate: 20% down selling
price day of sale. Balance in 30 days with
delivery of deed.

Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate
Pete Waldrop - Broker '759-1707
Dan Miller - Auctioneer 435-4144

SAIL

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23, Me

CLASSIFIEDS
32. Apts for Rent
2 BR duplex, central
heat & air, outlets for
washer k dryer. No
pets. deposit required.
Call 753-9741.
t- ONE bedroom furnished apartments. See
at 100 So. 13th- 753-4012
night call 753-2806- 7538756.

768-7951 after 5p.m.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent

awash
le

753-7670

ape*
PJe

HOME TV & APPLIANCE
VI000 RISCOIderS. CaM•f•S. TVs: etc

-

626 Central Center

753-4663

ESTATE AUCTION
** NO MINIMUMS * NO RESERVE **
SAT., OCT. 25, 1986 - 9:30 A.M.
Rain Or Shine

ROBERT W. BURTON-DECEASED, E,STATE

DRAFFENVILLE, KENTUCKY
Sale Location: On Hwy. 68 Near
Marshall County High School
SELLING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION
REGARDLESS OF PRICE
Pr

- ............ • •

Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
4gituntr
room furnished
apt. $125 month. Inquire
Almo Heights Restaurant 5a.m..10p.m.

34. Houses for Rent
t OR 4 bedroom house
at 806 Sycamore. Lease
or lease with option to
buy. Call 753-4109, 7626650 or 436-2844.
LARGE remodeled
house, 1004 Main. $325
monthly. Yearly lease,
deposit. Carpet. Central
H/A. Stove, refrigerator, freezer furnished.
Would sell. 759-1266.
SMALL house 8 miles
east of Murray. $125 a
month plus deposit. Call
Linzy Beane residence
436-2582.

37. Livestock-Supplies
gIMMENTAL and

_
Three Bedroom Stone Home Situated On A One Acre
Lot With 209 Feet Of Frontage. The Home Features An
Entrance Foyer Leading To A Formal Living Room And
A Formal Dining Room. There Are Three Large Bedrooms With Nice Closets. Two Baths, Family Room, A
Study, And A Laundry Area. The Kitchen Is Well Arranged With A Jenn-Air Range, Frigidaire Eye-level
Oven, And A Built In Dishwasher.There Is A Double Garage Will Paved Drive. The Lot Drains Well And Has.
An -Abundance Of Shade With Many Fruit Trees. There
Are Many Extra Features Of The Home,Such As Central
Heat And Air With Natural Gas, A TV Satellite Dish, An
Out Building, Beautiful Carpeting And Draperies, And
Ills In Good Condition And Extra Clean. The Home Is
Located In A Most Desirable Neighborhood Close To
Schools, Churches, Shopping Areas And The Entire
---- --- -- Lakeland!
REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 1 00 P.M.
eke Plans To Be With Us Ready To Bid And Buy At
'
Public Auction! Selling Under The Rules Of Absolute
Auction! No Minimums!! No Reserve!! No Reiections!!
The Last Bidder Will Definitely Buy The Property Regardless Of Price!
There Will Be An Open House Showing Of The Property
On SOnday, October 19th, From 2:00 To 4:00 P.M.
Agent's Available To Show Property By Appointment By
Contacting James R. Cash Real Estate Broker At 502623-8466.
TERMS ON REAL ESTATE: $5,000 Down Day Of Sale
With Balance Being Due Within 30 Days And Delivery
Of Deed.
a

'

COLLECTORS CLASSIC
1965 Lincoln Continental 4 Door Automobile. In Mint
With All Factory Accessories, Has
Equipped
Condition.
Never Been Out In The Weather•1968 Lincoln Continental 4 Door Automobile, In Good Condition,
Equipped With All Factory Accessories.
Automobiles Sell Immediately Following The
Real Estate At 1:00 P.M.
Remington Speed Master Model 552 - 22 Automatic
Rifle•Winchester Model 94 Lever Action 30-30 Rifle•
Browning 22 Caliber Magnum Automatic Rifle •
Mossberg Model 380 Automatic Rifle. 22 Caliber •
Browning Sweet Sixteen 16 Gauge Belgium Made Shot
Gun• Browning Model 8 - 12 Gauge 3" Magnum Belgium Made Shot Gun.
Nice Living Room Couch And Loveseat•Den Couch•
End Tables• Glass Top Coffee Table• Odd Tables•
Two Nice Curio Cabinets•Small Antique Table w Center Drawer • Nice Howard Miller Grandfather Clock •
Nice 5 Pc. Cherry Bedroom Suite • Nice 5 Pc. Cherry
Twin Bedroom Suite•4 Pc. Bedroom Suite w King Size
Bed•Maple Roll Top Desk•Oak Dining Room Suite w 8
Chairs. China Cabinet. Side Board•Breakfast Table w
4 Chairs•Zenith Console Television•Zenith Console
AM-FM Stereo • Philco Portable Color Television •
Bahsei Portable Color Television • Sears Solidstate
VCR•Beta Scan VCR•Soundesign Jam Box•Several
8 Track Tape Players• Cannon AE-1 Camera And Accessories•Other Cameras•Sears Binoculars•Several Telephones • Singer Portable Sewing Machine •
Rowing Exerciser • Linens•Book Shelves•Vacuum
Cleaners•Sharp Carousel Microwave•Whirlpool Mark
1 Series 25.7 Cu. Ft. Side By Side Refrigerator Freezer
w Serve Door Ice Maker And Refreshment Center•Gibson 18 Cu. Ft. Side By Side Refrigerator Freezer•Kenmore 23 Cu, Ft. Chest Type Freezer • Lady Kenmore
Washer And Dryer•Soundesign Cordless Telephone
•Lamps•Pictures•Hand Paintings•Clocks•Several
New Ceiling Fans • Bell 8 Howell Slide Prolector •
Brothers Typewriter • Electric Blankets • Luggage •
Christmas Decorations- Some New •Samsonite Folding Chairs•Sewing Misc.•Pots. Pans. Kitchen Misc.
• Kitchen Appliances•Two Sets Of Octagon Shaped
Dishes - Nice•Bavaria China Pieces •Several Paper
Weights• Nice Crystal Cake Stands. Preserve Dishes.
Candy Dishes, Several of Each • Figurines • Lots Of
Misc. Glassware• Decanters • Several Sets Of Stainless Silverware% New Toys. Puzzles, etc - Never Been
Opened•Craft And Sewing Supplies•Lawn Furniture
•Tools•Ladders•Craftsman Leaf Blower•Sears 22"
Self Propelled Lawn Mower w Grass Catcher•Sears 8
Horse, 30" Riding Lawn Mower, 5 Speed w Grass
Catcher•Sears 11 Horse 38- Electric Start Riding Lawn
Mower, 5 Speed "Like New"• Lots And Lots Of Misc
.
Items, Everything Imaginable!
ALL PERSONAL PROPERTY AND VEHICLES MUST
BE PAID FOR IN FULL THE DAY OF THE AUCTION,
Although All Osten& In This Advertisement Is Obtained From
Sources Deemed Reliable The Auctioneer. Real Estate Broker
And Owners Make No Warranty Or Guarantee. E epitomic! Or Im.
plied.'As To The Accuracy Of The Information Herein Contained
11 6. For Thls Reason That The Buyer Should Avail Themselves
The Opportunity To Mak• Inspection Prior To The Transaction
All Announcements Day 01 Sale Toile Precedence Over All Other
Advertisements

JAMES R. CASH
-1... AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER

FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY
(5021623-8466 or (5021623-6388

Simbrah bulls. Performance & semen
tested. Excellent quality. $660 & up. Cadiz,
Ky. 522-8794.
38. Pets-Supplies
ARC, 2 yr old, female
Great Dane. Papers &
pedigree. call 489-2871
before 2p.m.
ARC aolden Retriever,
started, 5 months old,
$1.50. Call 436.2282 after
5p.m.
41. Public Sales

YARD
SALE
Friday,
Oct. 24
8-5
1714
Miller Ave.

YARD
SALE
Friday,
8:30
Off Sycamore
take Ellis Dr.
to 731 Riley Ct.
Selling a yard full!

Cheap!

YARD
SALE
Old 641 N. between Bucy's &
Thweatt's Service
Station.
Children. clothes
size 6-12, lots of
misc.

43

Real Estate

MOBILE home with
central heat plus heated
8 room 15x30' building &

BR, 2 bath, brick home
with wood burning stove,
20'.38' building with f enced
bath on a beautiful 1 backyard. Recently
acre lot. Concrete redecorated. Bedriveway, large garden autifully landscaped,
spot & fruit trees. All large corner lot. Upper
this offered in the upper 40's. 753-7430 after

Chadwick
Clean-Up Shop

mower,
Lawn
clothes-all sizes lg. &
sm. Somthing for
everyone

BACK YARD
SALE
Friday
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
506
Lynnwood
Ladies & childrefla
winter clothes, tOria,_
plants,
basket*,
household Mlle.
Canceled if rains

Services Offered

ROOFING

753-9440

OFFurrs

YARD SALE

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
4 Bedroom
Ranch
Gatesborough
Call
753-7401
After 6 p.m.
753-5485

NOTICE OF
PUBLIC SALE

DRILLING

Three bedroom lakefront home for sale.
Lovely wooded setting and beautiful view
of Kentucky Lake. Price just lowered to
$38,500. Contact

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
8-?
Fri. 24th &
Sat. 25th
310 S. 10th
off Vine

53

SMALL
CARPENTRY

Homecoming
Special:

CARPORT
SALE

Thurs. & Fri.
8:30 til 5:30

4 FAMILY
YARD SALE

53. Services Offered
50. Used Trucks
GOOD location in city, 3 1986 JEEP Comanche, GUTTERING by Sears.

46. Homes for Sale

$8500. Serviceman Sears continuous gutgoing overseas. Call ters installed for your
Metal & Shingles
753-01P7.
Specifications Call
Aluminum & Vinyl
Sears 753-2310 for free
,
'75 FORD F-100 with 426 estimate.
Estiinates
Free
motor. $400 or best offer
Call 759-1600
or trade for 3-wheeler. INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
Call 759-1830.
on
those
Save
proved.
'77 DODGE pickup,
teens. Phone Kopperud
heating arid cool SEWING Machine Re
LOn'LY, 9 BR brick, 1 good condition. '64 high
Realty 753-1222
ing bills. Call Sears pair. All makes and
1/2 bath, recently re- Chevy pickup, good 753-2310 for free models. Home & In
decorated, new roof, condition. Best offer.
dustrial. Bag closing
44. Lots for Sale
stove, d.w., Map., Call 753-8430, after estimate.
machines. Also scissor
complete
JOINER'S
trees,
5p.m.
many
759-4806.
draperies,
acre
CHOICE 2 1/2
sharpening. 40 yrs.
yrs.
32
tree
service,
neighborhood.
Custom
quiet
CHEVY
'79
from
wooded lot. 4 miles
Also, experience. All work
Murray, 94 East, turn Available today $46,000. Deluxe, $2700. '73 Grand experience.
guaranteed. Kenneth
mechanically
stumps
$500.
753-7820:
Call
Prix,
759-1384.
753on McDougal Rd.
Barnhill, 753-2674,
10"
below
removed
eight
story,
two
van,
GMC
OLDER
TON
'84 3/4
9672 after 5p.m.
Stella, Ky.
Call
surface.
753-0366.
at
located
home,
customised
room
completely
LAKEVIEW- 3
NEED work on your
Lakeview lots, Pirates 1106 Main St. Sits on a raised roof, bucket LICENSED Electrician trees? We can beautify
and
for
call
residential
see
To
lot.
ft.
pb,
80x380
am/fm
ps,
seats,
Cove, $4300 each. Call
753-3642 day 759-57$8 _caesette stereo._ C.,11._ commercial. Heating your yard by toping,
437-47464r 354.8398.
d- %wit see to appreciate. and air condificiri;-•58s--lha PI ng tie ati-NrObding
night. Has all kin&or removing dead or
possibility.
Phone after 4p.m. 753- installation and repair
diseased trees. For
Phone
753-7203.
46. Homes fpr_Sale
7584458
or
5410
•
call the
4 7 . Motorcycles
JEEP Wagoneer, 4 MITCHELL Paving. satisfaction
Fri., Oct. 24, 8-3
28 ACRES, 3 BR, -Airal
Intercep- wheel drive, $500. Call Commercial, re- proven professionals at
HONDA
1084
Buchanan
in
residence
Crib, tables, toys, antique
sidential. Large or Boyer's Tree Service
area. $59,000. Call 901- tor 500, $1800. Service- 753-9666 after 6p.m.
compeli
mirrors, chins. depression
small. 30 years ex- 753-0338. The
man going overseas.
232-8661.
tion knows us you
glass, largo mans clothes,
51 . Campers
Call
perience.
753-1537.
753-0197Call
2BR house, completely
should too.
mangle ironing machine,
remodeled, 2 yrs. ago. '86 SUZUKI 230, Quad 21' SHASTA camper, MOBILE HOME
pressed wood rocker, anti$1300
Repair,
wheeler.
Specialist
4
Sport,
gas
or
fully
electric,
Located 1316 Vine St.
que grinding wheel, antifirm. Call 711541484.
self-contained. Call 489- leveling, underpinning,
Call 753-0400 after 6p.m.
que scale, kids clothes,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
2306.
2 BR near University. 48. Aute. Services
wiring, hurricane
wood lathe, lots of mac
Aluminum siding, pic52. Boats-Motors
straps. 759-4850.
ture window, lots of
113' POLAR Craft Jon MURRAY Appliance &
closets & cabinet space
boat, 25 h.p. Evinrude T.V. for all your T.V.
Price- $18,500 For apmotor and 2 axle trailer. repair & antenna work.
pointment call 753-2237
Excellent _work at re$960. Call 485-4842.
after 4p.m. weekdays.
asonable prices. All
work guaranteed. Call
Mirror glaze/wax & 53. Services Offered
FOR SALE
Oct. 24 & 25
$25 2 MEN want to do yard 753-1586.
wash
In Marshall Co., 3 or
work. Tree trimming, ODD job specialist,
Fri. & Sat.
4 bedroom house,
removal of unwanted ceiling fans, electrical,
waterfront view, has
trees & shrubbery, mow plumbing, fencing. You
7 to 5
yards, light hauling & name it, I do it. You
own boat dock, cen1610
wood for sale. Free buy, I install. You
tral heat & air and
estimates. 753-0680 or break, I fix. Call 4361924 Coldwater Rd.
Magnolia
fireplace, 2½ baths,
TREE WORK. Corn
2868 evenings.
759-1683.
No appontment
plete removal, topping,
newly redecorated,
Avon, clothing,
aper
ALL type masonry PAINTING=P
necessary
trimming, stumps
2
/
21
acres.
approx.
or
commerical
chairs,
work, block, brick, hanging,
table &
mechanically removed
Go Racers!
Will consider other
concrete, driveways, residential, Free esmisc. items.
Larry
Experienced.
25
sidewalks, patios, house timates, References.
real estate or trade,
753-0211.
Wood
foundations, new years experience
possible finance half.
WET BASEMENT? We
49. Used Cars chimneys or chimney Tremon Farris 759-1987
Call 753-6331 or
repair. 25 years ex- ROOFING, Siding, Con- make wet basements
300,
CHRYSLER
1983
YARD SALE
dry. Work completely
1-362-9803
mechanically sound. perience. Free es- crete work, Additions, guaranteed. Call or
Anytime
timates. Call Charles Painting, General Car
753-0364.
or
759-1454
Call
write Morgan Con
3 BEYIROOM trick
Sign before railroad
Barnett 753.5476.
pentry. P.A. Molony 753
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
house, 1 1/2 bath, 1972 CORVETTE Sting APPLIANCE
(before
tracks
Estimates.
Free
8628.
LTD
1974
newly decoratd, 3 out Ray, $5600.
409A, Paducah, Ky
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Hazel). Turn at
buildings, 1 1/2 acres, $600. Call 759-9898.
42001 or call 1-442 7026
se,
estinghou
W
ParMethodist
satellite. Near Almo 1473 GOLD Duster, good Whirlpool. 25 years Personal care
WINTERIZE your
body, good engine,
Heights. Call 759-4620.
sonage. 3rd house
home • storm windows,
and
Parts
experience.
for
home
3 BR brick house, real slant-6, $500. Call 753- service. Bobby Hopper, and
attic ventilation, in
on left (red brick),
nice family room & 5820.
person.
sulating, flue in
elderly
paved road.
SerAppliance
Bob's
carport. Located in 1974 BUICK Century, vice, 202 S. 5th St.
spections, heat tapes
Clothes, shoes, new
Lynnwood Estates. $200. Good work car. Business 753-4872, 436Satisfaction guaran
492-8879
Call
speakers, patterns,
Call 489-2527 between
Must sell. 753-3075.
teed, free estimates
5848
(home).
Craftsmen lawnmower,
$4900 REBATE on clos- 8a.m.-11p.m.
489-2663.
APPLIANCE repairgarden tools,curlers for
ing. Brick 3 bedroom, 2 1977 OLDS Toronado, washers- dryers$950.
condition,
good
Isafri
bath, 2 car garage,
refrigerators- rangesWBFP, 15 wooded Call 1-527-8356.
George Hodge
acres. 10 minutes East 1978 DATSUN B-210, 2 air cond.
10 Dixieland
of Murray. $79,900. door, automatic with & Son,
753air, 55,000 miles. Excel- Shopping Center
Phone 436-5574.
.1669.
$1550.
condition,
lent
last
ownerby
sale
FOR
Shine
or
Rain
_
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
chance for this three Call 758-8124.
authorized for
Kirksey Hwy. bedroom, one bath 1478 FORD LTD, good Factory Kelvinator
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
and
Tappan,
753-2480
Must
Call
Murray.
in
condition.
home
OVER
across from
Brown. Service on gas
sell soon. Paneled after 5p.m.
20 YEARS
ranges,
electric
and
basement with laundry 1982 REGENCY
feed mill.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
EXPERIENCE
room and garage, small Brougham, 49,000 microwaves, disRAISED PANEL DOORS *
rewashers,
Fri. & Sat.
h
library/office, 18' miles, full power,
Such • Oak • Walnut • Cherry *
Earl
etc.
frigerators,
swimming pool, wood loaded, $8375. Call 753GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- •
stove, all for $34,000. 6496 after 6p.m.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
FURNITURE REFINISHING •
Dolls, baby clothes,
753-9553.
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE 8
1984 CELICA GT. Call 5341.
Display
•
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Sy A See Our
CARPET installation,
•
maternity, toys,
474-7765 after 6p.m.
753-5940,
service.
professional
Circle
Sunbury
Elvis
&
blankets
1980 HONDA Prelude,
• 409
Satisfac•••••••• OOOOOOOOOOOOO
silver, sun roof, A-1 Also repairs.
Presley collection.
Glenn
guaranteed.
tion
condition, $2600. Call
Bebber 759-1247.
753-5159.
43. Real Estate
'88 BIJICK LeSabre, CHRIS'S Motorcycle
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Call
runs good, no rust, Salvage & Repair.
ROPPERUD Realty
Silver
Gold
474-2313.
nearly new paint
offers a complete range
Closed
work.
tree
Closed
nearly new tires, $300. COMPLETE
of Real Estate services
5.78
425.50 Yesterday
'77 Golden Eagle jeep, Topping, .trimming or
Yesterday
with a wide selection of
unwanted
good condition, $2000. removing
Opened
quality homes in the
Opened
trees. Also, remove
436-5830 or 436-2810.
city & in the county. All
5.84
427.20 Today
Today
price ranges. Phone
'75 MONTE Carlo, stumps 10- below sur.06
Up
1.70
Up
753-1222 for courteous,
silver with burgundy face. Free estimes.
Compliments of:
competent Real Estate
top, mag wheels, good 753-5484.
service. We make buyt running condition, $600. CONTRACTOR- carVERNON S PAWN SHOP
pentry, painting. Big or
ing & selling Real
Call 437-4607.
7 1 3 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 4207 1
Estate easy for you.
'79 LINCOLN, good small we do it all.
753 7113
condition. Call 753-9669 Quality work done for
buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
W
less. Free estimates.
days, 345-2837 night.
We loan money on anything of value
'81 CAMARO, 305 stock, 489-2663.
Hours: 10-6 Doily. Closed Sunday
old
your
AM/FM, air, ps, pb, CONVERT
the
to
good condition. Must home movies
convenience of video
sell. Call 615432-6289.
'82 LINCOLN Mark VI tape. Quick service.
Signature series. Call Reasonable rates. For
more information call
753-0164.
'84 AUDI GT Coupe, 502-753-8363 or 901-642black, all options, 1 7526.
owner, 21,000 mi., like
new. Will sell for Loan
Irrigation-Residential
Value. 753-6149 or
November 1st & 2nd, 1986
CAMPBELL WELL
753-8512.

YARD SALE

Come In And Check
Our Full Line Of
Appliances, T.V.'s,
VCR's and Stereos
On Rent-To-Own

Wes

Miirray Ledger cc limes

41 Public Sales
32. Apt. Ivr Rent
32. Apt. for Rent
EXTRA nice 2 BR apt LOVELY 4 room duplex
Located in residential apt. 1 block from Unarea. Washer & dryer iversity. 1 person. Call
hookup. Lease & deposit 758-8567.
Fri. & Sat.
required. Call 753-3415
NorAll Day
between 8.m.-5y.m.
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
IrwttIVILSHED (BR apt. Now renting. Equal
1 mile out on N. 16th
15 miles south of Housing Opportunity.
Ext. at Rick's Vinyl
Murray, near the lake. 759-4984.
Roofs.
No pets. Call 438-2594 or
see to appreciCoke machine, refrig.,
436-M$1.
ate, 2 BR duplex in
guns, boat & motor,
Westwood Subdivision.
tires, sm. childrens
$325 month k deposit.
clothes, TV, lawn
No pets. Day 492.8885,
mowers, stoves, lots
night 753-0874.
Nrw 3 BR duplex, more.
double carport with
759-9921
storage, appliances
furnished. 753-5114, 7537947OW renting 1 & 2 Bff
ATTIC CLEANING
apts. Call 753-3630.
GARAGE SALE
'IET spa ertrui
country living- 2 BR
1513 and 1522
duplex with carport. 2
London Drive
1/2 miles out 04 West.

MUST
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1986
- 10 A.M. ESTATE OF THE LATE
GEORGE PARCHMAN

look
Need Car

McKenzie, Tn.
Call Collect:
901-352-3671 or
901-352-5704
Fro* Estknates

Ky. Lake Property At
EAGLE'S REST DEVELOPMENT

The owner & developer of Eagle's Rest
commissioned
has
Development
Mainstream Marketing, Inc. to sell out all
b&G Builders. ExGood, Bad,
available homesites to the highest and best
perienced builders of
received on or before sale date.
offers
houses, garages &
No Credit
This property consists of some of the
storage buildings. Call
No. Int.
474-8000.
finest Lake Front and Lake View Homesites
FENCE sales at Sears
ever offered on Kentucky Lake. Lots are
Bankrupt
now. Call Sears 753-2310
large (% acre up). and come with central
estimate for
We carry the note for free
water system,and utilities, and well mainyour needs.
all weather roads.
tained
Call Sammy
GENERAL HOME
Activities include: boat launching, picnic
REPAIR. 15 years exS 753-6448 c_c'
perience. Carpentry,. grounds, beach, hiking and horseback
concrete, plumbing,
trails, etc., together with access to 25,000
roofing, siding. NO JOB
50 Used Trucks
acres of Westvaco Hunting Land.
TO SMALL. Free es1065 PICKUP truck,
Offering consists of 50 + Homesites •
Days
timates.
753-6973,
L.W.B. Call 489-2761
Acreage Tracts To Order are also
nights
474-2276.
after 5p.m.
available.
1976- FORD Van, GENERAL Building
This is an outstanding investment oppor.
customized, 52,000 Repair- 20 years ex&
Roofing
perience.
for individuals, investment groups,
tunity
aluminum
9"
4miles,
extra wide wheels with painting, indoor & outinstitution, contractors, retirees,
financial
multi mile tires. 753- door. Odd lobs. No i0b
fishermen, and others.
and
hunters
to small. 474-8057.
2480 after 5p.m.
be inspected Oct. 17th, 18th
may
Property
patios,
GREENhouses,
1979 FORD pickup, good
reduring the hours of 12:00
additions,
decks,
25th
24th,
Oct.
or
tires. Priced to sell. Call
753-1586 days. 753-3590 modeling, energy say
p.m.-5 p.m. Other inspection times
ing homes. Contracted
after 5p.m.
available by appt.
1084 FORD Ranger with or hourly. Solar Home
•••Also Have numerous items of
Tripp
Williams
topper, 1 owner, 4 Builder,
and construction equipment
maintenance
speed, 4 cylinder, blue 753-0563.
for sale cheap.***
AM/FM cassette,
Call 615-232-6096 for appt. or
$3900. Call 753-0563.
ALUMINUM
1985 FORD F-256
additional information
CO.
SERVICE
pickup, blue & silver,
or check.. 20% down time of
Cash
Terms:
Aluminum and vinyl
8.9 liter diesel engine, 4
on delivery of deed. Tibalance
purchase,
trim
Custom
siding.
ps,
miles,
45,000
speed.
Free and clear of all
deed.
warranty
References
work.
by
tle
Call
$9750.
pb, ac
Celt WM Ed edgy •"
436-42se.
- 'IlfieunibrUnce. Announcements day of sale
753-0689
'69 CHEVY filckUP,
take precedence over all prior notices.
good body. good engine
Come_Rezister To Win:
ultitredC
M
A
[TON
I
& transmission, New
-BAHAMA CRUISE FOR
FREE
sinks
rear-tires, battery & Marble, tops
2 cruises awarded. Drawing at 2 p.m,Sat.
shifter. Runs & sounds panels, custom made
& Sun. Nov. 1 & 2, 1984.
good. $795. Call 759-1692 vanities. Free Est. 753

S
.

THE FORMER ANGLE COURT MOTEL
COLLECTIBLE GLASSWARE - ANTIQUES
GUNS - TOOLS
FURNITURE - MISCELLANEOUS
OUTSTANDING COLLECTION OF
GLASSWARE INCLUDING
APPROXIMATELY 2,000 PIECES
Location: 2 miles northwest of Kenloke
State Pork. at Aurora, Ky.
"All information contained herein was derived from reliable sources and is deemed to be correct, however, It is not guaranteed anal does not
consfitut• a port of a subsequent coAtroct and
Is for informational purposes only.
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1r1

REAL ESTATE &
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Kentucky News In Brief
SEBREE, Ky. (AP) — Alain Aluminum Co.
has submitted another contract offer to its
employees, who walked out 137 days ago at the
plant here.
"I think both sides are looking for a settlement," said Roger Nance, president of Local 142
of the Aluminum, Brick and Glass Workers.
Nance said the proposal, which surfaced during Tuesday's negotiations, represents some
movement from Alcan's earlier request for a
$3-an-hour reduction in wages and benefits.
The union is not discussing details because it
does not want to jeopardize the talks, he said.
Plant Manager Paul Belanger was not
available for comment.
Nance said that "we have heated moments,
but I think it's a little more relaxed atmosphere
now.,
Alcan Aluminium Ltd., the Canadian parent
company of Alcan Aluminum, announced this
week that its profits for the third quarter of 1986
were ;54 million, a nearly eight-fold increase
from the depressed levels of a year earlier.
Despite the increase in profitability, Alcan
probably will continue to press for reductions in
wages and benefits at the smelter, Nance said.
——
WILLIAMSBURG, Ky. (AP) — A Whitley
County man and an Ohio resident Wednesday
became the fourth and fifth persons to plead innocent to capital murder charges, and a sixth
man was also charged in connection with the July slaying of a Mulberry man.
Sam Rose, 38, of Gatliff, and Timothy
Pohlschneider, 28, of Sidney, Ohio, were lodged
in the Whitley County jail on $500,000 cash bond
after arraignment in Whitley District Court, officials said.
Police said a sixth man, Gary WWhite, 29, of
Gatliff, was arrested at his home Wednesday and
also charged in the slaying of Gregory Hill,
whose body OMR found July 8 in a strip-mine pit
about 14 miles east of Williamsburg. He had been
shot once in the head.

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Lois Waldrop Rogers
Mrs. Lois Waldrop
Rogers, 82, of Detroit,
Mich., died Wednesday
at a hospital there.
She was married Dec.
25, 1923, to Ruble Rogers
who died June 16, 1977.
One son, Howie Rogers,
is deceased.
She was a member of
a Baptist Church in
Detroit.
Born Sept. 7, 1904, she
was the daughter of the
late Obie Waldrop and
Monico Taylor Waldrop

of Murray.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Faye
Rogers Gorbold, and
one son, Aaron Rogers,
Detroit; two brothers,
Burie Waldrop, Murray,
and Berthol Waldrop,
Detroit; one aunt, Ruth
Cooper, Murray; six
grandchildren; 12 greatgrandchildren; three
nieces.
Funeral and burial
services will be Saturday in Detroit.

Mrs. Clover Lockhart

•

Services for Mrs.
Clover Lockhart were
today at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Officiating were the
Rev. Doggie Wheatley
and the Rev. Calvin
Clark. Miss Judy Kelso
was organist.
Pallbearers were
David Kennedy, Sam
Kennedy, Jay Kennedy,
Jerry Duncan, Bill
Wilson and Loyd Hinton.
Burial was in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Lockhart, 86, of

Rt. 7, Murray, died
Tuesday at 9:55 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Carl Lockhart,
to whom she was married on Dec. 22, 1917;
two daughters, Mrs.
Conrad (Evelyn) Jones
and Mrs. Jack B. (Sue)
Kennedy, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Carrie
Story, Murray; a sisterin-law, Mrs. B. Stark,
Murray; seven grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.

Willhite was lodged in the Whitley County jail
and was to be arraigned today, said state police
Trooper Gilbert Acciardo, Jr.
Willhite is the last person who will be charged,
Acciardo said.
Pohlschneider was arrested by the Shelby
County, Ohio, sheriff's department Tuesday,
waived extradition and was returned to Whitley
County.
Arraigned Tuesday before Judge C.B. Upton
were: Wayne Bray, 33, of Nevisdale; Larry D.
Harvel, 35, of Rockhold; and Isaac Jackson, 27,
of Williamsburg. Each pleaded innocent and Upton ordered the three held in the Whitley County
jail on $500,000 cash bond.
A preliminary hearing for the three was waived and the case was sent to a Whitley County
grand jury, officials said.
————
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A legislative group
on Wednesday assured Corrections Cabinet officials that no plan was afoot to hand over Kentucky's prison farms to private contractors.
RS chairman, Rep. Lloyd Clapp, said the
prison-farms subcommittee of the interim joint
State Government Committee had no preconception about whether the farms should be taken
from the cabinet.
The subcommittee was created to referee a
debate about whether the farms should primarily turn a profit, or serve as punishment and
rehabilitation while coincidentally supplying
part of the upkeep of 4,800 state prisoners.
The four farms, encompassing about 5,000
acres, lost $550,504 last fiscal year, according to
figures released at the meeting by Kenneth L.
Dressman, the cabinet's director of administrative services.
But subcommittee members generally were
sympathetic.
"We realize that farming is not a profitable
operation. But what we'd like to see ... is an efficient operation," said Sen. Ed Ford, DCynthiana. "I'm certainly not going to criticize
you for losing half a million dollars on a
5,000-acre operation. I think it's very possible to
do that."
MONTICELLO, Ky. (AP) — Destil Eugene
Troxell was sentenced Wednesday to life in
prison without the possibility of parole for 5
years for the murder of a 15-year-old Monticello
youth.
Wayne Circuit Judge Philip Morgan imposed
the sentence that a jury recommended Monday
after it rejected the prosecution's request for the
death penalty.
Troxell was convicted Friday of murdering
Gary Brummett, 15; Gary's father, Jimmy
Brummett, 36; and Jimmy Brummett's
girlfriend, Katherine Crabtree, 38. The three
were shot to death at Ms. Crabtree's Monticello
home last Christmas Eve.
On Friday, Morgan sentenced Troxell, 35, to 50
years in prison each for the murders of the two
adults. Those sentences and the life term imposed Wednesday are to be served consecutively.
Troxell's lawyers filed notice Wednesday that
they plan to appeal the case, said Wayne Circuit
Court Clerk Geneva Abbott.
———
HARTFORD, Ky. (AP) — Commonwealth's
Attorney Dale Bartlett Jr., prohibited from prosecuting cases because of theft charges pending
against him, has announced his resignation, effective Nov. 1.

Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Helen Robinson, Murray, and Mrs. Ann
Wellerritter, Roseville,
Mich.; one brother, O.C.
Williams, Murray;
several nieces and
nephews.

ACTUAL FIRST SESSION

THE DALE CARNEGIE COURSE!'
You're Invited To Attend Without Cost or Obligation
Monday, October 27th - 7:01 P.M.
Bank of Murray University Branch
North 641, Murray, Kentucky
Sponsored by Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce
For More Information 753-5171
Accredited by the Council for Noncollegiate Continuing Education
Presented by Charles D. Eubank and Associates, Inc.

11111.14143.11/1
RI1.15.46.110
$1113.10345.511
$1111.111141.54:
151.311-43.3*
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Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts
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Practically every home in our community has been or may be affected by divorce. Child
custody, child support, and visitation rights for the non-custodial parent and grandparents are
all issues decided by the Circuit Judge.
What qualifications should the person
have who will decide these issues?
v25 years experience in domestic relations law before the Circuit Court
..-Family experience in raising three children
1.- Ability to decide cases on the basis of fairness and justice to all involved(children, mother,
father, grandparents)
....Compassion, Experience, Fakness

DON OVERBEY HAS ALL THESE QUALIFICATIONS
a

ELECT

-

DON OVERBEY
CIRCUIT JUDGE
42nd Judicial Circuit
November 49 1986
(Paid for by campaign fund of Don Overbey: Ed Overbey, treasurer)

The Stihl man will be here Friday & Saturday
Financing Available, 90 Days Same As Cash

Stihl 009L

Stihl 024
16" Bar

14" Bar

Stihl 028 WB
Wood Boss
16" Bar

r

t.46

•Aes
.
,

$16995 $26995
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Only

GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

.

D VORC
t.

Sarnilve
Us 1-3 SWIM Lbs.
US 3-3 MFRS Lb.
US 3-4 Mane Lie
Sews
US 12 5IS4ISS Lim
US 1.3 11133-405 Use
US 1.3 4111-1110 Lbs.
US 1.3 Over MS Lbs. ..
US 133 1115-4131 Lbs.
Bears SIMMI4L311

Dale Carnegie!
Forder

Thursday, Friday & Saturday Only

Market listed
Fegersi-litate Market News Berwlee
October U. 13113
limismity terriers Area Meg Markel
Report laeleilles 11 Moyle( Slaiism
Receipts: A.Ill Set. 7101 Tharrews
GUIs meetly 1.0131.15 Wirer Sows
miler 1•11 lb. .51/ lower over WI lb..
3.113 lower.
US 11 12033611 Lbs.

Will do
babysitting
in your home
Nights or
weekends.
$2 per hour
Call 753-8857
after 5:30 p.m.

lins said she would name a replacement after the
Nov 4 election.
Bartlett's district includes Butler, Edmonson,
Ohio and Hancock counties.
————

FALL SPECTACULAR

James F.(Jimmy) Williams
The funeral for James
F.(Jimmy) Williams Is
today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The
Rev. Lester Butler is officiating. Bill Miller is
directing the music.
Pallbearers are
Donald Brittain, Edwin
Robinson, Walter
Robinson, Danny Cunningham, Larry Robinson and Dwight Watson.
Burial will follow in
Bazzell Cemetery.
Mr. Williams, 65,
Fern Terrace Lodge,
died Tuesday at 9:57
a. m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by
three sisters, Mrs.
Raymon (Sue) Brittain,

"I do not feel good about being just a title
holder," Bartlett said Tuesday, adding that he
intends to concentrate on his private law
practice.
A spokeswoman for Gov. Martha Layne Col-

STIM:
NUMBER ONE WORLDWIDE

Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Only

0

$29995
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Only

STIHE. STIM:
NUMBER ONE WORLDWIDE

NUMBER ONE WORLDWIDE

..-4emeterir•Oorwrpitr.1,,,ter541.fic•Orti
4
041115,01"34.0
ir"rlilellerl731144,414Ne"4

lor4e1I. 4rimr:`rwollMon.nowl4194,..r.tR-:
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1982 Chevrolet Caprice

transmission,
4 door, P.S., P.R.. AC., Auto.
In color.
White
miles,
tilt, cruise, 27,XXX

Buy 1 Stihl Chain,
Get 1 Stihl Chain

4
!
'9

4

(of equal value or less)

s6,800"
DWAIN
TAYLOR

PURCHASE
AREA

eloot
INC.
ominous'',
DEALS"
Mangey
WI.
733-2417

ALL SEASONS Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110
4

